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vABSTRACT
Rotational spectroscopy is a capable technique with a rich history in a variety of
chemical physics applications that is undergoing a renaissance thanks to new ap-
proaches and powerful new experimental capabilities. This thesis demonstrates that
flexibility by examining multiple uses of rotational spectroscopy from instrument
development, analytical chemistry, fundamental chemical physics, and astrochem-
istry.
In chapter 2 we discuss the development of two novel coherent microwave spectrom-
eters. These low cost instruments have only recently become feasible thanks to the
burgeoning development of highly flexible digital electronics. The first instrument
is designed for undergraduate teaching labs and can be used to demonstrate many
new concepts of coherent spectroscopy that are used in modern spectroscopy. It
is a rotational spectrometer and can, therefore, also be used for a variety of basic
spectroscopy experiments. The second instrument uses the stability and consistency
of waveguides and broadband microwave instruments to measure the rotational
spectrum and abundance of isotopologues to high accuracy.
Chapter 3 describes themeasurement of the rotational spectrumof the cyclopentanol–
water dimer. Usingmicrowave spectroscopy, the spectrum ismeasured and assigned,
and the structure of the dimer is determined. The cyclopentanol–water dimer shows
a structure dominated by both strong hydrogen bonding and multiple weaker hydro-
gen bonds from the hydrocarbon ring. The monomer spectrum is measured, though
unassigned due to the strong perturbation from the motion of the ring. Dimerization
with water is shown to suppress this motion. This system is shown to be an excellent
example of the effect of weak hydrogen bonding on the secondary structure and
dynamics of molecular systems.
Chapter 4 moves to astronomical observations of rotational transitions with the de-
tection of a new species: propylene oxide. Measuring the inventory, abundance, and
distribution of molecular species provides tests of our understanding of interstellar
chemistry. Propylene oxide is an important addition to this inventory because it
is the first chiral species detected beyond our solar system. Chiral species play an
enormously important role in biology on Earth, and it is believed that interstellar
chemistry may contribute to the early inventory of prebiotic species on newly formed
planets. The detection of propylene oxide is discussed in the context of the origin
vi
and distribution of chiral molecules in the universe.
Chapter 5 discusses recent data from the Atacama Large Millimeter/Submillimeter
Array. The data maps the distribution of CH3CN isotopologues at incredibly high
spatial resolution toward theOrionKL region. Themeasurement of isotopic ratios in
CH3CN is used to inform our understanding the formation mechanisms of cyanides
in star forming regions. More broadly, the maps are used to show the extreme spatial
heterogeneity of the region, with numerous dense clumps roughly the size of a solar
system, each with their own unique chemical and physical structure that reflects
their distinct evolutionary histories.
Finally, chapter 6 discusses the non-detection of trans ethylmethyl ether. Ethylmethyl
ether is one of the largestmolecules claimed to be detected in the interstellarmedium.
Due to its size, it is believed to be produced on grain surfaces as a secondary or
tertiary product from dissociation of ice constituents. Given its complexity, its
abundance may be an important metric of the accuracy of chemical models of ice
chemistry. The study claiming its detection reported an unusually high abundance of
the species toward W51 e1/e2. Follow up observations and analysis showed that the
original detection was mistaken, likely caused by interference from other features.
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1C h a p t e r 1
INTRODUCTION
Spectroscopy is one of the most ubiquitous tools in chemical research. Spec-
troscopy directly probes the structure and dynamics of matter by measuring the
connections between eigenstates of the Hamiltonian. The Hamiltonian is responsi-
ble for the structure and interactions of matter with its environment. Spectroscopic
measurements are, therefore, a powerful way to understand chemistry and chemical
processes. Modern spectroscopy covers an enormous range of techniques span-
ning the electromagnetic spectrum for a truly staggering variety of applications.
Rotational spectroscopy in particular has been developed into a powerful tool for
fundamental chemical physics research. Measured rotational transitions are directly
related to structure, giving rotational spectroscopy an unparalleled ability to identify
molecular species and the minute details of their structure and Hamiltonian.
1.1 Laboratory Rotational Spectroscopy
Rotational transitions depend on the moments of inertia of the molecule, making
them exquisitely sensitive to molecular structure[68]. Any change in the moments
of inertia of a molecule, from conformational changes to isotopic substitution to
differences in bond distances or angles due to vibrational excitation, are readily
observable. Because a permanent electric dipole moment and free rotation of the
molecule is required for measurement, these observations are limited to gas-phase
polar targets. The width of these transitions is typically very small, generally at
least 100,000 times smaller than the frequency at which they are observed. This
gives large available bandwidths for detection of numerous well-resolved transitions.
Often line widths are far better than this due to long coherence times and high-
precision electronics used. This makes microwave spectroscopy incredibly sensitive
to even tiny perturbations [91]. The sensitivity, flexibility, and precision have
made rotational spectroscopy a pervasive method in chemical physics research for
nearly a century. The development of new equipment and methodologies over this
time, especially the recent development of high speed, easily configurable digital
electronics over the past decade, has greatly expanded the capabilities of rotational
spectroscopy, enabling the work presented here.
Laboratory microwave spectroscopy originated from a goal of measuring molecular
2structure[28], and was bolstered by the development of radar technology, some-
what accidentally at times [66]. With the emergence of suitable instrumentation,
microwave spectroscopy has been widely applied to the study of rotational transi-
tions of molecules to such a great extent that the terms microwave and rotational
spectroscopy are often used interchangeably [144]; however rotational transitions
span an enormous range of frequencies and can be observed from radio frequencies
to well into the terahertz (THz, 1 × 1012 Hz). Further advances in microwave
technology led to the widespread use of rotational spectroscopy to investigate the
structure of gas-phase molecules. The development of cavity based Fourier tech-
niques has further enabled high sensitivity studies of spin interactions, structure of
clusters, and isotopologues among other systems[6]. Finally, development of adia-
batic or chirped pulse excitation schemes have led to the extension of high sensitivity
Fourier techniques to extremely broad band studies capable of detecting numerous
species simultaneously, enabling studies of clusters, highly energetic species, and
dynamics[19, 103].
Chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis describe the development of new microwave spec-
troscopy instrumentation and the use of microwave spectroscopy to study molecular
clusters, respectively. Recent advances in microwave electronics have drastically
lowered the cost of components due to a need to mass produce digital and analog
electronics for high bandwidth communications and novel technologies like high
resolution radar for self-driving cars. This allows for the construction of research
quality instruments at a cost comparable to most other undergraduate teaching in-
struments. This instrumentation is the direct analog of research instruments used
today and incorporates many of the core concepts of modern spectroscopy. This
combination makes the instrument a powerful education tool for inquiry-based ed-
ucation. It can also be used for academic research with minor modifications which
would allow students to participate in academic research at small institutions. This
development is part of an ongoing trend of making cheaper and simpler integrated
electronics that will only continue to improve access to and quality of rotational
spectroscopy instrumentation. This research is a demonstration of how to exploit
this trend to build instrumentation that can be used to demonstrate and teach a wide
variety of concepts central to chemical physics.
Adaptation of this technology to new sample preparationmethods is also a promising
avenue for developing new analytical chemistry techniques. In the second half of
chapter 2 the use of a static gas waveguide cell for stable isotope measurement is
3discussed. Despite its similarity to NMR, rotational spectroscopy has never enjoyed
the same success in analytic chemistry. Only in recent years with the development
of chirped pulse techniques has instrumentation been developed that is capable
of measuring rotational transitions over a large instantaneous bandwidth at high
sensitivity. Even with this development, the supersonic jets used to produce the
gaseous samples introduce serious shot noise that precludes the kind of consistency
required for analytic chemistry; however, combining this with static waveguide
cells can produce far more consistent measurements. A natural target for such
an instrument is is non-destructive and site specific stable isotope measurement.
Isotopic ratios are an incredibly powerful diagnostic tool for discerning the origin
and history of samples. The ability of rotational spectroscopy to identify and easily
separate signals from different isotopologues makes it an intriguing alternative,
particularly because this can be done in a site-specific manner that is challenging
for current techniques. While not complete, the developments made point to a
promising future for rotational spectroscopy as a tool for isotopic analysis.
Chapter 3 describes the measurement of the spectrum and determination of the
structure of the cyclopentanol–water dimer. The power of rotational spectroscopy
to determine precise structures of gas-phase species has been repeatedly applied to
the study of dimers, and has yielded the best characterizations of these systems.
Gas-phase dimers are the starting point for describing condensed-phase systems
critical for chemical reactions. The structure and dynamics of condensed phase
systems can be described as a sum of all the two body interactions of the molecules
present plus all three body interactions and so on to give a complete representation of
the interactions of the liquid or solid. Of these, the two body interactions are of the
greatest interest, as the effect of higher order interactions is lessened by screening
and the distance dependence of electrostatic interactions. Gas-phase dimers are
completely isolated and measurement of their structure gives a description of the
purely two body interaction, providing a basis for describing the far more complex
many body physics of a condensed-phase system. In this chapter, the spectrum and
structure of the cyclopentanol–water dimer is measured. This dimer posses a unique
combination of a strong and multiple weak hydrogen bonds. The overall structure
of the cyclopentanol ring is dictated by secondary weak hydrogen bonding.
1.2 Observational Astrochemistry
Chapters 4, 5, and 6 focus on the use of radio astronomy for astrochemistry. Chapter
four outlines the detection of a new species, propylene oxide, via rotational spec-
4troscopy. Chapter 5 describes the use of millimeter interferometry, discussed below,
to map the distribution of previously identified CH3CN and its isotopologues, to
better understand how it is formed. Finally, chapter 6 discusses the non-detection
of a third species, ethyl-methyl ether and its implications for chemical complex-
ity. All three of these chapters revolve around the central goal of observational
astrochemistry: the use of telescopes to measure the composition of the universe.
As discussed above, this is frequently using radio to terahertz instruments, broadly
referred to as radio astronomy, which almost universally measure rotational transi-
tions. There are many important reasons for this. First, the universe is essentially
transparent at radio frequencies [111]. This allows the detection of species through-
out the interstellar medium (ISM), particularly in dense molecular cores where they
are a formed. Second optical and infrared transitions in isolation may be molecule
specific, however in the complex mixtures of the ISM, it is impossible to disentangle
the mixture of signals found and identify the individual components [3]. Finally, at
the temperatures typical of the ISM, molecules are too cold to spontaneously emit
at frequencies above a few terahertz, making them impossible to detect unless they
have a bright background source behind them, or are detected by direct emission
through radio astronomy. There are, of course, many exceptions to this. Indeed,
the first molecular detections in the ISM, were done in the optical [2]. More recent
detections of H+3 [101], C
+
60[54], detection of gravitational waves[1], and the contin-
uing detection of molecules in exoplanetary atmospheres [94], highlight this fact.
Nevertheless, of the nearly 200 molecules detected in the interstellar medium, only
a handful have been observed through anything other than radio astronomy.
Chapters 4 and 6 describe the detection of a new molecular constituent of the ISM,
propylene oxide, and the non-detection of another, ethylmethyl ether, respectively.
The detection of these species is a first step in understanding the chemical processes
that shape our universe. Molecular inventories depend on a complex network of
chemical reactions and measuring the molecular inventory of a region provides a
benchmark for our understanding of the network [60]. Of particular interest is the
chemistry of molecular clouds where radiation fields are sufficiently attenuated to
allow for the formation of molecules[136]. Molecular clouds span a wide range of
sizes and masses, but often exist as high-mass clouds that act as the birthplace of
numerous stars typical of the initial mass function[42]. These clouds collapse to
form a protostar and eventually a young star with a protoplanetary disk around it.
This system further evolves to a planetary system. Throughout this process, material
is processed and evolves, and the final composition of the solar system inherits, to
5some degree, the chemistry of its parent molecular cloud [29]. Moreover, the
remnants of the solar nebula are incorporated into comets and meteors that may
then be accreted by nascent planets delivering even more organic material formed
in the parent cloud[27]. Thus, astrochemistry is intimately linked with the evolution
toward planetary systems and may play a key role in shaping their volatile content,
which is key to the potential origins of life on these systems. There are likely
over one million Earth-like planets in the habitable zone of stable solar systems in
our galaxy[129]. Understanding the chemistry that governs their potential content
is, therefore, an important area of research. The first steps towards this goal are
better understanding the inventory of molecular clouds and its link to the dynamical
processes shaping this inventory.
Interferometric Radio Astronomy
Amajor challenge of radio astronomy is the relatively modest resolution achievable.
The Rayleigh criteria for circular apertures limits the resolution of a single collector
telescope to 1.22λ/D,whereD is the diameter of the collector. For optical telescopes,
even simple hobby telescopes can achieve sub arcsecond resolution. However for
modern radio telescopes, which are multimillion dollar feats of engineering, the
largest aperture instruments are orders of magnitude lower. The solution to this is
to use interferometers. The operating principal for these instruments is relatively
straightforward. Rather than construct an unfeasibly large aperture instrument, a
series of much smaller more manageable collectors are built. The signal from each
collector is then coherently recombined to produce an interference, referred to as
a baseline, that can be Fourier transformed to give the spatial distribution. The
effective diameter, D, of the instrument is then the separation between collectors,
allowing for far higher spatial resolution. Furthermore, by incorporating multiple
collectors, a more complete measurement of the spatial distribution can be made
because the distance between different sets of collectors must naturally vary. This
is further enhanced by observing for a long period of time because the relative
motion of the Earth and source changes the orientation of each baseline, to provide
a more complete sampling of the full spatial distribution of the source. These in-
struments are used in the optical and infrared as well, but were first developed for
radio astronomy [16, 127], and are more commonly used in the radio due to the
ease with which radio antennas can be constructed and the far simpler processes
of coherent correlation with radio frequency electronics. In recent years radio fre-
quency interferometry has made huge leaps with the construction of the Very Large
6Array (VLA), Submillimeter Array (SMA), NOrthern Extended Millimeter Array
(NOEMA)/Plateu de Bure interferometer, and the Atacama Large Millimeter/Sub-
millimeter Array (ALMA). These facilities are now capable of imaging sources with
enormous sensitivity, spatial and spectral resolution, and bandwidth.
The application of interferometry to astrochemistry is and will continue to be in-
credibly important. Imaging provides essentially the same information onmolecular
content as single dish measurements, but does so with spatial information, produc-
ing a spectrum at each point. Astrochemistry is not a static process. The universe,
in particular star forming regions where material is assembled into solar systems
is a dynamic process. Gradients in temperature, density, and energy input exist
over short scales the size of solar systems, or smaller to thousands of astronomical
units or more, producing heterogenous and time-dependent chemical evolution[74].
Single-dish observations, while a powerful tool for astrochemistry, provide only a
small fraction of the information of an interferometer. Chemical and physical mod-
eling based solely on this information requires very simplistic assumptions. The
rapid expansion of radio interferometers, especially ALMA, has provided some of
the most exciting advances in our understanding of astrochemistry. The high an-
gular resolution has allowed for the first detection of organic species [147] and CO
snow line [118] in protoplanetary disks. It has also enabled the detection of many
new species included the first detection of branched carbon chains [10]. Chapter 5
will discuss the use of ALMA to detect organic species toward the Orion nebula at
unprecedentedly high angular resolution and spectral sensitivity. The observations
described in chapter five show a kinematically and chemically rich and complex
region. These observations, completed in only thirty minutes, are the obvious next
step in understanding the structure of planetary systems as the form and the role
astrochemistry plays in determining the volatile budgets of these systems, and are
an example of the studies that will be possible in the coming decades.
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DEVELOPMENT OF MICROWAVE INSTRUMENTATION
2.1 Coiled Waveguide Spectrometer and the Measurement of Site-Specific
Isotope Ratios
One of the great aspirations of the rotational spectroscopy community has been
the proliferation of the technique and its adaptation to analytical chemistry. Rota-
tional spectroscopy’s ability to easily separate individual rotational states of different
conformers, isomers, and isotopologues makes it a potentially powerful tool for an-
alyzing complex mixtures. This has been a large driver for the interest in adapting
rotational spectroscopy for analytical chemistry. One interesting application is the
use of rotational spectroscopy to measure isotopic ratios. Measurement of isotopic
ratios is a versatile and highly sensitive tool that can be used for a variety of analytical
purposes from forensic identification [92], to paleothermometry [61], to determin-
ing the potential biogenic origin of organic species[8]. Such measurements can be
greatly improved through the simultaneous measurement of isotopic fractionation
from multiple isotopes, termed clumped isotope measurements[148]. Finally, these
techniques can be applied to subunits of a molecule to determine site-specific iso-
topic ratios [113]. With these analyses, complex molecules whose subunits have
distinct origins can be distinguished through measurement of the unique isotopic
ratio at each site[135]. The ultimate goal of such measurements is the determination
of the full isotopic anatomy of the molecule. This is typically done using some
form of mass spectrometry. Depending on the fragmentation method employed,
substantial structural information is lost, making full determination challenging or
impossible. Application of other techniques, most notably NMR, has been able to
determine single substitutions in a site-specific manner, but requires 100’s of mg’s
of sample[135]. Therefore an ongoing challenge is to develop techniques capable
of such measurements, and rotational spectroscopy is a plausible solution to this
challenge.
The general goal of this project is to test the capabilities of rotational spectroscopy
to achieve this experiment. This requires the measurement of multiple rotational
transitions, at least one from each isotopologue, which are likely separated by sev-
eral MHz. The obvious choice is to use chirped pulse Fourier transform microwave
8spectroscopy (CP-FTMW)[19]. This technique combines the sensitivity of tradi-
tional cavity-based FTMW techniques[6] with high speed electronics to cover orders
of magnitude more bandwidth. This allows for the detection of widely separated
transitions of isotopologues, as well as the detection of multiple isotopologues[22],
and even the detection of multiple isotopologues for multiple species in complex
mixtures. The challenge is to do this in a way that minimizes systematic noise,
in order to allow for the quantitative measurement of isotopic ratios. Tradition-
ally sample is measured by exciting supersonic expansion seeded with sample in a
vacuum chamber. This expansion adiabatically cools the molecules, resulting in a
substantial improvement in signal due to the T 32 scaling of the rotational partition
function. Unfortunately, there is strong variability in expansion, modulating the
relative intensities. This issue is exacerbated by the generally low repetition rates
used. Typically expansions are run at 10 Hz or less, with 40-80 excitation-detection
cycles per expansion. This results in an effective shot noise that limits the uncer-
tainty in the intensities to ∼ 20%, despite much higher raw signal to noise. The
obvious solution to this is to use a waveguide CP-FTMW. These instruments work
on the same principles as supersonic jet CP-FTMW instruments, but substitute low
pressure static gas cells made of microwave waveguide for the supersonic jet and
vacuum chamber[121]. Because the gas is static, there is, in theory, no variability in
the sample conditions and the experiment can be run at repetition rates in excess of
50 kHz. The drawback of this approach is that the intensity of measured transitions
is much lower due to the large room temperature partition function. Thus, waveg-
uide CP-FTMW may be a viable technique for measuring the isotopic anatomy of
gasses, however it is not obvious that it is possible. The goal of this project is to
test the feasibility of waveguide CP-FTMW’s ability to measure isotopic ratios in a
site-specific manner.
The instrument consists of a single 10 m coiled WRD 750 waveguide cell, chosen
to maximize power density and bandwidth. A schematic of the instrument is given
in Figure 2.2 The cell volume is of order 1 L, so that at an operating pressure of 5
mTorr, less than 1 µmol of sample is needed. Sample and vacuum are coupled in
through two custom WRD 750 adapters, the dimensions and dimensions of which
are given in Appendix Figure B.1. These adapters are sealed at the front with
0.15mm mica windows (2spi.com part no: #01872-CA) and TorrSeal. Radiation
is coupled into and out of the cell through WRD750 to SMA adapters. Sample
pressure is maintained by first baking the cell with heating tape under vacuum to
reduce degassing or virtual leaks. Once cleared, the vacuum line is shut and the
9Figure 2.1. Intensity of the 12CH3OH 20,2–3−1,3 transition as a function of time
in the Caltech coiled waveguide CP-FTMW. The amplitude is taken as the fitted
intensity of the transition in a 50000 average acquisition at 50 kHz repetition rate
and plotted versus the record number. Error bars are shown as the 1-σ uncertainty
in the fitted amplitude.
cell is filled with sample to ∼ 50 mTorr and manually pumped out to 5 mTorr. This
also has the effect of coating the walls of the cell with a small amount of additional
sample, so that as virtual leaks increase the cell pressure and sample is pumped
out, it is replaced by additional sample, rather than contaminant, which extends
the time the experiment can run without losing signal. Pressure is maintained at
∼ 5 mTorr using an active feedback system. This consists of an Arduino Uno, a
hobby servo motor, and a KJL 275800 digital pressure gauge. Pressure is read out
by the Arduino and fed into a simple proportional-derivative loop control system
that adjusts the position of a valve between the cell and the vacuum line. The code
used to accomplish this is given in the Appendix An early example of the intensity
variability achieved is shown in Figure 2.1. This was subsequently improved through
faster loops, but the long-term stability proved to be a challenge unless the cell was
thoroughly baked prior to data acquisition due to the large hysteresis in the valve
used and the limited range of motion of the servo.
The microwave electronics are extremely similar to those used in [50]. Briefly a
linear 0 – 2 GHz chirp is generated using a AD9914 direct digital synthesis (DDS)
board, clocked at 4 GHz by a Valon 5008 synthesizer (+7dBm). The board is
programmed by an Arduino Uno, the program and details of this process are given
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Figure 2.2. Schematic of the Caltech coiled waveguide CP-FTMW spectrom-
eter. Chirps are generated in the DDS board. The board is clocked by a 4 GHz
synthesizer and programmed through an Arduino Uno. The chirp is triggered by a
delay generator and mixed with a 8-16 GHz LO. Both the synthesizers are in turn
referenced to a 10 MHz Rb frequency standard. The up-converted signal is ampli-
fied by a 3W amplifier and broadcast into the cell. A p-i-n switch, triggered by the
delay generator closes after the pulse to block noise from the amplifier. Emission
is amplified by a low noise amplifier placed behind a protective p-i-n switch also
triggered by the delay generator. The emission is down-converted in a second mixer,
amplified by an IF amplifier, and detected in a high-speed digitizer
in the appendix Section A. The chirp is mixed with a local oscillator (LO) from a
Hittite HCM-2000 (+13dBm) using a M1R-0726 mixer. Both the LO and 4 GHz
clock are referenced to a 10 MHz FS 275 Rb frequency standard. The chirp is then
amplified using a 3W amplifier (ZVE-3W-183+) and broadcast into the waveguide.
Noise broadcast by the amplifier is suppressed by a ATM S1517 p-i-n switch that
opens during the excitation pulse. Emission is detected at the other end of the cell
after the excitation pulse is blocked by a second ATM S1517 switch. Unlike the
instrument described in [50], there is no diode limiter used because the switch is
capable of directly handling a 3W load. The emission is amplified by an AMF-
5F-0800-01800-14-10P amplifier, and down-converted using the same LO and a
second M1R-0726 mixer. It is then further amplified by a ZFL-2000+ intermediate
frequency (IF) amplifier and digitized by an Agilent U1084A digitizer using custom
C code built on the original Acqiris drivers. A schematic of the full setup is shown
in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.3. The measured 12C to 13C ratio of CH3OH using the Caltech coiled
waveguide CP-FTMW. Each data point represents 25 million acquisitions taken at
a repetition rate of 50 kHz. The 12C to 13C ratio is determined by ratio of gaussian
fits to the 12CH3OH and 13CH3OH 20,2–3−1,3 transitions. Error bars are 1σ errors
determined from the fitting.
Once the instrument is set up, the measurement of 12C to 13C ratio is a relatively
straightforward process. Data is simply acquired and averaged in the time domain
and then Fourier transformed. Unlike other double sideband experiments, there is
no deconvolution of the Fourier transform, as the transitions of interest are already
identified and there is no contamination fromother transitions. The ratio is calculated
by fitting the line shape of each transition and taking the ratio. In order to test the
ability of the instrument to measure the 12C to 13C ratio, successive acquisitions
were taken over a fifteen minute period. Individual scans of one thousand averages
were combined into one million average waveforms in the time domain and Fourier
transformed. The resulting ratios were computed using the 20,2–3−1,3 transition of
CH3OH and are shown in Figure 2.3, and an example spectrum is shown in Figure
2.6. The derived ratio is higher than expected, and can be explained by optical
depth effects discussed below. The variation is of order 10%, as would be expected
for a ratio dominated by the low signal to noise ratio of the 13C transition. This
test demonstrates the ability of the coiled waveguide system to provide relatively
stable measurements of rotational spectra. Indeed, the intensity of 12C is better than
3% over short periods where the pressure stabilization is stable, and appears to be
entirely dominated by system noise. This suggests that with better sample stability
the intensities and therefore ratios are entirely dominated by the signal to noise ratio
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that can be achieved.
Sensitivity
The spectrum of the 22,0–22,1 transition of HDO collected in the waveguide spec-
trometer is shown in Figure 2.5. These data were taken over a 3.3 minute period,
resulting in a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of ∼ 6.5, though the uncertainty in the am-
plitude can be improved somewhat through fitting of the full line shape. Achieving
part per hundred or part per thousand level sensitivity requires both suppression of
systematic variation to this level and SNR >100 or > 1000. This would imply that
to achieve a SNR of 100 an acquisition time of ∼ 13 hours is required for HDO.
This presents a serious challenge for this technique, and there is an obvious need
for increased sensitivity. Unfortunately, there are few options available with the
current instrumentation. Increasing sample density is only marginally helpful, as
the collision rate increases linearly with pressure, resulting in significant broadening
and corresponding loss in SNR. This is partially compensated for by an increased
repetition rate, however this quickly becomes insufficient. In general the best SNR
is achieved at pressures of 5–10 mTorr. Similarly, an increase in the cell length
is not particularly helpful because the 10m cell currently used is roughly at the
optically thick limit for absorption. Increases in amplifier power or reduction in
excitation bandwidth can help for weaker transitions; however, as shown in Figure
2.4, stronger methanol transitions fully saturate near 50% power. Curiously, both
the transitions used for the test are b-type, with the weaker transition, 165,12–174,13,
having a stronger transition dipole moment by a factor of two. Furthermore, both
transitions used, 165,12–174,13 and 20,2–3−1,3, are within 50 MHz of each other. It is
therefore unlikely that the instrument response has changed significantly over this
small frequency. Therefore, in the case of methanol, the most reasonable expla-
nation is that the cell is near the optically thick limit. This would explain both
the lack of full Rabi cycling in Figure 2.4, and the unusually high 12C to 13C ratio
derived. This suggests that the cell is not operating in the pi/2 limit and reduction
in sample concentration coupled with higher excitation power could provide more
accurate data and higher dynamic range data, and could somewhat enhance the SNR
by increasing the 13CH3OH signal.
Some improvements in detection amplifier noise are possible, either through cooling
of the cell and amplifier, or by simply using a lower noise figure amplifier. Unfor-
tunately, the current amplifier has a noise figure near 1.0 dB, and it is difficult to
find wide-band amplifiers capable of improving this. Finally, it might be possible
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Figure 2.4. Nutation spectrum of CH3OH. This demonstrates the ability of the
instrument to fully saturate strong methanol transitions. Methanol spectra were
taken at various excitation powers from 0 – 100% of the maximum excitation power
using an AB-BA scheme, where the first acquisition, labeled ‘Run 1’(Red), was
cycled from 0 to 100% and the second set, labeled ‘Run 2’ (Black), was taken from
100 to 0%. Data were taken as 10 million acquisitions per point. The amplitude of
the excitation pulse was varied by controlling the amplitude of the excitation chirp
using an arbitrary waveform generator. The amplitude of the 20,2–3−1,3 (12178.6
MHz) is shown in the bottom panel and amplitude of the 165,12–174,13 (12229.4
MHz) is shown in the top panel.
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Figure 2.5. The rotational spectrum of the 22,0–22,1 transition of HDO from the
Caltech waveguide CP-FTMW observed in natural abundance. The spectrum
consists of 10 million averages, taken at a repetition rate of 50 kHz, achieving a
signal to noise ratio of 6.5.
to target somewhat brighter transitions. The HDO transition shown in Figure 2.5
has an absorption cross section of 4.1×10−6 nm 2 MHz and an abundance-weighted
cross section of∼8×10−9 nm 2 MHz. Strong transitions for 13C abundance-weighted
transitions are of order 10−9 nm 2 MHz for smaller species such as acetaldehyde or
methanol [114]. Targeting even larger species will be hindered by large partition
functions. Therefore, this is a reasonable limitation for most target species, implying
that direct measurement of deuterium fractionation in organic species will not be
feasible with this technique, precluding clumped isotope measurements[46], nor
will measurements of very low dipole species such as CH3D or 18OCO [44, 59].
The most obvious solution is the use of buffer gas cells. These sources, originally
developed as a source of slowmolecular beams for traps, work by flowing pre-cooled
helium atoms into a 5-10 K cell. Helium is cryopumped out of the cell by a 4 K stage
to maintain a helium density of ∼1014 cm3 [24]. Sample is continuously flowed in
independently where it is thermalized through collisions. These cells offer several
advantages over the more traditional pulsed jet supersonic sources. First, they can
achieve higher sample densities than pulsed molecular beams [83, 112]. Second,
because they are continuous, the repetition rate of buffer gas cell experiments is
limited only by measurement time, which is 100 to 1000 times faster than typical
jet experiments [19], and also compatible with CW measurements. Finally, the
15
Figure 2.6. The rotational spectrum of the 20,2–3−1,3 transition of 12CH3OH
(left) and 13CH3OH (right) from the Caltech waveguide CP-FTMW observed
in natural abundance. The spectrum consists of 100 million averages, taken at a
repetition rate of 50 kHz.
principal source of noise in microwave experiments is thermal background and
amplifier noise. Operating at 10 K directly reduces detection amplifier noise and
detecting against a 10 K background substantially reduces background noise. This
combined with the buffer gas cell’s ability to achieve cold rotational temperatures
typical of supersonic jets makes buffer gas cells a potential avenue to improve sample
density and sensitivity, while maintaining high repetition rate. The sample system
should be capable of delivering similar or stability to that of the waveguide cell
due to the active pumping used. Similarly it should be adaptable to liquid or gas
sampling systems, and with proper gas handling design it should be possible to
recover and recycle sample for rare samples.
In summary, this project aimed to test the feasibility of waveguide CP-FTMW
instruments to measure the isotopic anatomy of samples as a possible new tool
for analytical chemistry. As expected, the waveguide-based instrument showed
superior stability and relative intensities to traditional supersonic jet systems. The
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ability of the system to measure site-specific isotopic ratios, while not in doubt,
was nevertheless demonstrated. The precision of the instrument to measure the
12C to 13C ratio of CH3OH was shown to be ∼10%, partially limited by SNR.
Variable power tests suggest that amplitudes of stronger transitions of 12CH3OH are
limited by optical depth rather than raw SNR, while 13C transitions are purely SNR
limited. This suggests that 12C to 13C ratio variability is at least partially tied to
sample abundance variation and the leak rate of the waveguide coupled with the
pressure control system. SNR-limited precision is shown to be ∼1% Measurements
of both CH3OH and HDO show that even with minimal sample variation, SNR
will likely be a significant challenge for more detailed isotopic anatomy studies.
An alternative method utilizing buffer gas cooling cells is briefly discussed as a
promising technique.
2.2 Development of a Low-Cost Chirped-Pulse Fourier TransformMicrowave
Spectrometer for Undergraduate Physical Chemistry Lab
Introduction
Rotational spectroscopy is a well-established and flexible technique for physical
chemistry labs. It provides an interesting and intuitive way to relate structure to
spectroscopy and may be used to study numerous effects relevant to an undergrad-
uate or introductory graduate-level physical chemistry course. Recent advances in
cutting-edge high speed electronics for next-generation communications networks
have also led to greatly increased performance for less expensive systems. The re-
sult is that off-the-shelf components are now capable enough to be used for modern
rotational spectroscopy, and it is now possible to construct an instrument that would
have once been considered a cutting edge research instrument for a relatively low
cost. The technological and economic forces driving this development are unlikely
to slow in the near future, and the cost of the instrument demonstrated here should be
even less in the coming years. This presents educators with the opportunity to com-
bine rotational spectroscopy with modern Fourier transform techniques. This adds
the ability to demonstrate key principles of modern spectroscopy like coherence,
Fourier transforms, time domain methods, density matrix formalism, dephasing,
broadening, and collision theory to an already well-developed physical chemistry
lab.
Spectroscopy is a cornerstone of modern physical chemistry, providing a method of
directly probing atomic and molecular Hamiltonians, measuring kinetics, dynamics,
thermodynamic properties, and molecular structure[134]. As such, a thorough
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Figure 2.7. Schematic of an original HP Stark modulated absorption cell.
understanding of modern spectroscopy is key to physical chemistry education in
order to develop, test, and contextualizemany key concepts. Rotational spectroscopy
is particularly well suited to this. Observed rotational transitions provide direct
structural information that is easily relatable to numerous fundamental concepts in
both classical physics and quantum mechanics[13].
Rotational spectroscopy is extremely versatile and may be used to demonstrate nu-
merous fundamental spectroscopic concepts, making it ideal for physical chemistry
lab experiments. Moreover, rotational transitions are directly related to molecular
structure[68]. Further observation of multiple isotopologues enables very accurate
structural determination. Measurement of rotational transitions of vibrationally ex-
cited states as well as a determination of centrifugal distortion constants may be used
to demonstrate the core concepts of vibrational potentials and vibration-rotation in-
teraction. Perturbations of rotational transitions from external electric fields from
a Stark cell or internal fields generated by nuclei with quadrupole moments give
significant insight into electronic structure of molecules. Frequency shifts caused
by coupling of internal motions to the overall rotation provide further insight into
molecular structure, the potentials associated with the motion, and low frequency
vibrational modes of the molecule.
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With such a wide range of available experiments, rotational spectroscopy has been
a staple of many physical chemistry curriculums for several decades. A common
apparatus based on a continuous wave (CW) source coupled to a waveguide cell and
crystal detector is shown in Figure 2.7 [72]. Measurements are made as a simple
Beer’s law experiment by slowly sweeping the frequency of a CW light source and
measuring the absorption as a function of frequency. This apparatus, based on the
HP 8460A spectrometer [72], is relatively straightforward to construct and maintain
and is both stable and robust. This is primarily a result of using solid-state elec-
tronics to generate and detect all radiation used in the experiment. Furthermore all
optical propagation is carried out with either cables or waveguide, which require
no alignment. The primary limitations of the instrument are its scanning speed,
sensitivity, and cost. The microwave synthesizers predominantly used in the appa-
ratus have limited scan speeds, may need an external frequency counter, and can be
prohibitively expensive. Power variations from the microwave source, noise from
the crystal detector, and the inherent limitations of direct absorption measurements
all limit the sensitivity and increase the time needed for the experiment.
Here we present an alternative to the traditional Beer’s law microwave spectrometer
that offers significant increases in scanning speed, sensitivity, and versatility over
traditional spectrometers at an overall cost (∼$7000) significantly less than a compa-
rable direct absorption microwave spectrometer. To accomplish this we use recent
advances in radio frequency (RF) integrated circuits (ICs) to construct a chirped
pulse Fourier transform microwave spectrometer. Fourier transform microwave
spectrometers offer several advantages over direct absorption spectrometers both in
performance and in educational potential. The key difference between microwave
direct absorption spectrometers and FTMW spectrometers is in the nature of the
measurement. Whereas a direct absorption spectrometer relies onmeasuring a small
change in the absorption of a continuous or slowly modulated source, a FTMW
experiment detects emission from the sample following a short excitation pulse.
This configuration offers two important performance advantages. First, emission
is recorded in the absence of any background excitation, reducing power broaden-
ing and significantly increasing sensitivity. Second the bandwidth of the excitation
and emission are large enough to excite multiple transitions in a single excitation.
This combined with the high repetition rates of the instrument results in rapid data
acquisition, lowering the time needed to complete experiments or the detection
of less abundant species through signal averaging. The spectrometer also offers
several educational advantages over its direct absorption counterpart. In FTMW
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experiments the free induction decay (FID) resulting from emission is recorded in
the time domain and Fourier transformed to give the frequency spectrum. This
provides an excellent demonstration of absorption and emission processes as well as
an introduction to time-domain spectroscopy. The enhanced sensitivity minimizes
sample consumption and allows for the detection of species with lower abundances
or weaker transitions, expanding the range of experiments the instrument is capable
of performing. The ability of the instrument to acquire broad spectra in a single
excitation event also significantly improves the accuracy of measured intensities,
allowing for more quantitative analysis of transitions intensities.
Instrument Design and Principles of Operation
The goal of the instrument design is to construct a fully functional FTMWinstrument
at a cost that is reasonable for undergraduate physical chemistry labs. The complete
instrument schematic is shown in Figure 2.8. This is accomplished by using newly
developed, low-cost digital electronics in combination with existing Stark cells. The
Stark cell itself is a vacuum-tight cell with a sample inlet, a Stark electrode, and
adapters to couple radiation in and out. This project simply replaced the components
connected to the Stark cell. The cell itself is unmodified, with the Stark electrode
and sample inlet and pumping system left as is.
The instrument’s electronics consist of three main components: chirp generation,
excitation broadcast, and emission detection, a block diagram of which is shown in
Figure 2.10. The first, chirp generation is relatively simple, involving a 4 GHz clock,
a frequency standard, and a direct digital synthesis (DDS) board. Implementation
of these boards and details of their operation have been given elsewhere [50] and
practical details are discussed in Appendix section A. Briefly, chirps, specifically
linear frequency ramps of the form shown in Equation 2.1, are generated in the
AD9914 board. This is done by quickly increasing output frequency, described by
a frequency tuning word, of a high bandwidth digital to analog converter (DAC)
on each cycle of a provided external clock signal, resulting in a chirp with an
instantaneous frequency given byEquation 2.2, whereα is the sweep rate of the chirp.
The external clock is a simple 4 GHz sine wave produced by a frequency synthesizer
that uses a 10 MHz temperature stabilized crystal oscillator as a reference. This
subsystem receives a start signal from the timing control, discussed below, generates
a chirp, starting from 0Hz and ramping to its final value, typically 100MHz for these
experiments, in ∼ 1µs, and then sends out a timing pulse indicating the completion
of the chirp.
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Figure 2.8. The full schematic of the initial design of the Caltech CH 6 chirped
pulse FTMW system. SMA connections and cables are shown in black, positive
voltage sources and connections are red, negative voltage sources and connections
are shown in orange, ground is shown in green, BNC connections are purple, and
computer connections andUSB connections are blue. All individual components are
shown as black boxes, and mixers are shown as circles with an x through the center.
Components’ model numbers are given inside their boxes. The RF frequencies
of the components are shown above each SMA connection and the corresponding
power below the SMA connection.
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E(t) = Emaxei(ω0t+1/2αt2) (2.1)
ωinst =
d
dt
(
ω0t +
1
2
αt2
)
= ω0 + αt (2.2)
The second section, excitation broadcast, takes the 0–100 MHz chirp, and converts
it to a higher frequency, amplifies it, and couples it to the cell where it can excite
molecular transitions. This is done in three steps. First the chirp is up-converted by
heterodyne up conversion. This is done by mixing the chirp with a fixed frequency
signal, the local oscillator (LO) in a mixer. Mixers are electrical components that
respond to the square of the input field, as shown in Equation 2.3. When two fields
are applied, this results in multiple outputs. Of importance to this instrument are
the fields produced at the sum and difference of the input. For up-conversion, this
results in two chirps, from (LO-100MHz) to LO, and LO to (LO+100 MHz), that
are referred to as the lower and upper sideband respectively. We therefore choose
our LO frequency to be near, but for reasons that will be clear later, not exactly
at the frequency of our target line. This up-converted pulse is then amplified to
provide sufficient power, and broadcast into the cell. Finally, once the excitation is
complete, a trigger pulse closes a p-i-n switch placed after the amplifier to prevent
amplifier noise from interfering with the experiment. This p-i-n switch consists
of p-type, intrinsic, and n-type semiconductors stacked together. When forward
biased, carrier injection from the p and n-type semiconductors makes it an effective
conductor, while under no bias, the stack is a resistor. This allows the diode to be
switched from conductor to resistor as fast as an electric field can be applied or
removed, typically of order 10s to 100s of ns. Once broadcast into the cell, the pulse
interacts with the sample.
S(t) ∝ e(t)2
S(t) ∝ 1
2
(E21 + E22 ) +
1
2
[E21 cos(2ω1t) + E22 cos(2ω2t)]
+E1E2cos[(ω1t + ω2t) + (φ1 + φ2)]
+E1E2cos[(ω1t − ω2t) + (φ1 + φ2)]
(2.3)
Sample excitation results in a coherence between two states |a〉 and |b〉 when any
portion of the chirp is resonant with the frequency ω0 of the transition between the
two states. This coherence results in a macroscopic polarization P of the sample
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that is given by Equation 2.4, which may derived from simple time dependent
perturbation theory[13]. This polarization is caused by the rotational levels of ∆N
= Nb-Na molecules having rotational wavefunctions having the same phase, i.e.
rotating in phase. A group of molecules which each posses a permanent dipole
moment, all rotating in phase have an ensemble dipole moment that also rotates,
analogous to classical field-induced polarization of a material. This polarization
will then emit a field with a power per unit volume given by 12∆N(ω0)µ¯ , where
¯ is the emitted field. The constants a and b for states |a〉 and |b〉 describe the
coefficients for each state, whose populations are given by |a2| and |b2|. The value of
these coefficients can be derived from time-dependent perturbation theory and their
value is given by Equation 2.5, where ωr is the Rabi frequency of the transition.
Thus, the induced polarization of a chirp can be easily calculated by assuming that
the chirp is a linear combination of a series of narrow-band excitation pulses. This
can be related to the observed emission after accounting for the dephasing of the
sample.
P(t) = 〈Ψ(r, t)| µ |Ψ(r, t)〉 = µ[ab∗exp(+iω0t) + a∗bexp(−iω0t)] (2.4)
a(t) = cos
[
1
2
(
µ
~
)
t
]
= cos
ωr
2
b(t) = −isin
[
1
2
(
µ
~
)
t
]
= −isinωr
2
(2.5)
The field decays through dephasing, that is the loss of phase coherence in the sample.
This occurs through two effects: loss of population as the sample equilibrates and
the phase of molecules being changed. The first effect, described as T1, is identical
to T1 dephasing in ultrafast optical and infrared measurements [71], and spin-lattice
relaxation in NMR, and is the result of population decay. The second, T2, is a
result of scrambling of individual phases of molecules in the ensemble. This can be
caused by a variety of effects including non-homogeneous excitation fields, proper
motion of the sample, and collisions with other molecules or the cell, the last of
which is the dominant dephasing mechanism for waveguide cells [69], and is the
rotational analogue of spin-spin dephasing in NMR. Combined the field decays with
the phenomenological decay constant T2, given in Equation 2.6, which combines
the pure dephasing time T′2, itself a sum over all dephasing effects discussed above,
and the population relaxation from levels |a〉 and |b〉. An example of the emitted
field and its decay is shown in Figure 2.9.
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Figure 2.9. Time domain data of 16O12C32S taken with the Caltech CH 6
spectrometer. The rapidly decaying oscillation is due to the dephasing of the
16O12C32S coherence after excitation. The slow oscillation is due to low frequency
instrumental response.
1
T2
=
1
T ′2
+
1
2
(
1
T1a
+
1
T1b
)
(2.6)
To detect the emission, it must be converted it to a lower frequency that is more
easily detected. The emitted radiation is coupled out of the cell from a second
antenna placed at the other end of the cell and detected. This is done in the third
part of the instrument. First the signal passes through a diode limiter, which uses
diodes to attenuate any signal with power over a threshold, while passing any less
intense signal onlymildly attenuated. This protects the downstream electronics from
damage. The emitted radiation is then amplified and down-converted by reversing
the process of up-conversion. To do this, we use the reverse process, and down
convert the signal using a second mixer and the same local oscillator. This results
in two signals, one at very high frequencies that can be ignored, and a second that
varies from 0 - 100 MHz that effectively folds the two sidebands on top of each
other. Down-converted frequencies are then observed at a frequency |LO − ν |.
To determine the absolute frequency observed, we simply shift the LO by a small
amount. For example for a feature in the upper sideband, shifting the LO up in
frequency will shift it to a lower observed frequency. Once down-converted, the
signal is amplified again and detected as a function of time by an oscilloscope or
digitizer. The frequency spectrum is recovered using a Fourier transform.
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Figure 2.10. The block diagram of the Caltech CH 6 chirped pulse FTMW
spectrometer. RF connections are shown in black and computer connections in
blue. Individual components are shown as black circles or boxes. A key is given in
the bottom left.
The performance of the instrument is demonstrated for the spectrum of OCS. OCS
is the prototypical molecular target for physical chemistry laboratory rotational
spectroscopy. It has four to five observable isotopologues (16O12C32S,16O13C32S,
16O12C34S, 16O12C33S, and 18O12C32S), making full structural determination rela-
tively straightforward. It has a vibrationally excited state that is observable at room
temperature. Its dipole moment is 0.7 D[120], which makes observation of Stark
shifts achievable, and the presence of the 33S nuclei allows for the measurement of
hyperfine splitting. This versatility, combined with it’s availability and relatively
strong transitions due to its linear structure, make it an ideal target. Spectra of vari-
ous OCS isotopologues were recorded at a pressure of 5 mTorr using the instrument
described above. The spectra taken are shown in Figure 2.11.
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Figure 2.11. OCS spectra recorded from the Caltech CH 6 CP-FTMW. The
spectra of 16O12C32S is shown in panel A, 16O12C34S in panel B, 16O13C32S in panel
C, and 16O12C33S in panel D. The spectra of 16O12C32S is a sum of 50000 averages,
16O12C34S is a sum of 100000 averages, 16O13C32S is a sum of 500000 averages,
and 16O12C33S is a sum of 1000000 averages. Amplitudes are arbitrary and are not
the same scale between spectra.
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Conclusion
The design and construction of a low-cost and low-bandwidthwaveguide CP-FTMW
is demonstrated. Construction of this instrument is enabled by Moore’s law-like
scaling of bandwidth and corresponding reduction in cost of high-speed digital
electronics, and low-cost microwave and RF electronics driven by economies of
scale in the telecommunication industry. In total the instrument was constructed
for ∼$7200. The instrument described is an electronics system that is adaptable to
virtually any sample system. For this demonstration, the instrumentation was used
with an existing waveguide-based HP Stark cell. Tests show the ability of the instru-
ment to measure the spectrum of 16O12C32S,16O13C32S, 16O12C34S, and 16O12C33S.
Rotational spectroscopy of OCSmakes an excellent target for physical chemistry due
to its simplicity, high detectability, and the ability to study a variety of fundamental
topics in chemical physics including the Stark effect, rotational spectroscopy and
wavefunctions, vibrational modes and partition functions, and nuclear quadrupole
moments. Introduction of the CP-FTMW instrumentation adds the augments this
by adding new topics time domain spectroscopy and Fourier analysis, coherence
and coherent spectroscopy, modern oscilloscopes and RF electronics, and density
matrix formalism. Finally, though it remains unexplored at present, the electronics
used, the AD9914 in particular, are flexible. In principle, it should be possible to
switch the system from a time domain chirp to a frequency, or amplitude modulated
CW system with minimal modification. This would enable more traditional direct
absorption experiments that utilize lock-in amplifiers, and make it an incredibly
general instrument for physical chemistry education.
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C h a p t e r 3
THE MICROWAVE SPECTRUM AND STRUCTURE OF THE
CYCLOPENTANOL–WATER DIMER
3.1 Introduction
Hydrogen bonding plays a major role in a variety of chemical and physical processes
in terrestrial chemistry. Of these, hydrogen bonds with water are paramount, due to
water’s abundance and role as ’universal solvent’ in Earth’s chemistry. Hydrogen
bonds come in a variety of strengths from strong, e.g. F–H· · ·O–H, to weak e.g.
C–H· · ·O–H or O–H· · · pi. While strong hydrogen bonds are obviously the largest
single contribution to hydrogen bonding interactions, weaker C–H· · ·O–H or O–
H· · · pi bonds are an important part of the solvation of organic species and have
a significant effect on the structure and dynamics of solvated organic species[39].
Measuring the structure of hydrogen bonded complexes can provide insight into the
bonding potentials of these interactions, which is critical to understanding specific
systems and to building a more complete and general understanding of hydrogen
bonding. An obvious starting point for these studies is isolated dimers. Molecular
dimers are the simplest hydrogen bonded systems and their study can reveal the
isolated pairwise interactions, serving as a basis for understanding more complex
systems[45].
Rotational spectroscopy has proven to be a powerful tool for the study of hydrogen
bonding. Because rotational spectroscopy is sensitive to the moments of inertia
of a molecule or complex, it is an inherently structurally sensitive technique[68].
With the incorporation of isotopologue measurements it is possible to determine
atomic positions in a molecule or cluster to sub-angstrom precision[22]. This pre-
cision can be used to definitively determine the nature of the interaction e.g. van
der Waals or hydrogen bond, and provides important benchmarks for theoretical
calculations and methods[140, 141]. In recent years the development of chirped
pulse Fourier transform microwave (CP-FTMW) spectroscopy has greatly increased
the speed at which rotational spectra can be acquired, enabling rapid and blind
searches for the spectra of clusters[19]. This has led to renewed interest in the study
of several hydrogen bonded complexes including the ethanol–water dimer[52], the
propanol–water dimer[48], and the ethanol–methanol dimer [53]. These measure-
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ments have revealed two simple motifs that appear to be common in these systems:
(1) water-donor alcohol-acceptor structures are energetically favored and therefore
the dominant contribution to the interaction energy, and (2) secondary structure is
determined by weaker C–H· · ·O–H interactions. An important question is to what
degree these weaker interactions affect the overall structure. To better understand
this question we have studied the cyclopentanol–water dimer, which is an extreme
case of C–H· · ·O–H interactions with both an alcohol group and four C–H groups
available for hydrogen bonding to a single water.
3.2 Experimental
All data were taken using the Caltech supersonic jet CP-FTMW, which has been
previously described [50]. An instrument schematic is shown in Figure 3.1. Briefly
0–2 GHz chirps are generated from a direct digital synthesis (DDS) board, and
up-converted with a local oscillator (LO) from a microwave synthesizer. The up-
converted double sideband chirp is amplified in a solid-state amplifier to ∼60W and
broadcast into the chamber where it excites the sample. The low noise detection
amplifier is protected by a diode limiter and p-i-n switch. Once the excitation
pulse has faded, molecular emission is amplified by the detection amplifier and
down-converted using the same LO used for up-conversion. The down-converted
signal is further amplified and then digitized by a high-speed digitizer. The double
sideband up- and down-conversion system makes absolute frequencies impossible
to determine from a single LO setting, so two sets of data are taken for each LO
setting, one at the LO itself, and a second at the LO+10 MHz. Together the datasets
can be used to determine the absolute frequency of any feature, as long as the spectra
is sufficiently sparse, a condition that is met for supersonic jet instruments.
Cyclopentanol was purchased from Sigma Aldrich (99%) and used without further
purification. Cyclopentanol–H2O mixture was prepared by flowing 50 PSI Ar car-
rier gas through a two step pickup line. Ar is first flowed through a water pickup
region, loaded with room temperature deionized water. The Ar–water mixture is
then flowed into a lightly heated (∼60 ◦C) reservoir nozzle filled with cyclopentanol.
This arrangement was shown to produce the largest cyclopentanol–water dimer sig-
nal, and is the reverse of the arrangement that was used with other alcohol–water
complexes [48, 52]. This is likely due to the much lower vapor pressure of cyclopen-
tanol. Data were taken at three LO settings, 10 GHz, 13 GHz, and 16 GHz, with a
second scan at a 10 MHz offset for each LO setting. To complete the scan, 100,000
averages were taken at each setting from lowest to highest. This cycle was repeated
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Figure 3.1. Block diagram of the Caltech supersonic jet CP-FTMW. The in-
strument uses either an AD9914 or arbitrary waveform generator to generate linear
frequency chirps for excitation. Later iterations utilized a two horn perpendicular
supersonic jet arrangement with no circulator. Figure taken from [50]
until 10 million averages were acquired at each setting using a custom Python script.
The 16 GHz LO setting was found to have lower amplitude, in both noise and signal,
than the other two settings. This is caused by the lower coupling efficiency of the
X band waveguide horn used. The data were then averaged in the time domain
and Fourier transformed and deconvolved with a custom Python script to give the
spectrum shown in Figure 3.2. After spectral assignment, the data were reprocessed.
To improve SNR, each individual scan was Fourier transformed and the amplitude
of water dimer, cyclopentanol monomer, and if possible the cyclopentanol–water
dimer was recorded. These values were used to create a normalized weight for each
scan, which was then applied to each scan in the time domain. The weighted time
domain scans were then reaveraged and Fourier transformed.
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A
B
Figure 3.2. Spectrum of the cyclopentanol–water mixture. The complete spec-
trum is shown in panel A. The spectrum after subtraction of the monomer data is
shown in panel B in black, while a spectral prediction based on the assigned con-
stants is shown as negative lines with intensity proportional to the expected intensity
of the line. The y axes are given as signal to noise ratio (SNR), determined by
dividing the spectrum by the RMS of a transition free region in the 13 GHz LO
region.
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Cyclopentanol Monomer Spectrum
Typically spectra of mixtures are dominated by the spectra of the monomer con-
stituents, with weaker contributions from the homo- and heterodimers. For water
mixtures at the high pressures used in this study, the water dimer is also significant.
The monomer and homodimer peaks are often already measured and not of interest
and therefore must be accounted for to prevent false assignment. This is usually a
simple process since the monomer spectra is known and assigned, however this was
not the case for cyclopentanol. Despite being a small, volatile, readily available,
and easily measurable species, its pure rotational spectrum has to the best of our
knowledge never been measured or assigned. his is somewhat surprising, however
it is likely due to the complex internal rotation of the molecule. Analogous to the
case of tetrahydrofuran (THF)[119], the C5 ring undergoes a set of coupled bending
or ring puckering motions that effectively rotate around the ring, referred to as a
pseudorotation. Splitting caused by this potential significantly complicates the ro-
tational spectrum, and has required extensive study to firmly assign the spectrum of
THF. Cyclopentanol posses a similar pseudorotational potential, but is complicated
slightly by the presence of the OH group. The structure of the monomer is shown
in Figure 3.3. In order to prevent incorrect assignment of cyclopentanol monomer
lines to the dimer, a spectrum of only the monomer was recorded. This spectrum
consists of 10 million averages taken using a reservoir nozzle filled with monomer,
with 15 PSI Ar carrier gas. The spectrum as well as the prediction based on the ab
initio structure is shown in Figure 3.4. It was later noticed that a small amount of the
cyclopentanol–water dimer was present in the spectrum, likely due to contamination
from ambient moisture.
3.3 Spectral Assignment
The spectra assignment was done by first removing lines from the monomer ref-
erence spectra. This initially resulted in problems due to incorrectly removed
cyclopentanol–water dimer lines present in the monomer spectra from water con-
tamination either in the system or the cyclopentanol sample. The spectrum before
and after removal is shown in Figure 3.2 panels A and B respectively. The resulting
spectrum still has several strong lines due to the water dimer which were left in due
to their low number and distance from predicted cyclopentanol–water dimer transi-
tions. The spectrumwas fit using the AUTOFIT program [131]. The initial guess for
AUTOFIT was taken from ab initio calculations of the cyclopentanol–water lowest
energy conformer using the MP2 method and aug-cc-pVTZ basis set with verytight
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Figure 3.3. The structure of the cyclopentanol monomer. The structure is
optimized at the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ using the Gaussian 09 software package [56].
convergence criteria using the Gaussian 09 software package[56], the structure of
which is shown in Figure3.7. Further anharmonic frequency calculations at the same
level were used to confirm the optimized structure was a potential energy minimum
and to compute distortion constants. The full ab initio constants are given in Table
3.2. Due to the very low SNR achieved, AUTOFIT initially struggled to find an
acceptable fit, despite ab initio calculations that are reasonably accurate. This is
caused by a larger than typical number of possible experimental lines found at low
SNR, several transitions that were unfortunately close to the LO, and higher than
usual variation in signal strength for several transitions. Nevertheless, a solution
was found by varying the initial conditions of the AUTOFIT algorithm. The tran-
sitions fit are a- and b-type transitions from J = 2 – J = 5, limited by both spectral
coverage and SNR. No c-type transitions were observed, in good agreement with the
extremely small c-type dipole moment that results from the nearly symmetric struc-
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Figure 3.4. The spectrum of the cyclopentanol monomer. The spectrum was
recorded by taking 10 million averages acquired using a flow of 15 PSI Ar buffer
gas. The experimental spectrum is shown in black, and the prediction based on ab
initio calculations is plotted as negative going vertical lines with length proportional
to predicted intensity. Frequency is given in MHz, amplitude is arbitrary.
ture of the complex. The transitions fit are given in Table 3.1. The transitions were
fit with the SPFIT program using the Watson A reduction in the Ir representation.
The results of the fit are give in Table 3.2.
Double Resonance
In order to confirm the assignment of the cyclopentanol–water dimer spectrum,
double resonance (DR) measurements were performed. Initially this was done
using an arbitrary waveform generator by programming in a second single-frequency
pulse 400ns duration pulse after the chirp. Later, due to equipment failure, this was
changed to use a microwave synthesizer. This was accomplished by adding a
power combiner and combining the continuous wave (CW) single frequency from
the synthesizer with the output of the DDS prior to amplification and adjusting the
switch timing. The frequency of the single frequency tone was chosen to be resonant
with a target transition. The effect of this is to generate a coherence using the chirped
pulse, and then scramble this coherence with the CW tone. This scrambling results
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Table 3.1. Assigned Rotational Transitions of the Cyclopentanol–Water Dimer.
J′Ka,Kc − J′′Ka,Kc Frequency (MHz)
41,4 − 31,3 13312.3863
40,4 − 30,3 13532.3883
41,4 − 30,3 13860.0503
42,2 − 32,1 14315.4703
30,3 − 20,2 10274.8923
32,1 − 22,0 10639.8963
22,0 − 11,1 10661.0143
32,2 − 22,1 10457.4223
31,3 − 20,2 10822.5664
31,2 − 21,1 10835.9132
22,1 − 11,0 10338.7557
30,3 − 21,2 9470.5339
40,4 − 31,3 12984.7796
32,2 − 21,1 13550.1124
41,3 − 31,2 14378.5526
51,4 − 42,3 15606.6512
50,5 − 41,4 16403.8591
51,5 − 41,4 16580.5572
42,3 − 31,2 16619.6262
50,5 − 40,4 16731.5617
51,5 − 40,4 16908.1272
52,4 − 42,3 17322.1705
53,3 − 43,2 17544.7769
51,4 − 41,3 17847.6977
Table 3.2. Assigned and Ab Initio Rotational Constants of the Cyclopentanol–
Water Dimer.
Ab Initio Experimental
A\MHz 2894.691 2911.035( 83)
B\MHz 1863.648 1880.135( 49)
C\MHz 1599.266 1605.745( 56)
-∆J \kHz -2.0169815 -2.38(113)
-∆K \kHz -1.3608014 –
-∆JK \kHz 0.88752646 –
-δJ \kHz -0.44248328 –
-δK \kHz 0.67903132 –
µa\D 1.77 –
µb\D 2.05 –
µc\D 0.05 –
Nlines 24
σ\kHz 24.49
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Figure 3.5. Potential energy surface of the OH dihedral angle with respect to
the cyclopentanol ring.
in a strong attenuation of emission for any rotational transitions that share a level
with the targeted transition, and is analogous to hole burning experiments done in the
optical and infrared. This attenuation is then monitored as in any other CP-FTMW
experiment. To confirm the levels assigned were correct, two double resonance
experiments were carried out: first pumping the 40,4–30,3 transition, and then the
41,4–30,3; the results of these two experiments are shown in Figure 3.6. Pumping
the 40,4–30,3 clearly modulates the transition assigned to the 41,4–30,3, however no
other linked transitions are observable within the excitation bandwidth. Similarly,
pumping the 41,4–30,3 clearly modulates the transition assigned to the 40,4–30,3 and
to the 41,4–31,3. This shows that these transitions are connected and shows that
a-type and b-type transitions are connected, demonstrating that the two ladders are
connected and not incorrectly asigned.
3.4 Discussion
The structure of the cyclopentanol–water dimer is largely as expected, and is in
keeping with the previous studies of alcohol water complexes. The more acidic
water acts as the proton donor to form a water-donor alcohol-acceptor complex,
a motif seen in previous alcohol–water and mixed alcohol complexes[48, 52, 53,
140]. The secondary hydrogen bonds also play a significant role. The optimized
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Figure 3.6. DR measurements of the 40,4–30,3 and 41,4–30,3 transitions of the
cyclopentanol–water dimer. The top panel shows the spectrum of the 41,4–30,3
with the DR pump set to the 40,4–30,3 (13532 MHz). The bottom panel shows
the spectrum of the 41,4–31,3 and 40,4–30,3 with the DR pump set to the 41,4–30,3
(13860 MHz). In both panels the spectrum with no DR pulse is shown in green, the
spectrum with the DR pulse on is shown in blue, and the difference is shown in red.
Frequencies are given in the downconverted IF frequency.
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structure is shown in Figure 3.7. Of the four possible weak hydrogen bonds, three
form significant interactions with the water’s oxygen. This is largely limited by the
ring strain of the cyclopentanol, which prevents the final C–H· · ·O–H due to ring
strain. The calculated bond distances are 2.81, 2.71, and 3.19 Å. This is in line with
the values derived for both ethanol–water and propanol–water. Also of interest is the
lack of splitting in the rotational spectrum. The cylcopentanol monomer spectrum is
strongly perturbed by the pseudorotation of the C5 ring, however the cyclopentanol–
water dimer shows no evidence of splitting. This is caused by the strong water-C–H
interaction that raises the pseudorotation barrier high enough to make the splitting
unobservable at the experimental resolution of 50 kHz. The presence of this mode is
invoked to explain the heat capacity of cyclopentanol solids [86]. The suppression of
this vibrational mode is an excellent example of the potential effects of complexation
on macroscopic properties.
3.5 Conclusion
The rotational spectra of both cyclopentanol and the cyclopentanol–water dimer
have been measured for the first time. The spectrum of the monomer is shown to
be complex and well beyond an asymmetric rotor, likely due to pseudorotation of
the C5 ring. The spectrum of the cyclopentanol–water dimer is assigned. A total of
24 a- and b-type transitions from J=2 – J=5 are assigned to the dimer with an RMS
of 25 kHz. Ab Initio calculations show that the primary structure of the dimer is
guided by a O–H· · ·O–H hydrogen bond, while the secondary structure of the ring
is dominated by C–H· · ·O–H interactions. This represents an extreme case of weak
hydrogen bonding and highlights the role of secondary interactions in structure and
properties of hydrogen bonded complexes.
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1.89 Å
2.71 Å
2.81 Å
Figure 3.7. Structure of the cyclopentanol–water dimer. The structure is opti-
mized at the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ using the Gaussian 09 software package [56].
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C h a p t e r 4
THE DISCOVERY OF THE INTERSTELLAR CHIRAL
MOLECULE PROPYLENE OXIDE
4.1 Introduction
This chapter outlines the detection of the first chiral species discovered in the
interstellarmedium: propylene oxide. The importance of chiralmolecules to biology
and the emergence of homochirality is discussed. The detection is bolstered by a
robust model of the Sgr(B2)N continuum emission and propylene oxide’s absorption
of that continuum. This discussion explains the origin of the observed propylene
oxide absorption in detail; however, it is worth saying plainly these observations
were only made possible through the unique combination of very high molecular
abundances in the cold shell around an extremely bright and non-thermal continuum
source. Additional laboratory spectroscopy, and ancillary astronomical observations
of two propylene oxide structural isomers, acetone and propanal, are presented.
Since the original publication, several followup searches for propylene oxide have
been conducted using the Green Bank Telescope(GBT) and Australia Telescope
Compact Array (ATCA). These searches are discussed briefly. These results are
used to contextualize andmotivate future submillimeter searches for propylene oxide
and other simple chiral species. An additional discussion on feasibility is added
to the discussion of the detection of enantiomeric excess by circular dichroism.
Finally, a discussion of alternative methods of inferring enantiomeric excess from
radio observations particularly using the next generation very large array (ngVLA)
is given.
The origin of homochirality is a key mystery in the study of our cosmic origins[115].
While homochirality is itself evolutionarily advantageous[98], themechanism for the
selection of one iso-energetic enantiomer over another is uncertain. Many routes to
homochirality have been proposed through the amplification and subsequent transfer
of a small primordial enantiomeric excess (e.e. hereafter). Disentangling these pos-
sible mechanisms requires that we understand the potential sources from which an
e.e. may arise. The oldest material on which e.e. data have been taken in the labo-
ratory are meteoritic samples [47], yet, the provenance of this e.e. remains a matter
of considerable debate[62]. Material in molecular clouds from which planetary
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Figure 4.1. The molecular structure of S-propylene oxide (A) and R-propylene
oxide (B). Carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen atoms are indicated by gray, small white,
and red spheres, respectively.
systems form is processed through circumstellar disks[30], and can subsequently be
incorporated into planet(esimal)s[26]. Thus, a primordial e.e. found in the parent
molecular cloud may be inherited by the fledgling system. Constraining the origin
of e.e. found in meteorites therefore requires the determination of the possible
contributions of primordial e.e., and thus the detection of a chiral molecule in these
environments.
4.2 Observations
For the past fifty years, radio astronomy has been the primary method for studying
the gaseous, complex molecular content of interstellar clouds. In this regime,
observed spectral features correspond to fine structure transitions of atoms, or pure
rotational transitions of polar molecules, that can uniquely identify their carrier. The
observations presented here were taken toward the Sagittarius B2 North (Sgr B2(N))
molecular cloud, the pre-eminent source for new complex-molecular detections in
the interstellar medium (ISM).
Propylene oxide (Figure 4.1) was initially detected using data from the publicly-
available Prebiotic Interstellar Molecular Survey (PRIMOS) project at the Green
Bank Telescope (GBT), which provides near frequency-continuous, high-resolution,
high-sensitivity spectral survey data toward Sgr B2(N) from 1 - 50 GHz[109]. The
full observational details, data reduction strategy, and analysis of the PRIMOS
observations presented here have been previously reported (13), and will not be
discussed further. PRIMOS provides near-continuous frequency coverage of Sgr
B2(N) from 1 – 50 GHz at high sensitivity (RMS∼3 – 9 mK) and spectral res-
olution (∆ν ∼ 25 kHz) using the 100-m Robert C. Byrd Green Bank Telescope
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(GBT). PRIMOS data are fully-reduced and made publicly available with no pro-
priety period. More information on how to obtain full data sets is available online
at http://www.cv.nrao.edu/∼aremijan/PRIMOS/, and large portions of the survey,
as well as many others, are available through the Spectral Line Search Engine
(SLiSE) at http://www.cv.nrao.edu/∼aremijan/SLiSE/. Additionally, several hours
of archival GBT observations (GBT Project AGBT06B-006) fortuitously covered
the 12.8 GHz transition of propylene oxide. These data were reduced in the same
way as the PRIMOS data, and used to further bolster the signal-to-noise of the line.
Observationswith the Parkes Radio Telescopewere conducted over a total of 9 nights
from 30 April 2015 – 19May 2015. The target coordinates for the observations were
the same as those for the PRIMOS observations: right ascension = 17h47m19.8s,
declination = -28◦22′17.0′′ (J2000). Spectra were acquired in position-switching
mode, with the off-position located 1◦ offset in latitude with a switching cycle of
5 minutes. Pointing accuracy was checked by facility staff and converged to ∼5′′
accuracy. The Parkes Ku-band receiver was used with a system temperature of ∼80
K across the band. The backend was an 8 MHz bandwidth, 1 kHz resolution Digital
Filter Bank.
The quasar ICRF J193925.0-634245 was used for absolute flux calibration. Scans
were collected in dual-polarization mode; these were averaged to increase the sen-
sitivity of the observations. Background flux was removed from the scans using a
5th-order polynomial fit to the baseline. The resulting spectra were then binned and
Hanning smoothed to a resolution of ∼0.6 km s−1. Finally, an instrumental noise
feature, or ‘birdy,’ was removed at ∼12069.8 MHz.
For such weak features there is a possibility that even small systematic response (e.g.
standing waves) may obscure or even be mistaken for genuine molecular absorption.
In order to ensure all absorption features were real, each feature was re-observed
at a shifted rest frequency such that the target frequency was shifted within the
passband. For Parkes observations, these tests were carried out concurrentlywith the
observations described above in the samemanner. The additional GBT observations
were carried out over four sessions from 20 August 2015 to 16 September 2015
(GBT project AGBT15A-493). Observations were conducted in position-switching
mode, with the off-position located 1◦ offset in azimuth with a switching cycle of 4
minutes. Pointing accuracywas checked and corrected every∼ 2 hrs using the nearby
continuum source PKSJ 1833-2103. The 211−202 and 312−303 lines were observed
simultaneously using the GBT Ku-band receiver and the VEGAS spectrometer in its
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187.5 MHz bandwidth mode. For both Parkes and GBT observations, the targeted
transition(s) were successfully reproduced, andwere appropriately shifted within the
passband. Therefore, the features cannot be attributed to IF or passband response,
and must be from the target source at the specified rest frequencies.
Based on our model of rotationally-cold propylene oxide absorbing against the Sgr
B2(N) continuum, only three transitions are predicted to have appreciable intensity
above the survey noise floor: the b-type Q-branch 11,0 − 10,1, 21,1 − 20,2, and
31,2 − 30,3 transitions at 12.1, 12.8, and 14.0 GHz (λ = 2.478, 2.342, and 2.141
cm), respectively. The 11,0 − 10,1 line at 12.1 GHz is obscured by radio frequency
interference (RFI) at the GBT, however clear absorption signatures are observed
from the 21,1 − 20,2, and 31,2 − 30,3 transitions (Figure 4.2).
These features may be sufficient for a detection on their own at these wavelengths,
however we endeavored to confirm the detection by observing the 11,0 − 10,1 line at
12.1 GHz using the Parkes Radio Telescope, which does not suffer from RFI in the
region of the line. The data confirm the presence of a feature at the same velocity
(∼ 64 km s−1) as the transitions from PRIMOS, as well as fortuitously detecting a
nearby feature of propanal, a structural isomer of propylene oxide (Figure 4.2). The
far-larger Parkes beam (∼115′′ vs 60′′) encompasses a much larger sample of envi-
ronments, inhomogeneously-broadening the observed transition and incorporating
a second, distinct ∼46 km s−1 component not seen by the GBT beam, but previously
observed in the material surrounding Sgr B2 (Figure 4.3)[85].
A fit to the observations using a single excitation temperature for propylene oxide
finds a column density of NT = 1 × 1013 cm−2 and a rotational excitation temperature
of Tex = 5 K [100]. While an excitation temperature of 5 K is indeed the best-fit to
the data, we note that the most rigorous constraint on Tex is from the non-detection
at higher-frequencies in PRIMOS, giving an upper limit of ∼35 K. Changes in Tex
significantly affect NT , and model parameters which fit the data nearly as well are
possible for excitation conditions betweenTex = 5–35 K. These models all reproduce
the observed features from the GBT and Parkes, and are consistent with the non-
detection of propylene oxide at 3 mm; under these conditions, no transitions of
propylene oxide would be detectable in the reported observations[36].
A search of spectral line catalogues reveals no reasonable interfering transitions
from other molecular species. Propylene oxide is an asymmetric rotor with modest
rotational constants, and therefore has numerous (∼450) transitions that fall within
the PRIMOS data. For lower excitation temperatures (Tex ≈ 10-35 K), at most
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Figure 4.2. Observations of the 11,0- 10,1 (Parkes), 21,1- 20,2 (GBT), and 31,2- 30,3
(GBT) transitions of propylene oxide, in absorption, toward theGalacticCenter.
The 64 km s−1 systematic velocity characteristic of Sgr B2(N) is indicated by a
vertical red line. The 10,1−11,0 transition of propanal is also seen in the Parkes data.
Data are given as antenna temperature (T∗A) as a function of shift from local standard
of rest velocity (VLSR), where 0 km s−1 is the measured laboratory frequency of the
transition[100], and have been Hanning smoothed.
80 have have an intensity ≥1% of the strongest predicted line. Of these, ∼13%
are unobservable due to a lack of available receivers at the GBT. Inspection of
the entire PRIMOS data set showed no absorption or emission features attributable
to propylene oxide at any of these frequencies but the three listed above, in good
agreement with the model and the sensitivity of the survey.
This detection is complementary to the upper limit placed by [36] on the non-
detection of warm, compact propylene oxide at Tex = 200 K toward Sgr B2(N) at
mm-wavelengths using the Mopra Telescope. This search was sensitive only to a
warm population of propylene oxide, however, and resulted in a non-detection with
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Figure 4.3. Illustration of source structure within the Sgr B2 region. A) The
GBT and Parkes beam probe different portions of the cold molecular shell in front of
the bright continuum sources/hot cores within Sgr B2. Molecules in the shell which
are not backlit by continuum sources are not seen in absorption. As the schematic
of the sky view at right shows, B) The GBT (red) and Parkes (blue) beams probe
different continuum sources, with the GBT beam probing only Sgr B2(N), while the
Parkes beam also includes most of Sgr B2(M) to the south.
an upper limit column density of 6.7 × 1014 cm−2 for an excitation temperature of
Tex = 200 K and compact source size (5′′) such as that expected for gas associated
with the embedded protostellar clusters/hot cores in this cloud[36].
In sources with strong background continuum, of which Sgr B2(N) is a prominent
example, many rotationally-cold, high dipole moment species are observed almost
exclusively in absorption against the continuum source, as shown in Figure 4.3.
Because of the exceptionally low line densities, only two to five well-measured
centimeter-wavelength spectral features are needed to securely claim a detection
(see, e.g., [78, 82, 102]). This stands in stark contrast to mm-wave detections,
particularly toward Sgr B2(N), where dozens of lines are typically required. Based
on a statistical analysis of the line density in our observations of Sgr B2(N), we find
that the likelihood of three random features falling within three resolution elements
of the propylene oxide transitions to be ≤ 6×10−8[100].
4.3 Laboratory Spectroscopy
The cm-wave spectrum of propylene oxide is complicated by coupling of the internal
rotation of the methyl group to the overall rotation of the molecule. This splits each
rotational level into a non-degenerate A state and a doubly degenerate E state.
The high barrier to internal rotation (2710 cal/mole; 0.1175 eV) produces small
splittings, ∼ 100 kHz, for low J transitions such as those observed here. These
internal rotation-driven splittings will be unresolved for astronomical observations
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toward Sgr B2(N), but will contribute appreciably to the observed line width. The
pure rotational spectrum of propylene oxide has been previously measured and
assigned[75, 142]. However, due to linewidth and resolution limits in this (previous)
work, the treatment of the splittings was insufficient for determining the contribution
of this splitting to the astronomical linewidth. We have therefore re-measured these
spectra using a state-of-the-art free jet microwave spectrometer.
Specifically, laboratory spectra were collected from 8–18 GHz using a direct digital
synthesis (DDS)-based, chirped-pulse Fourier transform microwave (CP-FTMW)
spectrometer. Details of the instrument have been published elsewhere[51]. Briefly,
a linear frequency sweep (0 – 2 GHz, 1 µs duration) chirped pulse is generated by
a DDS card. This pulse is then upconverted by mixing with a local oscillator (8–18
GHz), amplified (to 50 W), and broadcast by a waveguide horn into the chamber
to interact with the sample. Propylene oxide, sometimes referred to as methyl
oxirane, (>99% purity), was purchased from Alfa Aesar, and used without further
purification. The sample was prepared by flowing 1 atm of Ar through a sealed
reservoir containing ∼5 mL of propylene oxide, and introduced into the vacuum
chamber through a pulsed adiabatic expansion.
After excitation by the microwave pulse, the weak molecular free induction decay
(FID) was collected using the same microwave horn, amplified (+38 dB), down-
converted, and recorded with a high speed digital-to-analog converter (4 GSa/s).
The expansion coupled with the coaxial excitation-detection geometry employed
produces a rotationally cold (∼3 K) gas with a slight asymmetry in the blended
Doppler doublet. This limits the frequency uncertainty in the measured line centers
to 20 kHz.
The use of the same local oscillator (LO) for both up and downconversion gives
double sideband spectra, thus the absolute the frequency of any emission cannot be
determined from a single scan. To determine absolute frequencies, a second scan is
recorded at a slightly shifted (LO+10 MHz) LO frequency. The deconvolved broad-
band spectrum is shown in Figure 4.4 using a 10 microsecond FID. To resolve the
A-E splitting, we followed up with targeted measurements using a 130 microsecond
FID (Figure 4.5). Each peak is a doublet of doublets; the A-E methyl rotor splitting
is ∼100 kHz, while the Doppler splitting from the jet expansion is ∼50 kHz. Fit
frequencies are given in Table 4.1.
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Figure 4.4. Laboratory spectrum of propylene oxide. The spectrum of propylene
oxide in an Ar buffer gas from 8 – 18GHz (4.8 million averages, 20 hour acquisition)
Table 4.1. Measured laboratory frequencies of the transitions used in this work,
and associated observed linewidth broadening.
J′KaKc – J
′′
KaKc
Symmetry Frequency (MHz) ∆V (km s−1)
110 − 101 E 12072.384(20) 2.4
A 12072.479(20) 2.4
211 − 202 E 12837.292(20) 2.1
A 12837.381(20) 2.1
312 − 303 E 14047.715(20) 1.9
A 14047.806(20) 1.9
4.4 The Observational Model
To determine a column density and rotational temperature for propylene oxide, we
follow the convention of [82], using Equation 4.1 to calculate the column density NT ,
given a rotational partition function Qr , upper state energy Eu, rotational excitation
temperature Tex , transition frequency ν, line strength Sµ2, observed intensity ∆T∗A,
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Figure 4.5. Laboratory spectra of astronomically-observed propylene oxide
transitions. Laboratory measurement of the three transitions detected astronomi-
cally in this work, showing the characteristic A-E methyl rotor splitting (solid blue
lines) and Doppler splitting (dashed red lines). Rotational quantum numbers are
given in red.
linewidth ∆V , telescope efficiency ηB, and background temperature Tbg.
NT =
QreEu/kTex
8pi3
3k νSµ
2
×
1
2
√
pi
ln(2)
∆T∗
A
∆V
ηB
1 − ehν/kTex−1
ehν/kTbg−1
(4.1)
We make the assumption that all propylene oxide states can be described by a
single excitation temperature equal to Tex . We stress that this assumption does
not imply that the molecule is necessarily in thermal equilibrium with the gas; Tex
is not assumed to be equal to the ambient gas kinetic temperature, a condition
often described as Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium, or LTE. The excitation of
molecules in Sgr B2(N), especially those in the cold absorbing layer(s) such as
propylene oxide, rarely can be described by the gas kinetic temperature; yet a
single-excitation model often describes such species well [82, 96, 153].
The rotational partition function, Qr , is often calculated according to a high-
temperature approximation, given by Equation 4.2, where σ is a unitless symmetry
parameter, Tex the excitation temperature (K), and A, B, and C, the rotational con-
stants of the molecule (MHz) (c.f. [67]), which offers excellent values down to
modestly-low temperatures.
Qr =
(
5.34 × 106
σ
) (
T3ex
ABC
)1/2
(4.2)
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Molecules seen in absorption toward Sgr B2(N), however, often are characterized
byTex values as low as 6–8 K [80, 82], in which case direct summation of the energy
levels is required, as given in Equation 4.3 (c.f. [67]).
Qr =
1
σ
J=∞∑
J=0
K=J∑
K=−J
(2J + 1)e−EJ,K/kTex (4.3)
For asymmetric molecules like propylene oxide, the symmetry parameter σ = 1. In
this study, we directly sum the rotational states using Equation 4.3 to determine Qr ,
however, we note that at the temperatures under consideration, the error in Equation
4.2 is only 1.3% at 6 K and drops below 0.1% by 40 K.
The Sµ2 value is the intrinsic line strength Si j multiplied by the square of the
transition dipole moment µ, which in the case of the pure rotational transitions
considered here is simply the permanent electric dipolemoment µ along the principal
axis of the transition. The Si j factors are intrinsic quantum mechanical properties
determined from the J andK values of the transition; a thorough reference tabulation
is available [143]. The dipole moments µa, µb, and µc were taken from [142] as
0.95, 1.67, and 0.56 Debye, respectively.
The observed intensities, ∆T∗A, and linewidths, ∆V , were obtained by fitting a single
Gaussian lineshape to the observed transitions (for PRIMOS observations), or a
pair of Gaussians (for Parkes observations). In either case, the observed signals are
well-fit. The results are given in Table 4.2. Given the uncertainties, we adopted
a uniform linewidth of 13 km s−1 when considering the PRIMOS transitions. We
note a trend of decreasing linewidth with increasing frequency, which we attribute
to a combination of the decreasing beam size encompassing less inhomogeneous
environments, and the decreasing broadening due to internal rotation as J-values
increase.
Table 4.2. Line parameters resulting from Gaussian Fits to the observed tran-
sitions. Numbers in parenthesis are 1σ standard deviations in units of the last
significant digit.
Component 1 Component 2
vo ∆T∗A ∆V vo ∆T
∗
A ∆V
Transition (km s−1) (mK) (km s−1) (km s−1) (mK) (km s−1)
11,0 − 10,1 59.3(18) -45(3) 19.6(33) 45.5(23) -13(9) 9.9(57)
21,1 − 20,2 61.4(7) -7.4(5) 15.8(20) ... ... ...
31,2 − 30,3 63.0(8) -6.8(6) 11.6(14) ... ... ...
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The lines were fit, and the column density and temperature determinations con-
ducted, using the laboratory frequencies (ν) determined without explicitly treating
the splitting of the rotational levels due to internal motion because the splitting is
not resolved in our observations. This splitting does, however, contribute a non-
negligible amount to the total linewidth of the observed features: 2.4, 2.1, and 1.9
km s−1 at 12.1, 12.8, and 14.0 GHz, respectively.
The telescope beam efficiency (ηb) was calculated explicitly at each frequency across
the PRIMOS band using Equation 4.4 (c.f. [81]).
ηb = −15.52 × 10−5ν2 − 22.59 × 10−4ν + 0.98 (4.4)
As we also include the observations of [36] in our analysis, which were acquired
with the MOPRA telescope, we take an average value of ηb = 0.44 uniformly across
the 3 mm MOPRA observational window [90].
The background temperature (Tbg) plays a critical role in the accurate modeling of
molecular excitation for transitions searched for in the PRIMOS observations, in
particular for those molecules which are seen in absorption. This is readily apparent
if Equation 4.1 is re-stated as Equation 4.5, below (c.f. [82]).
NT =
Qr 12
√
pi
ln(2)
∆T∗
A
∆V
ηB
8pi3
3h (Tex −
Tbg
ηB
)Sµ2(e−El/kTex − e−Eu/kTex )
(4.5)
Here, it is clear from the Tex − TbgηB term that for values of Tex < Tbg, T∗A must be
negative (in absorption) for NT to remain positive. As the observed propylene oxide
transitions are in absorption, it is therefor critical to constrain Tbg in Sgr B2(N) at
the frequencies observed. In this case, a model must first be adopted to describe
the overlap of the GBT beam with the background continuum emission structure at
each frequency.
The structure of Sgr B2(N) is complex, with a compact (∼5′′) hot molecular core
surrounded by a more extended, colder molecular shell [81]. The background
continuum structure against whichmolecules in this shell absorb is∼20′′ in diameter
(see, e.g., Fig. 3b of [104]). For the purposes of this study, we assume this 20′′ source
size for the cold molecular material, and explicitly calculate the spatial overlap of
these regions with the GBT beam as its size varies across the frequency coverage.
The geometry-corrected source size is then used to determine a correction factor
(B) to observed intensities for beam dilution effects, according to Equation 4.6,
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where θs and θb are the source and beam sizes, respectively. This is then applied as
required to both peak line intensities (∆T∗A) and to the background continuum levels,
as described below.
B =
θ2s
θ2s + θ
2
b
(4.6)
The background continuum temperature at 85 points across the PRIMOS frequency
coverage was established by [81]. These continuummeasurements range frommore
than 100 K at low frequencies to several Kelvin above the CMB near 45 GHz,
although these measurements are not corrected for any assumed source geometry
or beam dilution effects. The authors attribute this to non-thermal continuum in the
source. We adopt their measurements of the continuum for these calculations, but
correct them for the overlap of the assumed source size of the continuum-emitting
region with the GBT beam in the PRIMOS observations. We expect this correction
to be valid to frequencies as low as ∼10 GHz, below which the GBT beam is
sufficiently large that it will encompass additional emitting regions. At that point,
the beam dilution correction factor used here will no longer account for the full size
of the emitting regions within the beam, and the continuum will be over-estimated
in increasing degree.
The effect of this frequency-dependent continuum on the observed intensities of
transitions, both in emission and in absorption, is significant. While the relative
populations of the energy levels for a molecule at a single excitation temperature are
still described by a Boltzmann distribution, the observed relative intensities of the
transitions between those levels are not. This is most straightforward to understand
looking at absorption transitions. The standard analysis of relative intensities from
a molecule whose population is described by a Boltzmann distribution at a single
excitation temperature provides predicted absorption depths (i.e. percent absorp-
tion). The measured (observed; ∆T∗A) value is not, however, directly comparable, as
the background against which a 10% absorptive transition at 45 GHz is absorbing is
not the same as the background against which a 1% absorptive transition at 10 GHz
is absorbing. Thus, the predicted absolute absorption spectrum for propylene oxide
in the PRIMOS observations will present different relative intensities between tran-
sitions, due to this non-constant background, than a simple percentage absorption
spectrum.
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Model Results
Using the model described above, we have performed a least-squares analysis of our
data, taking into account the two observed transitions in PRIMOS, and all transitions
covered by PRIMOS but for which no features are seen, as well as those transitions in
the coverage of the survey conducted by [36]. Due to the large difference beam size,
telescope-specific parameters, receiver efficiencies, and calibration uncertainties,
the Parkes transition was not included in the analysis quantitatively. The results of
the analysis provide a set of models for column density and temperature which are
consistent with our observations, meaning that given the frequency coverage and
sensitivity of the PRIMOS observations and those of [36], only the transitions we
have detected are expected to be present above the noise level of the observations.
The best-fit model for the datasets, including both detected and non-detected lines
in the PRIMOS observations and those of [36], is for a column density of 1 × 1013
cm−2 and an excitation temperature of Tex = 5.2 K. A simulated spectrum under
these conditions is shown in Figure 4.6, while insets (a) and (b) show simulations
of the model overlaid on the observational spectra.
The uncertainties for the Gaussian-fitted parameters given in Table 4.2 are not the
dominant source of uncertainty in our analysis. To quantitatively determine the
uncertainty in the column density and excitation temperature, we have followed
the approach of [31], which takes into account uncertainty in the baseline offset,
the local rms noise level, the absolute flux calibration, the pointing error, error in
the beam filling factor due to uncertainty in the source size, and, in our case, the
uncertainty in the determined continuum level. We make conservative estimates of
these quantities in our analysis, and assume a 20% uncertainty in the absolute flux
calibration, 2′′ uncertainty in the pointing, a 20% uncertainty in the source size, and
a 20% uncertainty in the continuum level. Given the sparsity of spectral features,
we assume no contribution to the error from the removal of the baseline.
Given these uncertainties, and combined with the two fitted transitions from PRI-
MOS, there are a range of models which fit the observed transitions, and non-
detected transitions, nearly as well spanning excitation temperatures as high as ∼35
K. Nevertheless, a column density of 1 × 1013 cm−2 and an excitation temperature
of Tex = 5.2 K are indeed the best-fit to our observations, although there are a wide
range of models which remain consistent with both the detected and non-detected
lines from our observations and those with the MOPRA telescope[36].
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Figure 4.6. Model spectrum of propylene oxide toward Sgr B2(N) at the best-
fit column density and temperature, and comparison with observations. The
spectrum of propylene oxide at NT = 1 × 1013 cm−2 and Tex = 5.2 K, corrected for
background continuum, telescope-specific parameters, and beam dilution effects is
shown in the main figure. The observed transitions in PRIMOS are shown in insets
(a) and (b), with the model spectra overlaid in red. The next strongest transition has
no corresponding receiver (Rx) at the GBT or Parkes, and is marked as such.
Astronomical Statistical Analysis
The low line density in the cm-wave region of the spectrum allows for the definitive
identification of new molecules from far fewer transitions than are required in the
(sub-)mm region. This is especially true in the case of Sgr B2(N), where at frequen-
cies >100 GHz, broad line-widths, high degrees of molecular-complexity, and large
column densities contribute to an essentially baseline-free, completely line-confused
spectrum. To illustrate the relative line densities of these two frequency regimes, we
have compared our PRIMOSobservations around 13GHz to a selection of spectra to-
ward Sgr B2(N) from the Barry E. Turner Legacy survey taken with the NRAO 12m
telescope on Kitt Peak (accessible at http://www.cv.nrao.edu/∼aremijan/PRIMOS).
The frequency windows were chosen to provide equivalent coverage in velocity
space (∼6000 km s−1) in both scans.
In the Turner Survey, which has an RMS of ∼14 mK, there are ∼315 lines at 3σ or
above, with a resulting line density of ∼1 line per 10 MHz (∼1 line per 20 km s−1).
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Herschel HIFI and ALMA data have even lower noise floors and are essentially line-
confusion limited at all frequencies. Typical linewidths in this source are 8 – 25 km
s−1 FWHM, making significant line blending inevitable [80, 82, 96, 153]. To claim
a detection of a line in the presence of blending, however, the components must
be separated by at least their FWHM[139], and the coincidence of lines separated
by this criterion is greatly reduced in such crowded spectra. Thus detections at
(sub-)mm wavelengths regularly require dozens or hundreds of lines to be secure,
and fitting techniques must explicitly account for line blending.
In the PRIMOS survey, there are ∼26 lines above 3σ in the same ∼6000 km s−1
window, resulting in a similar line density of ∼1 line per 10 MHz in frequency
space. In velocity space, however, the line density drops to ∼1 line per 230 km s−1.
With an average line separation > 10 times the linewidth, there is almost no chance
for coincidental overlap. Thus as long as the assignments of laboratory spectra are
robust, molecular detections at cm wavelengths require only a few (2 – 5) lines to
be secure.
The lack of line confusion in the PRIMOS survey allows for further quantitative
constraints on the likelihood of a spurious detection (13). Previous observations
gave a propylene oxide column density upper limit of ≤6.7 × 10 14 cm−2, so we may
conservatively only consider features between−100mK and+100mK. If we further
restrict ourselves to only absorption features, as would be expected for a rotationally
cold molecule toward a strong background source, the number of candidate features
is ∼ 0.28 per 10 MHz. For this line density, the probability of finding a feature
coincident with a propylene oxide transition rest frequency, defined conservatively
as being within twice the largest source FWHM, 50 km s−1 (2.2 MHz), is ∼ 0.06.
The likelihood of three such coincidences is then ∼2×10−4.
The high resolution of our observations provides even further constraint, as all three
observed transition peaks fall within 3 resolution elements (73.2 kHz or 1.7 km
s−1) of the measured laboratory transition frequency. For the given line density, the
likelihood of a single coincident transition falling no more than 73.2 kHz from the
rest frequency is ∼ 0.004, and the likelihood of three transitions all occurring within
this window is ∼ 6 × 10−8.
Finally, although a wide range of linewidths are observed toward Sgr B2(N), the
two transitions measured with the GBT show nearly identical linewidths, providing
further evidence that the transitions are truly related, and are not spurious. As
previously noted, the Parkes data samples a substantially different total population
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and its linewidth cannot be directly compared.
4.5 Measurement of Circular Dichroism
The most straightforward method available for astronomical detection of e.e. is
circular dichroism. Circular dichroism (CD), or preferential absorption of left- or
right-handed circularly polarized light (CPL), manifests itself as a change in the
difference in the electric field of left versus right-handed CPL, commonly referred
to as the Stokes V parameter, that follows the absorption profile of the observed
(in this case, propylene oxide) features. In principle, detection of e.e. requires two
CD measurements. First is a quantitative laboratory measurement of CD to relate
e.e. to an observed CD, while second, and most critically, is a polarization-sensitive
astronomical observation to detect CD.
For laboratory measurements, this requires experimental measurement and quantifi-
cation of CD for each of the transitions in question. In the present case this would
require laboratory absorption measurement of CD for the cm-wave propylene oxide
transitions at 12.1,12.8, and 14.0 GHz. To date, CD has been shown in a labora-
tory setting from the ultraviolet to the mid-infrared. Extension to the microwave,
or radio region, has been studied theoretically[128]. These studies conclude that
such measurements should be feasible, although they have not yet been experimen-
tally demonstrated. Such measurements would then enable quantitative analysis of
polarization-sensitive astronomical observations of CD discussed below.
Modern radio telescopes, especially unblocked off-axis designs such as the GBT,
are capable of highly-accurate, polarization-sensitive observations across wide fre-
quencywindows, simultaneously determining the polarization state at each observed
frequency (e.g.[99]). Briefly, this is achieved by using receivers that simultaneously
detect the electric field of two orthogonal polarizations. The in-phase (0◦) and
quadrature-phase (90◦) components of the electric field for each polarization are
then separated and digitized. Appropriate combinations of these four signals are
then used to fully determine the polarization state at each frequency within the
observed pass band, producing a Stokes vector (discussed below) at each frequency.
Acquiring accurate, phase-calibrated, data across large pass bands requires care-
ful calibration, but is regularly achieved by properly designed radio receivers [126].
Such observations are vital both for detection of circular dichroism and to distinguish
other effects that may change the polarization state of the detected light, obfuscating
potential CD signals.
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In astronomical observations, there are two potential sources of confusion for the
detection of circular dichroism: non-resonant effects, i.e. those that do not require
light at a frequency corresponding to transitions between states of a molecule,
and resonant effects that do. First are macroscopic or non-resonant effects, e.g.
Faraday rotation or dust scattering. For such effects, small changes in frequency
produce effectively no difference in the effect on the polarization[41]. In the present
observations, the linewidth is ∼ 700 kHz, at frequencies of several GHz, making the
difference between on and off resonance is extremely small (∼10−5). Therefore any
non-resonant effect that alters the polarization at the frequency of the absorption
will have the same effect in non-absorption channels and this effect can be corrected
by comparison of the polarization on and off resonance.
The second possible source of confusion is resonant effects. Because resonant
effects are specific not only to a molecule, but to a transition between states of
a particular molecule, they occur only in the narrow region where a molecule
absorbs or emits. Effects that produce changes in linear polarization, e.g. the
Goldreich-Kylafis effect[65], are readily distinguished from circular dichroism, as
they produce changes in linear, rather than circular polarization, which is distinct
from CD. The plausible effect other than circular dichroism to produce changes
in circularly polarized light is the Zeeman effect. In this scenario an applied
magnetic field lifts the degeneracy of the m sublevels, and positive m sublevels
interact preferentially with one handed of circularly polarized light, while negative
m sublevels interact with the opposite handedness. This too is easily distinguished
from circular dichroism. In order to produce non-canceling circular polarization, the
Zeeman splitting must be spectrally-resolved. Spectrally-resolved Zeeman splitting
produces distinct peaks with circular polarizations of opposite sign. Conversely,
circular dichroism produces a single peak of a single sign[125, 128].
Furthermore, observing a wide bandwidth allows for additional tests to prevent
false positives and constrain polarization effects. By observing one of several
achiral species originating from the same region as propylene oxide, e.g. propanal
or acetone, it can be confirmed that there are no resonant molecular effects or
observational artifacts causing changes in the polarization. Higher order effects
such as the Cotton-Mouton effect, quadratic field induced optical activity, and the
magnetochiral effect scale nonlinearly with static magnetic field and, given the
modest measured field strengths toward Sgr B2(N), are not considered[35, 146].
For astronomical observations, it is then critical to demonstrate that CD produces
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observable polarization effects that are distinct from other potential effects, and is
therefore an astronomically observable effect. The polarization state of light can be
completely specified by four parameters, commonly chosen to be the four Stokes
parameters, I, Q, U, and V, where I is the total intensity, Q is linear polarization, U is
45◦ linear polarization, andV is circular polarization. This is oftenwritten as a vector
S = [I,U,Q,V]. Using these vectors, any polarization-altering effect may evaluated
using the so-called Mueller matrices[9]. For on and off-resonance observations,
the polarization vectors will be of the form V′ = Mlos·V, where V is some initial
Stokes vector,Mlos is a Mueller matrix describing subsequent polarization changes
along the line of sight, and V′ is the Stokes vector measured by the telescope. In
the absence of CD, the Stokes vector is exactly as above, while on resonance and
additional term describing CD must be included. The resulting vector is then given
by V′′ = Mlos·MCD·V. The difference between on and off resonance observations,
V′′-V′, is given by Mlos·V-Mlos·MCD·V = Mlos(V-MCD·V). If these two vectors
are identical the difference is zero, and they are indistinguishable, as is the effect
of circular dichroism. This expression is zero for two conditions, if the kernel of
Mlos is not null, or if V is an eigenvector of MCD, with eigenvalue 1. The first
condition can only be met if the line-of-sight transmittance is zero, i.e. if there is
complete absorption along the line of sight. For the second condition MCD has
eigenvectors [1,0,0,1], [0,1,0,0], [0,0,1,0], [1,0,0,-1][9]. Of these four vectors, only
two can be physically meaningful, corresponding to the pure circularly polarized
states. MCD has eigenvalue 1 only for complete transmittance. The result is that the
only valid eigenvector for MCD with eigenvalue 1 is completely transmitted pure
circular polarization. Thus the only two cases in which the on and off resonance
Stokes vectors are indistinguishable are total absorption or the absence of any CD,
meaning that CD must produce a distinct Stokes vector.
From this analysis it is clear that observations at a frequency where CD occurs
and where it does not must produce distinct results, and careful measurements
may thus identify CD in observations. In the case of the present observations
however, a meaningful measurement of the Stokes vector is not possible. This is
principally due to a lack of polarization calibration. Even extremely well-designed
receivers such as those at the GBT may introduce significant polarization artifacts
through a variety of effects, including polarization side lobes, beam squint, and non-
orthogonal response [126]. These effects have dependence on frequency, position
angle throughout observations, altitude and azimuth coordinates of the dish, and
even cable length, and therefore necessitate great care to accurately determine
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Stokes vectors and prevent detection of spurious polarization effects.
There is one final consideration for the detection of astronomical CD: the strength
of the effect. The strength of this effect will determine both the signal to noise
ratio and polarization sensitivity required for the detection of CD. To date, there has
never been a measurement of rotational CD. Thus, a complete and robust estimate
of the observability of CD requires a laboratory measurement. Due to the lack
of availability of this measurement, the only recourse is to use existing theoretical
measurements. Rotational CD has been discussed extensively []. This work derives
both the absolute absorption strengths and the dissymmetry parameter, which is
a ratio of the CD strength to the linear absorption strength, which is the simplest
parameter to use to compare with the current observations. The dissymmetry
parameters calculated for propylene oxide are only available for J = 0–10 transitions.
For these parameters the dissymmetry parameter varies from 10−8–10−5. These
values pose a serious problem for the astronomical observation of CD. They imply
that signal-to-noise ratios in excess of 105 are likely required for detection of CD.
This does assume that the noise power is isotropic in its polarization, which is the
case for receiver noise-dominated observations. Achieving such high signal to noise
ratios is possible with modern radio telescopes, but requires far higher abundances.
Feasibly detecting CD would require massive change of target signal. This could be
accomplished by improving signal by increasing the collecting area of the telescope,
targeting a region with a higher column density of target molecule, or using a target
molecule with both high abundance and lower dissymmetry parameters. Simply
improving the receiver sensitivity is unlikely to be able to enable CD, as current
instruments are already often within an order of magnitude of the quantum limit, and
there is not sufficient improvement to be had with receiver sensitivity alone. Likely,
detection of CD will be achieved through improvement of all of these factors.
One of the most obvious routes to higher signal to noise is to work at higher
frequencies. Detection of high frequency millimeter or submillimeter transitions
necessitates a warmer population and the use of higher noise temperature receivers,
however the improvement in signal strength more than outweighs this. As an
example, the simulated spectrum of propylene oxide assuming a column density of
NT = 1.3×1015 and Tex = 125K is shown in Figure 4.7. A second option is to target
other simple chiral species that may be both more abundant and have more favorable
dissymmetry. The obvious target is monodeuterated ethylene oixde (CH2OCHD).
For highly deuterium enriched regions, this species could be as or more abundant
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than propylene oxide. Furthermore, this species has more favorable dissymmetry
parameters which are more robustly determined. It should be noted, however, that
while none of these dissymmetry parameters are well determined, general theories
of optical activity suggest that the dissymmetry parameters derived are reasonable,
or perhaps optimistic[]. Moving to target denser regions, either through better
source selection or the use of interferometry could boost the column density by
orders of magnitude. Finally, the use of next-generation telescopes, specifically the
high frequency square kilometer array, would improve the raw collecting area by
104 over the GBT.
These factors may be sufficient to enable the astronomical detection of CD, however,
they are speculative in many regards. A more practical, though less informative,
approach is to correlate chiral species abundance with the spatial distribution of
polarized light within a region. Using the ngVLA, high-sensitivity observations
to map the distribution of a chiral species could be generated. Comparison with
optical maps and fluxes used with laboratory photo-destruction cross-sections could
place limits on the amount of enantiomeric enrichment achievable. This relies on
several assumptions including cospatial molecules and emission, and the length of
time under irradiation. This method would therefore produce a large uncertainty
in its outcome, but would be the first constraint on enantioenrichment in molecular
clouds[]. Large enrichments have been observed in amino acids found in meteorites,
and its origins remain unclear []. Using reasonable guesses, it may be possible to
set upper limits below the values observed in meteorites. This would require the
assumption that conclusions drawn from current molecular clouds are applicable
to the formation of our own solar system, but again such observations would be
extremely useful in furthering our understanding of chemical processing beyond the
molecular cloud stage and the origins of homochirality.
4.6 Propanal and Acetone Observations in PRIMOS
We have examined the PRIMOS dataset for transitions of acetone and propanal. We
find 18 clear, unblended transitions of acetone (Table 4.3), and 11 similarly distinct
transitions of propanal (Table 4.4). All transitions were observed in absorption,
and parameters derived by single-Gaussian fits to the lines were determined. We
use the method described above to fit a column density and temperature to these
species using these observed transitions, but note that we make no effort to refine
the physical models from those used for propylene oxide. A static linewidth of 12
km s−1 was used for acetone, and a linewidth of 9 km s−1 for propanal. The source
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Figure 4.7. Theoretical prediction of the submillimeter spectrum of propylene
oxide, assuming NT = 1.3×1015, Tex = 125K. Source size is taken from Qin 2011
and molecular line parameters fromMesko 2017. The previous observed regions of
Cunningham 2007 and Belloche 2013 (84 - 114 GHz) are shown in the inset with
the average EMoCA survey RMS (Belloche 2016) indicated as a horizontal line.
Transitions in Band 7 are approximately 100x brighter than those at Band 3.
size was taken as 20′′ in both cases.
The models derived here reproduce the observed intensities to within a factor of ∼2
(Figures 4.8 and 4.9), and the uncertainties in these parameters should be taken to
be of this order. Further, for acetone in particular, a warm component is known to
be present within the PRIMOS beam, but was not explicitly treated in this analysis.
Thus, while the derived values are useful for qualitative comparisons with each other
and propylene oxide, a more rigorous treatment than the single population, single
excitation-temperature model used here, although beyond the scope of this work,
would refine the results.
4.7 Discussion
Taken together, the GBT and Parkes observations provide strong evidence of cold,
low-abundance propylene oxide toward the Sgr B2 cloud complex, in excellent
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Table 4.3. Observed acetone transitions in PRIMOS.
J′Ka,Kc − J′′Ka,Kc Frequency (MHz) ∆T∗A (mK) ∆V (km s−1)
32,1 − 31,2 AE 10731.360(9) -33.0(9) 16.5(6)
43,1 − 42,2 EE 11569.943(4) -60(3) 14.9(9)
43,1 − 42,2 EA 11583.080(5) -13(3) 10(3)
43,1 − 42,2 AA 11585.245(3) -11(2) 10(3)
54,1 − 53,2 EE 14263.975(5) -28.7(8) 15.8(6)
54,1 − 53,2 AA 14276.816(6) -18.6(7) 14.8(9)
42,2 − 41,3 EE 18654.309(4) -29.7(8) 12.7(4)
31,2 − 30,3 AA 20454.895(4) -9(1) 12(2)
32,2 − 31,3 EE 22413.051(3) -12.2(5) 8.8(4)
20,2 − 11,1 AA 22793.262(3) -7.5(7) 12(2)
20,2 − 11,1 EE 22800.382(2) -32.2(7) 11.8(3)
43,2 − 42,3 EE 23469.238(4) -18.4(7) 12.2(5)
43,2 − 42,3 AA 23549.025(4) 10.7(9) 10.7(9)
21,2 − 10,1 AA 24916.487(3) -7.3(9) 9(1)
31,3 − 20,2 EE 34092.973(3) -23(2) 11.6(9)
22,1 − 11,0 AE 35371.432(5) -13(2) 8(1)
22,1 − 11,0 EE 35381.289(4) -43(1) 17.8(7)
22,1 − 11,0 AA 35468.174(5) -22(2) 6.8(9)
Numbers in parentheses are 1σ uncertainties in units of the last
significant digit. A and E labels designate torsional sub-levels.
Table 4.4. Observed propanal transitions in PRIMOS.
J′Ka,Kc − J′′Ka,Kc Frequency (MHz) ∆T∗A (mK) ∆V (km s−1)
20,2 − 11,1 10098.84(5) -14.3(8) 21(1)
41,3 − 40,4 19182.410(4) -8.3(8) 5.8(8)
21,2 − 11,1 19690.51(5) -18.2(4) 10.2(3)
20,2 − 10,1 20875.19(5) -8.6(5) 8.7(5)
30,3 − 21,2 21451.62(5) -17.0(7) 9.0(4)
21,1 − 11,0 22279.26(5) -8.6(9) 3.8(4)
42,2 − 41,3 29618.95(5) -28(1) 13.8(9)
32,1 − 31,2 31002.20(5) -13(2) 6.8(9)
40,4 − 31,3 32897.82(5) -13(2) 6(1)
31,3 − 20,2 39061.03(5) -21(1) 10.6(8)
41,4 − 31,3 39177.132(5) -20(1) 12(2)
Numbers in parentheses are 1σ uncertainties in units of the last
significant digit.
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Figure 4.8. Model spectrum of acetone toward Sgr B2(N) at the best-fit column
density and temperature, and comparison with observations. The spectrum
of acetone at NT = 2.1 × 1014 cm−2 and Tex = 6.2 K, corrected for background
continuum, telescope-specific parameters, and beam dilution effects is shown in the
main figure. The observed transitions in PRIMOS are shown in black, with the
model spectra overlaid in red.
agreement with previously established upper limits, as well as with previous ob-
servations of complex organic molecules. Indeed, many of the complex organics
seen toward Sgr B2(N) are found not in or near the hot cores, but, like propylene
oxide, in a cold, extended shell around the source. In these regions, molecules
are often liberated into the gas phase via non-thermal, shock-driven, desorption,
resulting in colder, spatially-extended gas-phase populations that are often more
abundant than predicted by standard warm-up models [124]. This is consistent with
the observation that the structurally-similar ethylene oxide is consistently found to
have low excitation temperatures (11 – 35 K), well below the temperature of the
surrounding grains[84], with the detections of glycolaldehyde[82], ethanimine[96],
and propylene oxide’s structural isomers propanal[78] and acetone[100] in this re-
gion, and with the general pattern of shock-driven liberation of complex molecules
in the so-called central molecular zone[124].
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Figure 4.9. Model spectrumof propanal towardSgrB2(N) at the best-fit column
density and temperature, and comparison with observations. The spectrum of
propanal at NT = 6 × 1013 cm−2 and Tex = 6.2 K, corrected for background
continuum, telescope-specific parameters, and beam dilution effects is shown in the
main figure. The observed transitions in PRIMOS are shown in black, with the
model spectra overlaid in red.
From a chemical perspective, the presence of propylene oxide in Sgr B2(N) is
not surprising. Propylene oxide is the third species of the C3H6O family detected
toward this source. Its structural isomers, propanal (CH3CH2CHO) [78] and acetone
((CH3)2CO) [138], are both seen toward Sgr B2(N), and propylene oxide is not the
first epoxide found in the ISM. Ethylene oxide (CH2OCH2) is structurally similar
to propylene oxide, differing by only a methyl group, and has been detected toward
numerous massive star-forming regions including Sagittarius B2(N)[40, 84]. In the
case of acetone, [12] report a column density of NT = 1.49 × 1017 cm−2, but for a
warm population with Tex = 100 K that peaks at the position of the hot core. In the
detection of propanal, column densities were not determined[78].
To determine the relative populations of these molecules in the cold shell around
Sgr B2(N), we have used the same procedure as for propylene oxide. We find that
a column density of NT = 6 × 1013 cm−2 with Tex = 6.2 K reproduces the 11
propanal transitions observed in the full PRIMOS dataset , to within a factor of ∼2.
Similarly, using 18 detected lines of acetone in PRIMOS, we find a column density
of NT = 2.1×1014 cm−2 withTex = 6.2K reproduces these features within a factor of
∼2. The best-fitTex = 5K for propylene oxide is in remarkably good agreement with
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these values, which due to the larger number of observed transitions over a wider
frequency range for propanal and acetone are much more rigorously-constrained.
Tex up to 35 K for propylene oxide are formally allowed in the propylene oxide fit,
due to loose constraints stemming from the narrow range of energy levels covered in
a narrow frequencywindow. However, the best-fitTex = 5K is significantly bolstered
by the similar conditions exhibited by the acetone and propanal populations.
All three members of the C3H6O family are then detected in absorption in the PRI-
MOS data at remarkably similar excitation conditions, suggesting they likely occupy
the same cold, shocked region surrounding Sgr B2(N). Propanal and acetone are
thermodynamically favored over propylene oxide, residing 22.7 and 30.8 kcal mol−1
(0.98 and 1.33 eV) lower in energy, respectively [93]. But, while the relative column
densities derived here do roughly follow the pattern of increasing abundance with
increasing stability, chemistry in molecular clouds is largely kinetically-controlled,
rather than thermodynamically, and relative abundances do not regularly follow
thermodynamic patterns [73, 97]. The recent detections of acetone and propanal
at an abundance ratio of three to one in comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko show
that members of the C3H6O family also feature prominently in the volatile organic
content of comet nuclei, and the remarkably similar ratios to those observed to-
ward Sgr B2(N) suggest that such kinetically-controlled routes to both species are
widespread, and not isolated to extraordinary interstellar sources[64].
The leading models for the production and enhancement of an e.e. in the interstellar
medium likely act over timescales far longer than the delivery of complex organic
material to the planet-forming region of disks[5, 43, 107]. A number of mechanisms
have been proposed for gas-phase routes in the ISM to create such a primordial e.e.
While beta decay-related chemistry has been proven to generate slight chiral asym-
metries [43] that would be universal in nature, perhaps the most intriguing route,
astronomically, is enantiomerically-selective photochemistry induced by circularly-
polarized light (CPL) [107]. Here, the chirally-sensitive chemical reaction networks
would be stochastically driven on the spatial scales of giant molecular cloud com-
plexes. Toward the Orion Nebula cluster, for example, significant CPL patterns
capable of producing e.e. do not extend over the entire protostellar cluster, but have
been detected over regions large compared to individual protoplanetary disks [5].
We have rigorously examined the possible mechanisms for determining an e.e., and
concluded that the standard, total power observations shown here cannot determine
whether such an e.e. exists in the case of propylene oxide, but that high precision,
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full polarization state measurements can, in principle. Critically, the detection of
gas-phase propylene oxide toward the Galactic Center provides a molecular target
for such observations, and demonstrates that interstellar chemistry can reach suffi-
cient levels of complexity to form chiral species in environments with the physical
conditions required to produce an enantiomeric excess.
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C h a p t e r 5
ALMA OBSERVATIONS OF CH3CN TOWARD ORION KL
5.1 Introduction
The Orion Kleinmann-Low (KL) nebula is the archetype and best-studied high-mass
star forming region in the Milky Way. At a distance of 414 pc [105] it is also the
closest. High mass star forming regions produce the majority of stellar systems
and are some of the most molecularly rich sources studied [74, 155]. It has been
proposed that the Earth andmany other solar systems formed in a similar region[20].
Material made in these star forming regions may be inherited by solar systems born
in these regions [29]. Therefore the chemistry observed toward these regions may
be an important contributor to the molecular inventory of solar systems and planets.
The chemistry occurring in star forming regions is remarkably complex. Both gas-
phase and condensed grain surface chemistry combine to produce a wide range
of molecular species[74]. The interplay between gases, grain surfaces, and the
system’s structure and dynamics makes it extremely difficult to model accurately,
and even simple species can have highly complex formation driven by large networks
of chemical reactions. A better understanding of these formation pathways is critical
for developing a robust picture of chemistry in the interstellar medium (ISM). An
obvious starting point is the formation of cyanides. Recent observations of OrionKL
with the Herschel telescope show that cyanides consistently trace warmer gas[33,
34]. There are two likely explanations for this. First that cyanides are formed
more efficiently in gas-phase reactions at warmer temperatures and are therefore
found to be more abundant in warmer gas. Second, that cyanides are more difficult
to liberate from grain surfaces, and therefore formed cold and only found in the
gas phase at warmer temperatures. These scenarios are impossible to distinguish
with single dish observations, however there is a difference that may be exploited
to determine how cyanides are formed: formation temperature. This can be used
by noting that at lower temperatures the zero point energy difference favors C–D
over C–H bonds. Therefore the D to H ratio can be used as a thermometer for the
formation temperature of cyanides.
In order to differentiate the mechanisms, it is necessary to correlate temperature and
D to H ratio. If the D to H ratio is independent of the temperature of the region, it
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must be due to low-temperature grain surface chemistry. If the D to H ratio is anti-
correlated with temperature, the species must be formed directly at that temperature,
showing that it is indeed a product of gas-phase chemistry. In particular, CH3CN
is an excellent target. It is highly abundant, its isotopologues are easily observable,
and it shows a strong warm component. In order to distinguish these scenarios, the
temperature and D to H ratio must be measured at spatial scales over which heating
is expected to occur. For self-luminous hot cores like the one proposed to exist
in Orion KL, this is hundreds of AU. This therefore requires both extremely high
angular resolution and sensitivity. The recent completion of the Atacama Large
Millimeter/Submillimeter Array (ALMA) enables such observations toward Orion
KL through long baseline submillimeter interferrometry.
Orion KL is one of the best studied and one of the most chemically rich star forming
regions, with spatial and chemical heterogeneity that make it a unique source[15].
Orion was recently subjected to an enormous explosive event approximately 500
years ago, producing a near isotropic high velocity outflow [7]. This event is believed
to originate from a dynamic interaction between radio source I and the Becklin–
Neugebauer (BN) object, a ∼10M B star, the most likely scenario being ejection of
BN from the trapezium (Θ1 Orinis), and interaction with an existingmolecular cloud
complex[116]. Such a scenario creates an incredibly heterogeneous and dynamic
environment. As a result the region is spatially complex, forming a large cavity
with clumps of dense gas and dust elongated along the northeast southeast axis
surrounding the cavity. Farther to the south is the relatively quiescent compact
ridge. The two major features of the nebula are source I, and BN. BN is located
to the northwest, traveling this direction away from the region at 24 kms−1 and
is bright from the optical to radio wavelengths, although the region around BN
is relatively isolated. By contrast, source I appears to be embedded within the
millimeter emitting dust on the western inner wall of the cavity. Source I is believed
to be a massive protostar with a circumstellar disk, and is the source of a low velocity
outflow with a 315◦ position angle. To the east of source I is the molecularly-rich
Orion KL hot core. Beyond this, numerous other sources have been identified by
IR[37, 133], millimeter [49, 149] and submillimeter[76] imaging. Throughout the
rest of the chapter, the point sources identified by submillimeter imaging at similar
resolution by Hirota et al. [76], designated by the HKKH notation, are used as points
of reference, as they are detected at similar resolution in the present observations.
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Table 5.1. The correlator configuration used for the ALMA observations of
Orion KL.
Species Rest Frequency Channels Resolution
(GHz) (kHz)
CH2DCN 91,8–81,7 156.970282 960 488.281
CH2DCN 95,5–85,4 156.236135 1920 488.281
CH2DCN 91,9–81,8 155.614895 960 488.281
13CH3CN 83–73 142.901396 3840 488.281
5.2 Observations
Observations of Orion KL were taken in ALMA Cycles 1, 2, and 3 For all observa-
tions, the pointing center was set to αJ2000 = 05h35m14s.5, δJ2000 = -05◦22’30”.9.
Cycle 1 observations consist of short baseline, 0.34 km (170kλ) observations, utiliz-
ing 36 antennas, spanning two local oscillator settings. The correlator configuration
is summarized in Table 5.1. Cycle 2 observations consisted of 33 antennas with
a maximum baseline of 1.5km (825kλ), covering the first local oscillator. Cycle
3 observations covered the second local oscillator with 3.2 km (1.6Mλ) maximum
baseline and 44 antennas. Calibration was completed using standard CASA calibra-
tion pipeline scripts using CASA 4.3.1 for Cycle 1 and 2 observations, and CASA
4.7.0 for Cycle 3 data. Despite substantial spectral line contamination, continuum
subtraction was done in the u-v plane using the uvcontsub task in CASA. Images
were produced using the CLEAN task in CASA, using a robust parameter of 0.5. Due
to limited u-v sampling, significant artifacts were present in the dirty images. CLEAN
regions were chosen conservatively based on the strongest emission and confirmed
with previous observations [55]. The resulting images had an RMS of ∼5 mJy (2.4
K) and resolutions ranging from 1.2 to 0.2 arcseconds. The resulting continuum
image is shown in Figure 5.1. The derived continuum is in good agreement with
previous high resolution ALMA images [76].
5.3 Analysis
To determine the column densities and temperature of methyl cyanide isotopologues
as a function of position, data were fit pixel-by-pixel across a 11′′ ×13′′ region
at the center of the map. We focus on Cycle 2 observations, as these are the
only long-baseline observations that simultaneously observed both CH2DCN and
13CH3CN. Because these species are observed simultaneously, the uncertainties
in quantities derived from relative fluxes, e.g. temperature or D to 13C ratio,
should be dominated by thermal noise, rather than calibration uncertainties, as
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Figure 5.1. A plot of the continuum toward Orion KL. Both the greyscale and
contours plot the continuum. The greyscale is plotted on a log scale using vmin
of -0.01 and vmid of 0.1. Contours are at the [-0.0028995 0.00323595 0.0093714
0.01550685 0.0216423] Jy beam−1 levels. Red crosses mark continuum sources.
Numbers mark peaks identified by Hirota[76]. The synthesized beam is shown in
the bottom left.
would be the case for separate observations of each species. Additionally, the
combination of substantial overlap with CH3CN transitions, and inherent differences
in calibration and array configuration, limit the usefulness of Cycle 3 observations,
which observed CH133 CN. The Cycle 2 observations have a resolution of 0.33
′′
×0.35′′ with a maximum recoverable scale of ∼4′′ .There is substantial material at
spatial scales greater than 4′′ toward Orion KL [149] whose flux will be resolved out.
The goal of these observations is to resolve spatial structure on scales commensurate
with circumstellar disks which lay within radii typically associated with abundance
enhancements brought on by heating from embedded protostars as modeled by so
called “jumpmodels” [18, 130]. These observations therefore do not give a complete
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Figure 5.3. The moment 0 map of 13CH3CN toward Orion KL. The color and
contours show the integrated intensity of the 13CH3CN transitions used in the fit.
Red crosses mark the continuum sources identified by Hirota[76]. Contours are at
the [0.52, 1.04, 2.09] Jy beam−1 levels. The red star indicates the position of source
I and the blue diamond marks the position of the hot core.The synthesized beam is
shown in the bottom left and a scale bar is shown at the top left.
picture of CH3CN toward Orion KL, but instead focus only on the material present
at small spatial scales that is relevant to elucidating the origins of CH3CN .
Fitting was done by extracting spectra in a single synthesized beam centered on each
pixel in succession, and performing a fit at each point. For some regions, the presence
of small additional continuum flux not fully subtracted during imaging was removed
separately for each subband as a constant offset determined from a line-free region of
the spectrum. To prevent erroneous fit results, only pixels with CH2DCNflux greater
than three times the local RMS were included. Excitation temperature, velocity,
width, and column density of 13CH3CN and CH2DCN species were determined
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Figure 5.4. The moment 0 map of CH2DCN toward Orion KL. The color and
contours show the integrated intensity of the CH2DCN transitions used in the fit.
Red crosses mark the continuum sources identified by Hirota[76]. Contours are at
the [1.58, 3.17, 6.33] Jy beam−1 levels. The red star indicates the position of source
I and the blue diamond marks the position of the hot core.The synthesized beam is
shown in the bottom left and a scale bar is shown at the top left.
simultaneously by least squares fitting. It was assumed that both 13CH3CN and
CH2DCN have the same velocity, line width, and excitation temperature, and the
same value was used for both species. Spectra were modeled using Equation
5.1,where NT is the column density in cm−2, Iv is the flux density in Jy/beam, dv
is given in km/s, Q is the rotational partition function, Eu is the upper state energy
in K, Tex is the rotational excitation in K, ν is the transition frequency in GHz, and
Sµ2 is the transition dipole moment in Debye2, convolved with a single gaussian
lineshape, using the molecular parameters in Table 5.2. B is given by the equation
B= ΩS(ΩS + ΩB), where ΩS and ΩB are the solid angle of the source and beam
respectively. Given the small angular scales, we assume the source completely fills
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Table 5.2. CH3CN Transitions used for fit.
Species Transition Rest Frequency Upper State Energy Si j µ2 log(A)
(MHz) (K) D2 log(s−1)
13CH3CN 87–77 142793.94160 381.29879 57.68051 -4.24039
13CH3CN 86–76 142828.80880 288.39069 215.33644 -3.96901
13CH3CN 85–75 142858.33610 209.74043 149.96124 -3.82485
13CH3CN 84–74 142882.51140 145.36583 184.56079 -3.73447
13CH3CN 82–72 142914.85 59.49889 230.69417 -3.63728
CH2DCN 91,9–81,8 155614.87 42.74 136.60057 -3.50121
CH2DCN 91,8–81,7 156970.26 43.06 136.59778 -3.48992
CH2DCN 92,7–82,6 156304.638 59.08 131.48 -3.51206
CH2DCN 93,6–83,5 156278.889 54.588 86.03938 -3.54140
CH2DCN 93,7–83,6 156278.85 54.588 86.03938 -3.54140
CH2DCN 94,5–84,4 156259.7696 123.77664 110.98263 -3.51206
CH2DCN 94,6–84,5 156259.7696 123.77664 110.98263 -3.51206
CH2DCN 95,5–85,4 156236.13200 172.28359 95.61108 -3.65097
CH2DCN 95,4–85,3 156236.13200 172.28359 95.61108 -3.65097
CH2DCN 96,3–86,2 156207.55840 231.55057 76.83619 -3.74615
CH2DCN 96,4–86,3 156207.55840 231.55057 76.83619 -3.74615
the beam at all positions. Only the transitions listed in Table 5.2 were used for the
fit. Several other transitions of both species are detected in our observations, but
were not included in the fit due to substantial blending with other lines.
NT = 2.04 × 1020
∫
IvdvQe
Eu
Tex
Bθaθbν3Sµ2
(5.1)
The results of fitting are shown in Figures 5.5 and 5.6. In general, these results are
in good agreement with previous observations of CH3CN toward Orion KL[33]a.
Fitable emission is clearly detected toward the hot core, SMA1/HKKH7, HKKH7
and 8, the compact ridge or HKKH 11, IRC7 or HKKH6, and IRc6. Spatially,
the emission is consistent with previous cyanide observations [14, 149]. All fitted
regions show smooth gradients in the derived parameters, with some exceptions,
notably the line width of the HKKH 11, changing rapidly due to high noise, and
several edge pixels toward SMA 1 nearly reaching the width limit of the fitting
routine. Furthermore, the kinematic structure matches the channel maps.
The derived temperature structure is qualitatively in agreement with both ammonia
mapping with the VLA [63] andmillimeter CARMA imaging[149], with the highest
temperatures found toward the hot core, with progressively lower temperatures
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Figure 5.5. The derived CH3CN temperature from the least squares fit of
the Orion data cube. The derived temperature is shown as a color plot and the
continuum is shown as peak flux×[12 ,14 ,18 , 116 ] contours in grey. The synthesized
beam is shown in the bottom left corner.
to the south west. The absolute temperatures differ from both high resolution
ammonia observations [63] and single dish Herschel measurements [32]. This can
be reconciled by noting that [63] detected substantially higher excitation transitions
that would require unrealistically high column densities to detect with the present
observations, and that [32] used a single dish telescope that was far more sensitive
to extended structure.
5.4 Results and Discussion
The most striking result of the analysis is that Orion KL’s many regions are unique.
Aside from the more general complex-scale dynamics observed here and elsewhere,
each source appears to be inhomogeneous. While this result should be to some
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Figure 5.6. The derived CH3CN column density from the least squares fit of
the Orion data cube. The derived 13CH3CN + CH2DCN column density is shown
as a color plot and the continuum is shown as peak flux×[12 ,14 ,18 , 116 ] contours in grey.
The synthesized beam is shown in the bottom left corner.
degree expected, it highlights a serious challenge for current and future astrochemical
studies: even in the hot core phase, molecular clouds show spatial and chemical
heterogeneity that must be accounted for to properly model the source. Moreover,
these sources are not isolated and regions between should show a smooth transition
between the regions. Future observations with higher sensitivity could trace this
lower abundance material and further our understanding how these regions interact.
This information would be extremely useful in better understanding the dynamics
of the region.
IRc6 and IRc7 are detected with a source size that cannot be deconvolved from
the synthesized beam. IRc7 shows a northeast-southwest gradient in temperature,
column, velocity, and linewidth. The highest column densities, temperatures, and
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Figure 5.7. The derived velocity from the least squares fit of the Orion data
cube. The derived velocity is shown as a color plot and the continuum is shown
as peak flux×[12 ,14 ,18 , 116 ] contours in grey. The synthesized beam is shown in the
bottom left corner.
line width are found at the southeast. The velocity gradient may suggest rotation
about a common center of mass with the northwest end rotating away from the
observer; however this is difficult to reconcile with the ∼50 K temperature gradient
observed, and may instead be a clump experiencing an external sheering force. The
temperature gradient would imply external heating despite, the fact that the source
is cospatial with the peak of the mid IR emission peak associated with IRc7. IRc6
by contrast is essentially homogeneous in all respects. Spatially it is closely aligned
with IRc6E, rather than IRc6 or the peak of the millimeter emission near IRc6.
HKKH 10 similarly shows little spatial variation, although there is some variation
in its northeastern corner caused by low flux.
The peak toward HKKH8/9 appears to be kinematically homogeneous, with slight
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Figure 5.8. The derived line width from the least squares fit of the Orion data
cube. The derived line width is shown as a color plot and the continuum is shown
as peak flux×[12 ,14 ,18 , 116 ] contours in grey. The synthesized beam is shown in the
bottom left corner.
east-west red shift and a corresponding modest decrease in width. There is a small
peak in column density in the center of the region. The temperature varies from
100–125 K with small temperature increases near the northern and southern ends of
the region, and a small increase in the center. The region is not cospatial with HKKH
8/9 and is located south and west of both, and not associated with the millimeter
continuum. SMA1/HKKH7 is kinematically unusual. It appears to have a radial red
shift, with lower velocities found at the outer edges of the region. This lower velocity
outer region also has a far wider velocity width. Somewhat counterintuitively, both
the column density and temperature are not correlated with the kinematic structure.
Both column density and temperature increase from southwest to north east. As
with the case of HKKH 8/9, this clump of gas is not completely cospatial with either
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the millimeter continuum or SMA1. The spatial dependence of the temperature
and column density gradient would make sense if the clump were being externally
heated by SMA1, with a more turbulent outer shell.
Finally, the hot core is the strongest source of CH3CN emission and the most
structurally interesting region. Kinematically the region is unusual. It has a curved
northwest-southeast shape with a velocity gradient that follows this structure. Each
velocity component has a size that cannot be deconvolved from the synthesized beam,
as shown in the channel maps in Figure 5.2. The velocity gradient is ∼ 2 kms−1
red shifting to the north. Interestingly, the increase corresponds with decreasing
distance to the SiO outflow from source I [117]. There has been considerable debate
surrounding the origin of heating within Orion KL, in particular the hot core [38,
154]. Arguments have been made both for and against a self-luminous hot core. The
velocity gradient towards the outflow may be the result of an interaction between
the outflow and the hot core. The temperature gradient that goes from a hot exterior
to cooler middle would support this hypothesis, though the origin of the heating on
side of the hot core facing away from source I is less clear. Similarly, the increased
velocity width and column density farther from the outflow may be a result of
CH3CN destruction as the region interacts with the source I outflow.
Finally, the results of the D to 13C ratios are give in Figure 5.9. There are six regions
with sufficient flux of both 13CH3CN and CH2DCN to produce reliable D to 13C
ratios, the hot core, source n/HKKH 7, HKKH8/9, IRc4/HKKH10, IRc7/HKKH
6, and IRc6. The derived D to 13C ratios vary from 1.0–0.5, assuming a galactic
12C to 13C of 68 [106], this gives very high values for the deuterium fractionation
within the Orion KL complex, exceeding several other estimates [110]. Each source
within the field of view shows its own unique behavior, analogous to that observed
in the kinematic and abundance measurements discussed above, however there are
few strong correlations between these variables. While the observed fractionation
is extremely high, the source to source variations are very small compared to the
enhancement over the cosmic value of 1−5. This shows that despite the local mecha-
nisms that may be modifying the enrichment, the overall enhancement in CH3CN is
large and as a whole, the CH3CN toward the Orion KL complex evolved at very low
temperatures. Despite this, there is a trend to lower deuterium enrichment at higher
temperatures. This effect is small, roughly a factor of two, compared with the three
orders of magnitude enhancement in fractionation. Still the trend is observed, and
is even observed in several regions within Orion KL. IRc6 shows an essentially con-
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stant deuterium fractionation, despite its temperature gradient, implying its material
is unprocessed. The lack of an obvious temperature gradient in IRc6, HKKH8/9, or
HKKH11 makes them difficult to interpret. The large spread in fractionation toward
HKKH8/9 and HKKH11could be due to heavy reprocessing of some material, or
differences in the formation of parts of these sources. Both scenarios are plausible
given the spatial heterogeneity of the sources. HKKH7/SMA1 shows the clearest
gradient fractionation gradient. The deuterium fraction drops quickly as the gas
heats as it moves closer to the source I outflow and SMA1. This material is being
actively reprocessed and appears to be one of the most chemically active regions
in Orion KL. Finally, the hot core is again puzzling. The highest fractionation is
observed toward the northern region. This part of the hot core is closest to the source
I outflow. The spatial structure of the fractionation is correlated to the kinematic
structure of the hot core, and suggests that the fractionation observed is a physical,
rather than chemical effect, e.g. more complete grain mantle evaporation.
One curious result is the deuterium fractionation toward HKKH1. Comparing the
moment 0 maps of 13CH3CN and CH2DCN shown in Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4
respectively, it is clear that though they have the same general spatial distribution,
there is a strong deuterium depletion toward HKKH 1. While less extreme, there is
also a strong depletion toward HKKH 2. The generally low SNR of either species
toward HKKH 1/2 makes fitting meaningful D/H ratios impossible. Furthermore,
the relatively high noise level of the observations makes it difficult to put strong
upper limits on the CH2DCN abundance, however assuming a Trot of 150 K, the
ratio is ∼1:50. A second interesting feature of this region is the abundance of
vibrationally excited species. Figures 5.11 and 5.10 show the moment 0 maps of
CH3CN v8=1 and C2CHCN v15=1. The CH3CN v8=1 distribution clearly peaks
toward the hot core and HKKH2/3, though it does extend to HKKH1. C2CHCN
on the other hand peaks farther north towards HKKH 2/3 and HKKH 1. These two
species have similar upper state energies and critical densities, making it unlikely
that this is caused purely by differences in excitation [17, 88].
This distinction is intriguing and suggests an origin for the depletion of CH2DCN
toward HKKH 1. The lack of an obvious excitation mechanism implies a chemi-
cal explanation. Vinyl cyanide is unsaturated and produced either directly in the
gas-phase or through successive hydrogenation, or through gas-phase ion-neutral
reactions [23]. The grain surface abundance peaks and then is depleted by further
hydrogenation to ethyl cyanide or evaporation. Conversely, CH3CN is the terminal
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Figure 5.10. Moment 0 map of vinyl cyanide toward Orion KL. Continuum is
shown as contour plots. A scale bar is shown at the bottom right. The synthesized
beam is shown at the bottom left. The blue diamondmarks the hot core. Red crosses
mark HKKH sources.
species in grain surface hydrogenation. This would suggest that HKKH 1 is a much
younger and more heavily ablated source, while the hot core and HKKH 2/3 are
still warm, but substantially older or less heavily processed by the environment.
This scenario would also explain the relatively low deuterium abundance in CH3CN
observed in HKKH 1. A young or heavily processed source would show a D/H
ratio much closer to that expected from its kinetic temperature, as is the case in
HKKH 1 and to a lesser extent HKKH 2/3. The question is then: why is there such
an abrupt change in physical conditions moving north from the hot core? From
Figures 5.1,5.3,5.4 there is very little material between HKKH 1 and source I or
BN, and it may be more heavily irradiated. HKKH 1 is not directly along the axis
of the source I outflow, but is reasonably close [117]. HKKH 2/3, show moderate
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Figure 5.11. Moment 0 map of CH3CN v8=1 toward Orion KL. Continuum is
shown as contour plots. A scale bar is shown at the top left. The synthesized beam
is shown at the bottom left. The blue diamond marks the hot core. Red crosses
mark HKKH sources. The direction of source I’s low velocity flow is shown as a
blue arrow.
depletion; however HKKH2 which is farther from both source I and BN shows
higher depletion. There is a larger amount of material to potentially shield both
sources and the difference in depletion between HKKH 2 and 3 is modest, but this
may imply HKKH 2 is not coplanar with the rest of the material associated with the
hot core.
5.5 Conclusion
This chapter outlines the observation and mapping of 13CH3CN and CH2DCN
towardOrionKLat unprecedentedly high angular resolution. These observations are
incredibly rich, revealing structural, kinematic, and chemical detail at spatial scales
of 100’s of AU. This chapter discusses only a small fraction of the observations,
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as there are likely several theses worth of material in these observations. Fitting
of only 13CH3CN and CH2DCN produced excellent results, automatically mapping
these species at each pixel within the complex. The results of this fit show a strong
deuterium enhancement across Orion KL, implying that the material was, in general,
formed at very low temperatures. This suggests that CH3CN and cyanides as a whole
trace warmer gas toward Orion KL due to a need for higher energy to liberate them
into the gas phase. Mapping shows gradients in temperature that are consistent with
modest gas-phase reprocessing. Taken together this suggests that Orion KL began
as several cold to modestly warm clouds that have been somehwat reprocessed.
Mapping also shows a spatially heterogeneous region. Each source has a unique
deuterium enhancement, kinematic and temperature structure, and morphology. It
is unclear how typical Orion KL is as a massive star forming region; however if it
is representative, this level of heterogeneity presents both a serious challenge and
enormous opportunity for astrochemistry.
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C h a p t e r 6
NON DETECTION OF TRANS ETHYLMETHYL ETHER
TOWARD W51
6.1 Introduction
It is quite clear that our understanding of the molecular complexity of interstellar
and circumstellar environments is rapidly growing. It is also apparent that our
understanding of interstellar molecular synthesis is presently incomplete; observa-
tions of new interstellar molecules are currently outpacing the model predictions
as to how these interstellar species are formed in astronomical environments. In
addition, many searches for interstellar species have focused on complex organic
molecules of biological significance, (e.g. [152], [95], [11]). Since the detec-
tion of glycolaldehyde (HOCH2CHO) there have been ∼60 new molecular species
claimed in interstellar and circumstellar environments. Furthermore, a majority
of these claimed detections have involved complex organic species including alco-
hols (vinyl alcohol (CH2CHOH), [145]; ethylene glycol (HOCH2CH2OH), [77]);
aldehydes (propenal (CH2CHCHO), propanal (CH3CH2CHO), [79]); amino acids
(glycine (NH2CH2COOH), [89]) sugars (dihydroxyacetone (CH2OHCOCH2OH),
[150]) and ethers (C2H5OCH3, hereafter tEME, [57]).
Large organic molecules typically have high line strength (Si j µ2 ≥ 50 D2), low
energy transitions (≤ 50 K) that span the millimeter and submillimeter spectrum
(e.g. [21]). Thus, it appears that the unambiguous identification of large molecules
would be straightforward given the number of transitions available to search. Yet
the detection of new molecules becomes difficult at millimeter and submillimeter
wavelengths due in large part to the line confusion of more well-known interstellar
species, including isotopic variants. It has been estimated that in the 2 mm and 3
mm windows, there are approximately 10 lines per 100 MHz at sensitivity levels
of 10 mK, toward high mass hot molecular cores (HMCs) [70]. In the case of Sgr
B2(N-LMH), perhaps the most well studied region to search for new interstellar
species, the chance of finding a line at a particular LSR velocity (± 2 km s−1) of a
measured spectral line frequency is ∼40%, assuming simple Gaussian line profiles
[70]. Searching a less complicated source than Sgr B2(N-LMH) can partially mit-
igate this obstacle; however, the problem of coincident spectral features interfering
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with the detection of a new interstellar molecule still persists toward any chemically
rich source.
The challenges in the identification of a new interstellar species have been reported
by [137]. The authors suggest ways to overcome these challenges by assigning a set
of criteria that must be met before the identification of a new interstellar molecules
is confirmed. These criteria can be summarized as follows: 1) The transition
frequencies searched for must be accurate to within a few kHz. In addition, the most
favorable transitions to search for are multiply degenerate (if possible), high line
strength, and low energy. The criteria of high line strength and low energy depends
on the molecule. 2) The LSR velocities between transitions must be consistent. 3)
If possible, the transitions of a new molecular species must be separated by any
interfering features by the Rayleigh criterion in order to claim that transition. 4)
The relative intensities between transitions must be consistent with radiative transfer
based on the physical conditions of the region. Finally 5), if possible, connecting
transitions at higher and lower quantum numbers to the claimed transition should be
detected. These criteria were applied to the claimed detections of glycine ([89]) and
dihydroxyacetone ([150]) and both of the claimed detections were rejected ([137]
and [4], respectively). Conversely, the criteria were utilized to confirm the detection
of glycolaldehyde ([70]) toward Sgr B2(N-LMH) at the 99.8% confidence level. As
demonstrated by [137] and [4], the detection of a large organic molecule based on
even 10 to 20 transitions can be tenuous.
In 2005, an extensive survey was performed by Fuchs and colleagues to search for
interstellar trans-ethyl methyl ether, C2H5OCH3, toward several high mass HMCs
[57]. This work was motivated by the previously reported observation of a single
tEME transition towards Orion KL andW51 e1/e2 ([25]). As a result of their survey,
a detection of tEME was claimed toward the high mass star forming region W51 e2.
This would make tEME the fourth largest molecule to be detected in the interstellar
medium (ISM). The three molecules larger than tEME, HC11N, C60, and C70, posses
symmetry that greatly facilitates their detection. However, tEME lacks such sym-
metry. Determination of the tEME abundance therefore has important implications
for the limits of chemical complexity and detection in the ISM. Additionally, tEME
is believed to be produced by the same chemical reactions, summarized in Equation
1, that produce dimethyl ether, a molecule detected in numerous environments in
the ISM 1. Therefore, tEME is the next logical progression in ether synthesis from
1R = CH3 for dimethyl ether formation and CH3CH2 for tEME
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dimethyl ether. If confirmed, the detection of tEME would represent a significant
advance in our understanding of complex molecule formation.
ROH + H+3 → ROH+2 + H2
ROH+2 + CH3OH→ CH3ORH+ + H2O (1)
CH3ORH+ + e− → CH3OR + H
In this work, we attempted and failed to confirm the detection of tEME toward W51
e1/e2 using the 12 m Telescope of the Arizona Radio Observatory (ARO) in the
2 mm and 3 mm atmospheric windows, and further report on an extensive search
for this species toward the high mass star forming region Sgr B2(N-LMH) with the
GBT. We additionally reanalyzed the original detection in the context of the [137]
criteria and show that the reported column density and temperature of [57] are not
reproducible based on their observations. Furthermore, no transitions of tEMEwere
conclusively observed toward either W51 e1/e2 or Sgr B2(N-LMH) in the present
ARO and GBT data. Our work therefore calls into question the initial detection of
tEME toward W51 e1/e2.
6.2 Observations
The observations using the ARO 12 m telescope, located on Kitt Peak, were con-
ducted during the period of October 2006 to April 2007. The receivers used were
dual-channel, cooled SIS mixers, operated in single-sideband mode with at least
20 dB of image rejection. The back ends used were (1) 256-channel filter banks
with 500 kHz and 1 MHz resolution, and (2) a millimeter autocorrelator in the
390.5 kHz resolution mode. All spectrometers were configured in parallel mode to
accommodate both receiver channels. The temperature scale, T∗R , was determined
by the chopper-wheel method, corrected for forward spillover losses. Conversion
to radiation temperature TR is then TR = T∗R/ηc, where ηc is the corrected beam
efficiency. Twelve new transitions of tEME covering the range 91 GHz to 168 GHz
were studied; over this frequency range, the beam size was 73′′ to 38′′ and the beam
efficiency varied from 0.9 to 0.7. A comparison of the present observations and
those from [57] is given in Figure 6.1. A key concern is that the larger beam size
of the ARO 12 m telescope may result in beam dilution of potential tEME flux. To
assess this possibility, observational frequencies were chosen to partially overlap
with those from [57]. From Figure 6.1, it is likely that both observations sample
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similar regions, however, the 12 m ARO beam weights more heavily to larger spatial
scales than does the IRAM 30 m. The fact that the feature at 150845MHz attributed
by [57] to the 200,20 - 191,19 transition of tEME is slightly stronger in the ARO data
indicates a non-compact source size. The complete observations from the ARO 12
m are shown in Figure 6.2 and 6.3.
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Figure 6.1. A comparison of the previous IRAM 30 m data and the current
ARO 12 m data. All tEME transition frequencies are noted as blue vertical lines of
uniform height. The inset shows the tEME 200,20 – 191,19 transition multiplet. ARO
data is converted to Tmb assuming the 5′′ source size of [57]
and ηm = 0.75.
The observations of Sgr B2 (N) were taken using the National Radio Astronomy
Observatory (NRAO) Robert C. Byrd 100 m Green Bank Telescope as part of the
PRebiotic Interstellar MOlecular Survey (PRIMOS). Observations began in 2008,
and are continually updated.2 These observations provide nearly continuous high-
sensitivity, high-resolution data from 1 GHz to 50 GHz of the Sgr B2(N-LMH)
region (α[J2000] = 17h47m19.8s, δ[J2000] = -28◦22′17′′ ). A complete descrip-
tion of the PRIMOS observations can be found in [108]. Two tEME transitions
at 25.3 GHz and 30.5 GHz were fortuitously covered while searching for other
molecules; the telescope beamwidths were ∼30′′ and ∼25′′ , with corresponding
beam efficiencies of 0.7 and 0.6, at those frequencies, respectively.
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Figure 6.2. The 2 mm spectral coverage of the ARO observations toward W51
e1/e2. Frequencies are given assuming an LSR velocity of 55 km/s. Molecular
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6.3 Results and Discussion
Analysis of Previous tEME Observations
Following the criteria of [137], we begin by attempting to verify the previously-
reported detection of tEME toward W51 e2. We first consider the possibility that
tEME is not well described by an LTE model. While experimental collisional cross-
sections are not available, a rough collisional cross section based on molecular
geometry and Van der Waals radii gives critical densities of order ∼ 103 - 104
cm−3. Reported densities toward W51 e2 are 103 - 107 cm−3 [132, 151], suggesting
that tEME transitions should be well described by an LTE approximation. This is
supported by the observation that emission from many large species toward W51 is
well described byLTE [87]. We therefore conclude that an LTEmodel is appropriate.
A simple first test is to compare the expected local thermodynamic equilibrium
2The PRIMOS data set is available at <http://www.cv.nrao.edu/~aremijan/PRIMOS/>
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(LTE) antenna temperatures with the reported intensity of tEME transitions. From
[122], the LTE antenna temperature is related to column density and temperature
by Equation 2, where EU is the upper state energy of the transition (K), Qr is
the rotational partition function, ν is the transition frequency (MHz), S is the line
strength, µ is the dipole moment of the molecule (Debye), ∆Tmb∆V is the peak
observed intensity (mK) times the full width half max (FWHM) of the line (km
s−1), B is the beam dilution factor, ΘS is the source size, ΘB is the beam size, and
ηB is the beam efficiency of the telescope at ν. That is,
NT = (1.8 × 1014)Qre
Eu
Tex
BνSµ2
× ∆Tmb∆V
ηB
(
1 − e
(4.8×10−5)ν
Tex −1
e
(4.8×10−5)ν
Tbg −1
) , B = Θ2S
Θ2B + Θ
2
S
(6.1)
The transition strengths, frequencies, and upper state energies, as well as the ro-
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transitions. The antenna temperature is based on Equation 6.1 assuming a column
density of 2×1014 cm−2, velocity width of 3 km s−1, and an excitation temperature
of 70 K (Blue) plotted with the reported peak antenna temperature from [57] (Red).
An enlarged view showing the weakest reported transition from [57] is shown in the
inset.
tational partition function (Q = 2027.617 × T3/2) and dipole moment (µa = 0.146
D & µb = 1.165 D) are taken from [58]. While the assumed velocity width is not
explicitly given, from Figure 4 of [57] a FWHM of 1.4 MHz at 150.8 GHz, or 2.7
km s−1, may be inferred, in good agreement with previous observations towardW51
e2 [e.g. 123]. Using the reported column density of 2×1014 cm−2 and a rotational
temperature of 70 K from [57], as well as a velocity width of 3 km s−1, ηB = 1, a
beam filling factor of B = 1, and background temperature of Tbg = 2.7 K, the peak
intensity values are calculated in the Tmb scale using Equation 2 and plotted (blue
crosses) against their corresponding observed values (red circles) from [57] in Fig-
ure 6.4. The complete list of parameters used and calculated integrated intensities
is given in Table 6.1.
It is immediately apparent that the reported transitions from [57] do not match their
predicted values. Indeed, every reported transition should have a peak intensity
at least an order of magnitude less than its reported value. As shown in Table
6.1, the discrepancy is 2 - 4 orders of magnitude for most transitions. In order
to be considered valid, the observed intensity of all transitions should match their
predicted values, in accordance with criteria 3 from [137]. Accounting for the
possibility that the five tEME spin components are blended into a single peak, the
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greatest peak intensity observed at the column density and temperature reported
by [57] would be the 200,20 – 191,19 transition with a peak intensity of 1.4 mK,
well below the previously reported intensity of [57] as well as the RMS of both the
present and previous observations. Reexamining the data as a whole, we performed
an iterative least-squares fit of the data used in Fit II of [57] used to determine the
reported column density. This yields a best fit column density of 6×1016 cm−2. We
therefore conclude that the column density of 2×1014 cm−2 derived by [57] is not
valid.
A probable explanation for the reported transitions from [57] is interference from
coincident transitions of other species. W51 e1/e2 is a rich molecular source and
from the present observations of W51 e1/e2, on average there is a transition with
peak intensity ≥ 25 mK every 6.3 MHz and a transition with peak intensity ≥ 15
mK every 3.2 MHz. For transitions near the noise level, this means that there is a
strong probability that there will be a coincident transition within twice the FWHM
that may be falsely attributed to the new molecule. [57] note that of their observed
transitions, only two are free of any interfering transitions. This however is based
only on comparison with previously detected species and does not account for the
possibility of interference from previously unidentified transitions.
Examining the reported transition frequencies, the difference in the observed and
laboratory frequencies varies from -2.0 MHz to 1.46 MHz with a root mean squared
value of 926 kHz and a standard deviation of 896 kHz. As these values span a
wide range of positive and negative velocity offsets, this cannot be attributed to a
systematic difference in the velocity of a single carrier relative to the reported LSR
velocity of W51 e2. The laboratory measurements from [58] have uncertainties
on the order of tens of kHz, thus this also cannot be attributed to uncertainty in
the laboratory frequencies. A possible explanation is low spectral resolution. The
previously reported astronomical observations have a resolution that varies from
0.3 MHz to 1.25 MHz. Many of the observed transitions have an observed minus
calculated value at or below some or all of these spectral resolutions however,
because the resolution of the individual spectra used to calculate these values is not
specified, it is impossible to evaluate this possibility for many transitions. It can
however be noted that four (∼ 21 %) of the transitions have an observed frequency
that differs from its laboratory measurement by ≥ 1.25 MHz and are therefore likely
not associated with tEME emission.
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Analysis of ARO Observations
An alternative approach is to examine all tEME transitions covered by the present
ARO observations. As a starting point, we assume a column density of 1.3×1016
cm−2 such that the emission at the 200,20 – 191,19 tEME transition is reproduced for an
excitation temperature of 70 K. A simulation can be made of the resulting tEME line
intensities, as shown in Figure 6.5. It is clear in this modeling that several transitions
with predicted peak intensities well above the RMS of the observations are clearly
absent. To satisfy criteria 4 of [137], there should be no absent transitions. In
fact, an excitation temperature of 70 K cannot satisfy this criteria unless the column
density is sufficiently low that all observed transitions have peak intensities below
the RMS of the observations. Considering other excitation temperatures (10 K -
300 K) and column densities (1×1012 cm−2 - 1×1016 cm−2) does not improve the
situation. It becomes apparent that, in order not to have “missing" lines, the tEME
column density must be sufficiently low enough that all observed transitions are
below the RMS of the observations from [57] as well as the present observations,
and thus not detectable in either observation.
An additional concern is the effect of beam dilution. Fuchs et al. assume a source
size of 5′′ . At 145 GHz, the ARO beam is ∼ 43′′ , corresponding to a beam dilution
factor 6.67 times higher than that of the IRAM 30 m at the same frequency. If
this source size is correct, the present ARO observations would be up to a factor
of 6.67 less sensitive. However, examining the only transition covered by both
observatories, the 200,20 – 191,19 tEME transition and 150845 MHz (Figure 6.1),
after comparing both ARO and IRAM 30 m observations in the Tmb scale, assuming
a 5′′ source size, it is clear that the flux observed at this frequency does not decrease
when observed with a larger beam, indicating that it cannot arise from a compact
source. Therefore a beam dilution factor of 6.67 cannot apply. Furthermore, the
column density from Fit II of [57] would still produce transitions clearly visible in
the ARO observations.
With no reliably identified tEME transitions, we determine an upper limit to the
column density towards W51 e1/e2 using the current observations. As dimethyl
ether and tEME are thought to form from similar processes, it is plausible to assume
that they should have similar excitation conditions in a source. From [87], the
derived rotational temperature of dimethyl ether towards W51 e1/e2 is 85 K. The
strongest tEME transition in the current observations at 85 K that has no obvious
interfering transitions is the 120,12 – 110,11 transition. This transition is not detected,
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Figure 6.5. 200 km s−1 windows of the ARO observations of potential tEME
transitions toward W51 e1/e2 (Black). A simulation of tEME at 10 K (Blue) 150
K (Green) and 300 K (Red), assuming ∆V = 3 km s−1, ηB = 1, B = 1, NT is the best
fit column density derived for each temperature. Clearly the 32,1 - 21,2 and 161,16 -
150,15 are inconsistent with the 200,20 – 191,19 transition.
but the RMS at this frequency can be used to determine an upper limit. Using
Equation 2 and a velocity width of 3 km s−1, an upper limit of ≤ 1×1015 cm−2
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can be derived for tEME, assuming all five components are blended into a single
transition.
Finally we assess the possibility of detecting tEME in Sagittarius B2 (N-LMH).
Using data from the PRIMOS project toward Sgr B2 (N-LMH), we have searched
for possible tEME transitions. Several peaks coincident with tEME transitions were
located, however several tEME transitions of similar predicted intensity show no
emission, indicating that these features are simply coincidental. We therefore use
the RMS at the strongest predicted transition to set an upper limit. Molecules
detected toward Sgr B2 (N-LMH) show a wide range of excitation temperatures.
No tEME transitions are detected, making it impossible to determine an excitation
temperature. We therefore compute the upper limit at 10 K and 85 K. At 10 K, the
strongest transition with no interfering features is the 41,3 – 40,4 transition, while
at 85 K the strongest feature would be the 91,8 – 90,9 transition. The RMS at each
transition frequency in the PRIMOS data is 4.5 mK and 11 mK, respectively. Using
Equation 6.1 and assuming a beam efficiency of 0.8, the molecular parameters given
in Table 6.1, and a velocity width of 13 km s−1, the upper limits for the column
density of tEME towards Sgr B2 (N-LMH) are ≤ 2.1 × 1015 cm−2 and ≤ 1.7 × 1016
cm−2, respectively.
6.4 Conclusions
Rigorous application of the criteria for detection of a new molecule as outlined in
[137] has again been applied to a claimed detection. As in the case of dihydrox-
yacetone [4] and glycine [137], these criteria underline the need for a thorough
analysis when evaluating the possible detection of new molecules. In the present
case, analysis of the previously reported detection of tEME ([57]) calls into question
the original detection. Both the LSR velocities and LTE intensities reported in [57]
are shown to be inconsistent with the reported column density and temperature,
casting doubt on the claimed detection of tEME. Based on previous observations of
W51 e1/e2, we instead derive an upper limit five times higher than the previously
reported value. We also derive similar upper limits toward Sgr B2 (N-LMH).
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A p p e n d i x A
ARDUINO CONTROL OF THE AD9914
This is meant to be a guide to the construction and implementation of Arduino
control of an AD 9914 DDS evaluation board for generation of linear frequency
sweeps. This is version 1.0 and will be incorporated into a larger guide as the
full chirped pulse FTMW instrument that utilizes this chirp system is completed.
Further information regarding the use of the 9914 can be found in Review of
Scientific Instruments (2013) 083104, 84.
Throughout this guide, several pins/jumpers are referenced, and these are generally
referenced in the AD9914 evaluation board guide/schematic. The board is generally
well labeled, but the board schematic should be consulted if there is any confusion.
Important: Several critical steps in using the DDS have been omitted from this
guide. We found it necessary to remove a single 0Ω resistor from the evaluation
board in order to enable the necessary external triggering of the board. The
DDS should also be externally clocked, so a 4 GHz clock is required. A simple
PLL is available to handle this. Please see the supplemental section of the RSI
paper above for details and instructions. This was initially omitted as it does
not directly involve the Arduino control, and will be added in later versions.
A.1 Short Version
This is the quick-start version of the material below. It is recommended that anyone
setting up Arduino control of an AD9914 read the entire guide.
1. Setup the AD9914 evaluation board including external clock, as outlined in Rev.
Sci. Intsr., (2013),083104, 84
2. Wire the SDIO/SCLK/IO_UPDATE/RESET outputs to the Arduino as shown in
Figure A.5
3. Connect these wires to their counterparts on the AD9914 shown in Figure A.4
4. Compile/Load the Arduino code given below onto the Arduino
5. Set pints P204 and P203 to disable, P205 to enable, shown in Figure A.2
6. Short the signal of EXTPDCTL and DRHOLD to ground using a jumper, shown
in Figure A.3
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Figure A.1. An overview of the AD9914. Green - USB control circuits and
pins, Blue - Serial control pins, Red- External trigger and power down control pins,
Yellow - DDS clock input and DAC (Chirp) output, Light Blue - AD9914 chip,
Purple - USB adapter and power suppler input
7. Power on the AD9914 and press the reset button on the Arduino
8. Supply a trigger as outlined in the RSI supplement and monitor the chirp output
A.2 AD9914 DDS
To do this we chose an Arduino Uno micro controller board (http://arduino.cc/en/
Main/ArduinoBoardUno). The board is cheap, effective, and open source; its soft-
ware is available on virtually any platform, it has an immense support community,
and there are Python libraries for external control.
A.3 Construction
Microcontroller Control of the AD9914
Unlike the PLL synthesizers that can be set and then ignored, or changed fairly rarely,
the DDS requires constant attention. While developing the system, we noticed that
the phase of the chirps coming from the DDS would slowly drift (this drift is a
function of the number of chirps generated, not time), causing our time domain
signal to average to something very low. The solution to this is to recalibrate the
DDS’s digital to analog converter (DAC) approximately every second (because this
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is dependent on the number of chirps, not time, this number may need to be lower,
1 - 100ms for very high acquisition rates). This requires sending a DAC calibrate
command to the DDS very frequently, something that is not practical with the AD
(Analog Devices) DDS control software. The solution is to use a micro controller
to send serial commands to the DDS to recalibrate the DAC on a regular basis. A
second benefit of this is that the micro controller can be programmed to handle the
initial setup of the DDS, which simplifies its use.
Figure A.2. USB micro controller pins. P204 and P203 should be disabled, P205
should remain enabled to allow external chirp triggering.
The first step is to disable USB control/enable serial control of the DDS. This is done
by changing jumpers P203 - 204 to disable. Oddly P205 should remain enabled.
This is because the digital ramp status pins, DRSTART and DROVER, the trigger
signal to start the chirp, and the output that the chirp has completed (which should
be used as the digitizer trigger to minimize phase jitter), respectively, are buffered
through the IC associated with P205, and disabling it disables these as well. When
this is done, the USB control lines are set to high impedance to prevent the USB
controller accidentally sending commands to the AD9914. The side effect of this is
that several pins that were being controlled are now floating. Specifically the reset,
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SYNCIO, external power down, and chip select are floating, setting them to enable,
which makes the board unusable.
Figure A.3. EXTPDCTL, RESET, DROVR, DRHOLD, and DRCTL control
pins. EXTPDCTL must have the signal shorted to ground.
To fix this, the signal line on following pins should be shorted to ground with a
jumper to disable them: SYNCIO (Figure A.4), and EXTPDDNCTL (Figure A.3),
highlighted in red. Once this is done, the Arduino can be used to control the 9914.
Anoverviewof theArduinoSPI protocol is given (http://arduino.cc/en/Reference/SPI).
Briefly, SPI is a simple serial communication protocol supported by the Arduino.
When using SPI, several Arduino pins are automatically controlled. Pin 13 is set as
the serial clock, and should be linked to the CLK/MIO1 pin on the 9914. Similarly,
Pin 12 and Pin 11 are the Master In Slave Out (MISO, essentially data transfer from
the 9914 to the Arduino; this feature is not currently used, but could be added to read
the state of the 9914 if desired) and Master Out Slave In (MOSI, essentially the pin
used to write commands to the 9914) respectively. Pin 12 is not used, but Pin 11 is,
and should be connected to the signal line of MPI02. Aside from these mandatory
pins, two additional pins are needed to send reset and IO_UPDATE commands to
the board. For this project, pins 7 and 4 have been arbitrarily chosen, but any digital
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pin on the Arduino not already in use is acceptable. The first pin, the reset pin,
can be connected to either of the RESET pins on the 9914. Pin 4 is used to send
IO_UPDATE commands to the 9914, and should be connected to the IO_UPDATE
BUF pin on the 9914. A full pinout is given in Figure A.5. Finally, the ground pin
of the reset, MISO/SDIO, SNYC_CLK, and IO_UPDATE on the AD9914, should
be connected to ground on the Arduino.
Once the Arduino is connected, the board can be controlled. The complete code is
given below, but a brief explanation is also warranted. The AD9914 is controlled by
a set of registers that determine its behavior. Serial commands can be sent to control
these register values. Serial control of the 9914 is default most significant bit (MSB)
first. This is also default for the Arduino. The serial commands are sent in two
phases. First a register address is sent, followed by a series of four bytes. A helpful
diagram is given in the 9914 chip guide. Once the 9914 is powered the first command
should be a reset command. This is not spelled out in the documentation, but the reset
command seems to be necessary to ensure good communication between the boards.
Once this is done, the initial register commands can be sent and the registers can be
set. The DAC calibration is then sent every second until the Arduino is powered off.
One final note is the IO_UPDATE command. The IO_UPDATE command is used
to set registers once the command bytes are written. To set registers that control the
function of the 9914 the bytes are first written to the 9914, this is the SPI Transfer
command. Once the register information is set, it is held in a buffer, but the registers
will not be changed until an IO_UPDATE command is sent.
The register values can be worked out from the AD9914 chip documentation, but
the 9914 eval board software’s debug page is infinitely simpler for accomplishing
this. It can also be helpful for testing the board in case of a suspected malfunction.
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Figure A.4. MIO buffers of the AD9914. MIO buffers, CS (red box top),
SYNC_CLK (Green box top), Serial Clock in (Blue box top) and SYNC_IO (red
box bottom), IO_UPDATE (Yellow box bottom), and RESET (White box bottom)
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Figure A.5. Wiring diagram for the Arduino Uno. The individual grounding
wires (green) for the SYNC_CLK and SDIO are essential to proper function. The
IO_UPDATE and RESET pins can use a common ground with no disruption.
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Arduino Code
1 # i n c l u d e <SPI . h>
3 /∗ A program f o r c o n t r o l o f AD9914 DDS us i ng t h e 9914 ’ s s e r i a l
i n t e r f a c e and an Arduino
Wr i t t e n by Brandon C a r r o l l
5 Cread t ed 1 / 9 / 1 4
∗ /
7
9 /∗ See h t t p : / / a r d u i n o . cc / en / Re f e r en c e / SPI f o r an e x p l a n a t i o n o f t h e
SPI p r o t o c o l used he r e
Shock ing ly , t h e AD9914 ch i p documen t a t i on i s a l s o immensely
h e l p f u l h t t p : / /www. ana l og . com / s t a t i c / impor ted − f i l e s /
d a t a _ s h e e t s / AD9914 . pdf
11 Code i s based on : h t t p : / / a r d u i n o . cc / en / T u t o r i a l /
B a r ome t r i c P r e s s u r e S e n s o r
P in l a b e l s a r e g i ven f o r t h e AD9914 chip , f o l l owed by t h e i r EVAL
board c o u n t e r p a r t , i e P in 20 on t h e AD9914 ch i p i s l a b e l e d as
D2 , and i s a c c e s s e d by c onn e c t i n g t o MIO1 on t h e EVAL board
13 Assuming an Arduino Uno i s i n use , i n SPI Mode :
−Pin 13 i s t h e SCLK
15 −Data from t h e Arduino t o t h e AD9914 i s p i n 11 ( Arduino :MOSI or
AD9914 : SDIO / P in 20 /D2 /MIO1 on t h e 9914 EVAL)
−Data from t h e AD9914 t o t h e Arduino ( no t c u r r e n t l y used ) i s p i n
12 ( Arduino :MISO or AD9914 : SDO/ Pin 19 /D3 /MIO3 on t h e 9914
EVAL)
17 −Pin 10 i s i n use by SPI t o s e l e c t which d ev i c e i s i n use , no t
needed here , bu t s t i l l r e s e r v e d by t h e Arduino , MIO0 on t h e
9914EVAL
−Pin 7 i s c u r r e n t l y used t o send t h e IO Update commands t o AD9914
Pin 86
19 −Pin 4 i s used t o send an i n i t i a l r e s e t command t o t h e 9914 ,
s u p r i s i n g l y n e c e s s a r y
21 Of Note :
−The 9914 used most s i g n i f c a n t b i t f i r s t (MSB) mode by d e f a u l t .
Th i s can be changed , bu t t h i s code assumes MSB o p e r a t i o n
23
Wiring :
25 For somewhat n o n s e n s i c a l r e a s o n s t h e w i r i n g f o r t h e Blake l a b
c o n t r o l l e r i s c u r r e n t l y :
Red = Ground
115
27 Green = SDIO , SCLK, and IO Update ( SDIO i s l a b e l e d wi th wh i t e
t ape , IO Update has s c o t c h / t a n t ape , and SCLCK has no t h i n g )
Blue = Rese t
29 NO LONGER USED:
Yellow = CS / SS
31
∗∗∗∗The qu i ck s e t u p v e r s i o n :∗∗∗∗
33 For t h e w i r e s :
There a r e t h r e e t h a t a r e a g r e en s i g n a l and r ed ground . The
u n l a b e l e d one i s t h e SYNC_CLK t h a t goes t o MDIO1 .
35 The one t h a t s ay s SDIO i s t h e SDIO and goes t o MDIO2 .
The one wi th t h e u n l a b e l e d s c o t c h t a p e i s t h e t h e IO BUFFER and
goes t o t h e IO_UPDATE p in .
37 Al l o f t h e s e a r e on t h e l o n g e r s e t o f 3 row p in ou t s , t h e ones
t h a t don ’ t have t h e t r i g g e r i n o r ou t c a b l e s .
39 For t h e jumper s :
The t h r e e jumper s t o add a l l s h o r t t h e s i g n a l t o ground .
41 The f i r s t i s MDIO0 , j u s t b e f o r e t h e SYNC_CLK.
The second and t h i r d a r e on t h e s h o r t e r p i n o u t s wi th t h e t r i g g e r
i n and ou t .
43 You ’ l l need t o jump t h e EXTCTLPWR or some th ing l i k e i t , I ’m f a i r l y
s u r e i t ’ s t h e f i r s t jumper on t h e row .
The o t h e r i s t h e DRHLD and i s be tween t h e t r i g g e r i n and ou t
jumper s . I f i n d i t e a s i e s t t o remove e i t h e r t h e t r i g g e r
jumper s b e f o r e t r y i n g t h e add t h i s one .
45
Af t e r t h a t s e t t h e USB jumper s . I f you a r e s t a n d i n g a t t h e
keyboard / compute r t h e l e f t two jumper s a r e s e t t o d i s a b l e t h e
r i g h tmo s t i s s e t t o e n ab l e .
47 That shou l d be e v e r y t h i n g . Good l u ck .
49
∗ /
51
53
/∗====== S e r i a l Communicat ion p a r ame t e r s ====== ∗ /
55 c o n s t i n t IOUpdatePin = 7 ; / / The p in used t o t r i g g e r IO Update
e v e n t s
c o n s t i n t Re s e t P i n = 4 ; / / The p in used t o send r e s e t commands
57 c o n s t i n t CSPin = 10 ; / / The p in used t o hand l e ch i p s e l e c t
116
59 /∗====== R e g i s t e r Add re s s e s ====== ∗ /
c o n s t by t e CFRAddress [ ] = {0x00 , 0 x01 , 0 x02 , 0 x03 } ; / / Con t r o l
f u n c t i o n r e g i s t e r a d d r e s s e s
61 / / {CFR1 , CFR2 , CFR3 , CFR4}
63 c o n s t by t e Dig i t a lRampAddres s [ ] = {0x04 , 0x05 , 0x06 , 0x07 , 0x08 } ;
/ / D i g i t a l ramp a d d r e s s e s
/ / { D i g i t a l Ramp Lower L imi t (MHz) , DR Upper L im i t (MHz) , DR R i s i n g
S tep (MHz) , DR F a l l i n g S tep (MHz) , DR Step Rate ( uS ) }
65
c o n s t by t e CWToneAddress = 0x0B ; / / Address f o r CW f r equ en cy
t u n i n g word , c u r r e n t l y u s i n g p r o f i l e 0
67 c o n s t by t e USR0Address = 0x1B ;
69 /∗====== S t a r t u p r e g i s t e r v a l u e s ====== ∗ /
c o n s t by t e CFR1Star t [ ] = {0x00 , 0x01 , 0x60 , 0x08 } ;
71 c o n s t by t e CFR2Star t [ ] = {0x00 , 0x0C , 0x29 , 0x00 } ;
c o n s t by t e CFR3Star t [ ] = {0x00 , 0x00 , 0x19 , 0x1C } ;
73 c o n s t by t e CFR4Star t [ ] = {0x00 , 0x05 , 0x01 , 0x20 } ;
c o n s t by t e DRGStart [ ] = {0x00 , 0x00 , 0x00 , 0x00 } ; / / Ch i rp S t a r t
75 / / c o n s t by t e DRGStop [ ] = {0x00 , 0x00 , 0x00 , 0x00 } ; / / c h i r p s t o p
c o n s t by t e DRGStop [ ] = {0x00 , 0xA3 , 0xD7 , 0x0A } ; / / c h i r p s t o p
77 / / c o n s t by t e DRGStepRise [ ] = {0x00 , 0xA3 , 0xD7 , 0x0A } ;
c o n s t by t e DRGStepRise [ ] = {0x00 , 0x00 , 0xD7 , 0x17 } ;
79 c o n s t by t e DRGStepFall [ ] = {0x00 , 0x72 , 0x38 , 0x4A } ;
/ / c o n s t by t e DRGRate [ ] = {0x00 , 0x01 , 0x00 , 0x01 } ;
81 / / c o n s t by t e DRGRate [ ] = {0x00 , 0x03 , 0x00 , 0x01 } ;
c o n s t by t e DRGRate [ ] = {0x00 , 0x01 , 0x00 , 0x01 } ;
83 c o n s t by t e ZeroByte = 0x00 ;
c o n s t by t e DACCalEnable [ ] = {0x01 , 0x05 , 0x01 , 0x20 } ; / / Command
t o en ab l e t h e DAC Cal , s hou l d be 0x01XXXXXX, where X i s t h e
l a s t 6 d i g i t s o f CFR4Star t
85
87 /∗======Va r i a b l e s f o r c o n t r o l l i n g t h e 9914====== ∗ /
/ / Not c u r r e n t l y i n use , bu t may be u s e f u l i f a d j u s tm e n t s t o t h e
c h i r p a r e d e s i r e d
89 c o n s t i n t C lockFreq = 4000 ; / / DDS c l o ck f r e qu en cy i n
MHz
con s t f l o a t Chi rpBandwid th = 2000 . 0 ; / / In MHz, a 2 GHz c h i r p
91 c o n s t f l o a t Chi rpTimeStep = 0 . 0 0 06 ; / / Time between c h i r p s t e p s
i n uS , t h i s i s used f o r bo th t h e r i s e and f a l l t ime s
117
c o n s t f l o a t Ch i r pF r equencyS t epR i s e = 9 .99999976 ; / / R i s i n g sweep
s t e p s i z e i n MHz
93 c o n s t f l o a t Ch i r pF r e q u e n c yS t e pF a l l = 6 .971428171 ; / / F a l l i n g sweep
s t e p i n MHz
con s t f l o a t DACCalDelay = 100 ; / / Time i n ms between DAC
C a l i b r a t i o n s
95
97 /∗======Te s t Tuning Words====== ∗ /
c o n s t by t e TenMHz [ ] = {0x00 , 0xA3 , 0xD7 , 0x0A } ;
99 c o n s t by t e FiftyMHz [ ] = {0x03 , 0x33 , 0x33 , 0x33 } ;
c o n s t by t e CFR2Test [ ] = {0x00 , 0x84 , 0x29 , 0x00 } ;
101
103 vo id s e t u p ( )
{
105
/ / d e l a y (3000 ) ; / /We w i l l g i v e e v e r y t h i n g 3 s t o
boo t up b e f o r e we s t a r t s e t t i n g up t h e DDS
107 pinMode ( IOUpdatePin , OUTPUT) ; / / Se t t h e IO Update P in t o o u t p u t
pinMode ( Rese tP in , OUTPUT) ; / / Se t t h e Rese t p i n t o o u t p u t
109 pinMode ( CSPin , OUTPUT) ; / / Se t t h e Chip s e l e c t p i n t o
o u t p u t
d i g i t a lW r i t e ( CSPin , HIGH) ; / / Se t t h e ch i p s e l e c t p i n t o high
, i e we a r en ’ t communica t ing wi th t h e boa rd r i g h t now ,
d e b a t a b l y n e c e s s a r y .
111 SPI . beg in ( ) ; / / S t a r t t h e SPI l i b r a r y
SPI . s e t C l o c kD i v i d e r ( SPI_CLOCK_DIV2 ) ; / / S e t t h e SPI c l o ck
d i v i d e r t o 2 , d e f a u l t i s 4 , bu t t h e DDS/ Arduino can hand l e 2 ,
and i t s p e ed s up d a t a t r a n s f e r
113 SPI . s e t B i t O r d e r (MSBFIRST) ; / / S e t t h e SPI t o MSB f i r s t
, t h i s i s t h e d e f a u l t f o r SPI and t h e DDS, bu t b e t t e r t o be
s a f e
SPI . se tDataMode (SPI_MODE0) ; / / S e t t h e SPI t o use c l o ck
p o l a r i t y and c l o ck phase 0 . I ∗ t h i n k ∗ t h i s i s t h e on ly mode
t h a t w i l l work , have no t t e s t e d MODE2/ 3 , MODE1 doe s n t seem to
work
115
Send_Rese t ( ) ; / / Th i s i s s u p r i s i n g l y ve ry impo r an t . Even a f t e r
power c y c l i n g t h e DDS a r e s e t command i s needed t o e n s u r e good
communica t ion
117 I n i t i a l i z e _DDS ( ) ;
Cal ibra te_DAC ( ) ; / / Do an i n i t i a l DAC c a l f o r f u n s i e s
118
119
121 /∗ Tes t code t o check t h e f u n c t i o n a l i t y o f t h e t h e DDS. I t
s hou l d s e t t h e DDS to o u t p u t a 10 MHz tone
Wr i t e _R e g i s t e r ( CWToneAddress , TenMHz [ 0 ] , TenMHz [ 1 ] , TenMHz [ 2 ] ,
TenMHz [ 3 ] ) ; / / S e t t h e FTW
123 Wr i t e _R e g i s t e r (0x1A , 0xC0 , 0x00 , 0x00 , 0x00 ) ; / / S e t t h e phase /
amp
Send_IO_Update ( ) ;
125 ∗ /
127
}
129
vo id loop ( )
131 {
i n t i ;
133 i = 0 ;
d e l a y ( DACCalDelay ) ; / / Wait f o r some amount o f t ime between DAC
c a l s so we don ’ t spam t h e DDS and l o ck i t up
135 Cal ibra te_DAC ( ) ; / / Send a DAC c a l
i ++;
137 i f ( i > 300000) { / / R e i n i t i a l i z e eve ry 30 min
I n i t i a l i z e _DDS ( ) ;
139 i = 0 ;
}
141 }
143 / / R e g i s t e r w r i t i n g f u n c t i o n
vo id Wr i t e _R e g i s t e r ( by t e Reg i s t e r , by t e Value1 , by t e Value2 , by t e
Value3 , by t e Value4 )
145 {
i n t i ;
147 d i g i t a lW r i t e ( CSPin , LOW) ; / / Se t t h e ch i p s e l e c t t o low ,
t o t e l l t h e DDS we want t o send commands
SPI . t r a n s f e r ( R e g i s t e r ) ; / / The 9914 e x p e c t s a r e g i s t e r
a d d r e s s f i r s t
149 SPI . t r a n s f e r ( Value1 ) ; / / Fo l lowed by t h e r e g i s t e r
v a l u e
SPI . t r a n s f e r ( Value2 ) ; / / R e g i s t e r s a r e 4 by t e s , bu t
we can on ly send 1 a t a t ime
151 SPI . t r a n s f e r ( Value3 ) ;
SPI . t r a n s f e r ( Value4 ) ;
119
153 d i g i t a lW r i t e ( CSPin , HIGH) ; / / Se t t h e CS p in high , so t h e
DDS w i l l i g n o r e a ny t h i n g on t h e
}
155
157
159 vo id Send_IO_Update ( )
{
161 d i g i t a lW r i t e ( IOUpdatePin , HIGH) ; / / The IO Update i s a c t i v e on
l o g i c high , so we send t h e p in h igh f o r an upda t e
d i g i t a lW r i t e ( IOUpdatePin , LOW) ; / / Then low t o end i t . The
d e l a y between r i s e and f a l l i s many c l o ck cyc l e s , so no de l a y
between t h e h igh and low commands i s needed
163 }
165 vo id Send_Rese t ( )
{
167 d i g i t a lW r i t e ( Rese tP in , HIGH) ; / / The r e s e t i s a c t i v e on l o g i c
high , so we send t h e p in h igh f o r an upda t e
d i g i t a lW r i t e ( Rese tP in , LOW) ; / / Then low t o end i t . The d e l a y
between r i s e and f a l l i s many c l o ck cyc l e s , so no de l a y
between t h e h igh and low commands i s needed
169 }
171 vo id Cal ibra te_DAC ( )
{
173 Wr i t e _R e g i s t e r ( CFRAddress [ 3 ] , DACCalEnable [ 0 ] , DACCalEnable [ 1 ] ,
DACCalEnable [ 2 ] , DACCalEnable [ 3 ] ) ; / / The DAC c a l i s a two
s t e p p ro c c e s s , f i r s t we must s e t t h e DAC
Send_IO_Update ( ) ;
/ / c a l b i t t o 1 , t h en send
t h e IO Update t o i n i t i a t e i t
175 Wr i t e _R e g i s t e r ( CFRAddress [ 3 ] , CFR3Star t [ 0 ] , CFR3Star t [ 1 ] ,
CFR3Star t [ 2 ] , CFR3Star t [ 3 ] ) ; / / Then we s e t t h e
DAC c a l b i t back t o low , t o p r e v e n t t h e boa rd
Send_IO_Update ( ) ;
/ / from r e p e a t e d l y
c a l i b r a t i n g . F i n a l l y an IO UPDATE to s e t t h e b i t
177 }
179 vo id I n i t i a l i z e _DDS ( )
{
120
181 Send_Rese t ( ) ;
W r i t e _R e g i s t e r ( CFRAddress [ 0 ] , CFR1Star t [ 0 ] , CFR1Star t [ 1 ] ,
CFR1Star t [ 2 ] , CFR1Star t [ 3 ] ) ; / / Wr i t e t h e i n i t a l c o n t r o l
r e g i s t e r s
183 Wr i t e _R e g i s t e r ( CFRAddress [ 1 ] , CFR2Star t [ 0 ] , CFR2Star t [ 1 ] ,
CFR2Star t [ 2 ] , CFR2Star t [ 3 ] ) ;
W r i t e _R e g i s t e r ( CFRAddress [ 2 ] , CFR3Star t [ 0 ] , CFR3Star t [ 1 ] ,
CFR3Star t [ 2 ] , CFR3Star t [ 3 ] ) ;
185 Wr i t e _R e g i s t e r ( CFRAddress [ 3 ] , CFR4Star t [ 0 ] , CFR4Star t [ 1 ] ,
CFR4Star t [ 2 ] , CFR4Star t [ 3 ] ) ;
W r i t e _R e g i s t e r ( USR0Address , 0xE2 , 0x00 , 0x08 , 0x00 ) ; / /
Wr i t e t h e USR r e g i s t e r , no t s u r e i f t h i s i s needed
187 Wr i t e _R e g i s t e r ( D ig i t a lRampAddres s [ 0 ] , DRGStart [ 0 ] , DRGStart [ 1 ] ,
DRGStart [ 2 ] , DRGStart [ 3 ] ) ; / / S e t t h e t h e s t a r t f r e qu en cy f o r
t h e DRG
Wr i t e _R e g i s t e r ( D ig i t a lRampAddres s [ 1 ] , DRGStop [ 0 ] , DRGStop [ 1 ] ,
DRGStop [ 2 ] , DRGStop [ 3 ] ) ; / / S e t t h e t h e s t o p f r e qu en cy f o r
t h e DRG
189 Wr i t e _R e g i s t e r ( D ig i t a lRampAddres s [ 2 ] , DRGStepRise [ 0 ] ,
DRGStepRise [ 1 ] , DRGStepRise [ 2 ] , DRGStepRise [ 3 ] ) ; / / S e t t h e
t h e DRG r i s i n g s t e p s i z e
W r i t e _R e g i s t e r ( D ig i t a lRampAddres s [ 3 ] , DRGStepFall [ 0 ] ,
DRGStepFall [ 1 ] , DRGStepFall [ 2 ] , DRGStepFall [ 3 ] ) ; / / S e t t h e
t h e DRG f a l l i n g s t e p s i z e
191 Wr i t e _R e g i s t e r ( D ig i t a lRampAddres s [ 4 ] , DRGRate [ 0 ] , DRGRate [ 1 ] ,
DRGRate [ 2 ] , DRGRate [ 3 ] ) ; / / S e t t h e t h e DRG
s t e p r a t e
Send_IO_Update ( ) ; / / Send t h e upda t e t o s e t t h e c o n t r o l
r e g i s t e r s
193 }
Code/AD9914.c
A.4 ALMA Fitting Code
#########
2 # Changes from v2 . 6 :
# −S imp l i f i e d and commented numerous t h i n g s
4 # −Bui l d my own c u r v e _ f i t f o r d i r e c t a c c e s s t o t h e l e a s t _ s q u a r e s
c a l l s so we can g e t b e t t e r c o n t r o l o f t h e f i t t i n g
# −Removed s e v e r a l o l d o p t f u n c s
6 #
#
8 #
121
#
10 #
#
12
impo r t os
14 impo r t s y s
sy s . p a t h . remove ( ’ / home / p c a r r o l l / . l o c a l / l i b / py thon2 . 7 / s i t e −packages
’ )
16 impo r t py l ab as p lb
impo r t m a t p l o t l i b . p y p l o t a s p l t
18 impo r t numpy as np
impo r t t ime
20 impo r t m a t p l o t l i b . p a t c h e s a s p a t c h e s
from s c i p y . o p t im i z e impo r t c u r v e _ f i t
22 from s c i p y impo r t a s a r r a y as ar , exp
from s c i p y . o p t im i z e impo r t l e a s t _ s q u a r e s
24 from s c i p y . l i n a l g impo r t svd
from a s t r o p y . i o impo r t f i t s
26
28 ################## De f i n i ng Fun c t i o n s ##################
# Fun c t i o n s a r e g iven i n no p a r t i c u l a r o r d e r
30
de f CH2DCN_Q(T) :
32 # Emp i r i c a l p a r t i t i o n f u n c t i o n from power law f i t o f s p l a t a l o g u e
da ta , power was f i x e d t o 1 . 5
# F i t t i n g wi th t h e power u n c o n s t r a i n e d r e t u r n s a b e s t f i t power o f
1 . 5008 , so i t s hou l d be f i n e
34 r e t u r n 0 .359027+1 .76783∗T∗∗1 .5
36 de f C13H3CN_Q(T) :
# Emp i r i c a l p a r t i t i o n f u n c t i o n from power law f i t o f s p l a t a l o g u e
da ta , power was f i x e d t o 1 . 5
38 # F i t t i n g wi th t h e power u n c o n s t r a i n e d r e t u r n s a b e s t f i t power o f
1 . 5008 , so i t s hou l d be f i n e
r e t u r n 7 .087+1 .974∗T∗∗1 .5026
40
de f Build_LTE_Spectrum (NT,Q, T , Width , EUpper , v , S i j ,X,Y) :
42 I n t e n s i t y = np . z e r o s _ l i k e ( EUpper )
f o r i i n r ange ( 0 , l e n ( EUpper ) ) :
44 I n t e n s i t y [ i ] = LTE_ In t e n s i t y (NT,Q, T , EUpper [ i ] , v [ i ] , S i j [ i ] )
Render_Spec t rum (X,Y, v [ i ] , I n t e n s i t y [ i ] , Width , 0 . 0 0 0 0 1 )
46
122
de f Bui ld_LTE_Spect rum_Degeneracy (NT,Q, T , Width , EUpper , v , S i j ,X,Y,
Degeneracy ) :
48 I n t e n s i t y = np . z e r o s _ l i k e ( EUpper )
f o r i i n r ange ( 0 , l e n ( EUpper ) ) :
50 I n t e n s i t y [ i ] = LTE_ In t e n s i t y (NT,Q, T , EUpper [ i ] , v [ i ] , S i j [ i ] ) ∗
Degeneracy [ i ]
Render_Spec t rum (X,Y, v [ i ] , I n t e n s i t y [ i ] , Width , 0 . 0 0 0 0 1 )
52
de f LTE_ In t e n s i t y (NT,Q, T , EUpper , v , S i j ) :
54 # compute an LTE i n t e n s i t y ( t e c h n i c a l l y t h e i n t e g r a t e d i n t e n s i t y )
f o r a l i n e based on Remijan e t a l 2005 .
# Cu r r e n t l y coded f o r s i n g l e d i s h em i s s i on
56 C = 4 . 8E−5
A = (1 −( exp ( (C∗v ) / T ) −1) / ( exp ( (C∗v ) / 2 . 7 ) −1) ) #Computing t h i s
s e p a r a t e l y f o r my own s a n i t y , c u r r e n t l y ha rd cod ing CMB
background temp
58 r e t u r n (NT∗v∗ S i j ∗A) / ( ( 1 . 8 E+14)∗Q∗exp ( EUpper / T ) )
60 de f LTE_ I n t e n s i t y _ I n t e r f e r om e t e r (NT,Q, T , EUpper , v , S i j , B , beam ) :
# compute an LTE i n t e n s i t y ( t e c h n i c a l l y t h e i n t e g r a t e d i n t e n s i t y )
f o r a l i n e based on Remijan e t a l 2005 ( no t e : Tony fucked up ,
t h e l i s t e d f r e qu en cy has t o be GHz f o r t h i s c a l c u l a t i o n , no t
MHz l i k e i t im p l i e s i n t h e paper , s e e h i s u r e a pape r f o r p r oo f
) .
62 # Cu r r e n t l y coded f o r an i n t e r f e r om e t e r
# Th i s t e c h n i c a l l y r e t u r n s t h e i n t e g r a t e d i n t e n s i t y o f t h e l i n e ,
assuming an i n p u t o f Jy /B( which i s what ALMA use s . hooray )
64 #The beam argument shou l d be s u p p l i e d as bmja∗bmin , a s l i s t e d i n
Tony ’ s paper , i t can a l so , p r ob ab l y more c o r r e c t l y , be t h ough t
o f a s beam area , which f o r a c i r c u l a r / e l l i p t i c a l i s no t
e x p l i c i t l y bmaj∗bmin , however s i n c e t h e code c u r r e n t l y
e x t r a c t s s q u a r e r e g i o n s , t h i s s hou l d be e x a c t l y r i g h t
# Th i s s i m p l i f i c a t i o n i s done f o r a sma l l cpu speed up
66 r e t u r n (NT∗B∗ ( beam ) / ( 2 . 0 4 E+20) ) ∗ ( ( ( ( v / 1 0 0 0 . 0 ) ∗∗3 . 0 ) ∗ S i j ) / (Q∗exp (
EUpper / T ) ) )
68 de f Render_Spec t rum (X,Y, Cente r ,A, Width , Th r e sho l d ) :
#Render a g a u s s i a n spec t rum
70 c = Width / 2 . 3 5482
Temp1 = 2∗ c∗c
72 j = l e n (X)−1
Cu t o f f = c∗ s q r t (2∗ np . l og (A/ Th r e sho l d ) ) #The F u l l wid th 1 /X max
of a g a u s s i a n i s 2 s q r t (2∗ l n (X) ) , s hou l d g i v e t h e one s i d ed
123
c u t o f f d i s t a n c e
74 whi l e (X[ j ] < ( Cen te r −Cu t o f f ) ) : #Again ALMA da t a i s i n v e l o c i t y
space so a l l t h e p i x e l by p i x e l d a t a comes ou t l a s t t o f i r s t
j = j −1
76 whi l e (X[ j ] < ( Cen t e r +Cu t o f f ) ) :
Y[ j ] = Y[ j ] + A∗exp ( − ( (X[ j ]−Cen t e r ) ∗∗2) / Temp1 )
78 j = j −1
80 de f Ba s e l i n e _Sub t r a c t _D ( y ) :
# Func t i o n t o do a b a s e l i n e s u b t r a c t i o n o f an emis s ion − f r e e r e g i o n .
82 #Very impo r t a n t t o keep t h e g a u s s i a n f i t t i n g i n check
#Im s t a r t i n g t o t h i n k t h i s way of do ing t h i n g s i s dumb
84 RMS = 0 . 0
N = 0
86 f o r i i n r ange (141 , 254 ) : # Ba s e l i n e − f r e e r e g i o n de t e rm ined
from av e r a g i n g ove r most o f t h e complex
RMS += y [ i ] #ALMA da t a i s s p i t ou t i n h i g h f r e q u e n c y
f i r s t
88 N+=1
RMS/=N
90 #RMS = s q r t (RMS)
f o r i i n r ange ( 0 , l e n ( y ) ) :
92 y [ i ] = y [ i ]−RMS
r e t u r n RMS
94
de f Ba s e l i n e _Sub t r a c t _ 13C ( y ) :
96 # Func t i o n t o do a b a s e l i n e s u b t r a c t i o n o f an emis s ion − f r e e r e g i o n .
#Very impo r t a n t t o keep t h e g a u s s i a n f i t t i n g i n check
98 #Im s t a r t i n g t o t h i n k t h i s way of do ing t h i n g s i s dumb
RMS = 0 . 0
100 N = 0
f o r i i n r ange ( 0 , 2 00 ) : # Ba s e l i n e − f r e e r e g i o n de t e rm ined
from av e r a g i n g ove r most o f t h e complex
102 RMS += y [ i ] #ALMA da t a i s s p i t ou t i n h i g h f r e q u e n c y
f i r s t
N+=1
104 RMS/=N
#RMS = s q r t (RMS)
106 f o r i i n r ange ( 0 , l e n ( y ) ) :
y [ i ] = y [ i ]−RMS
108 r e t u r n RMS
110 de f Ba s e l i n e_Sub t r a c t _D_918 ( y ) :
124
# Func t i o n t o do a b a s e l i n e s u b t r a c t i o n o f an emis s ion − f r e e r e g i o n .
112 #Very impo r t a n t t o keep t h e g a u s s i a n f i t t i n g i n check
#Im s t a r t i n g t o t h i n k t h i s way of do ing t h i n g s i s dumb
114 RMS = 0 . 0
N = 0
116 f o r i i n r ange ( 0 , 3 0 ) : # Ba s e l i n e − f r e e r e g i o n de t e rm ined
from av e r a g i n g ove r most o f t h e complex
RMS += y [ i ] #ALMA da t a i s s p i t ou t i n h i g h f r e q u e n c y
f i r s t
118 N+=1
RMS/=N
120 #RMS = s q r t (RMS)
f o r i i n r ange ( 0 , l e n ( y ) ) :
122 y [ i ] = y [ i ]−RMS
r e t u r n RMS
124
de f Ba s e l i n e_Sub t r a c t _D_919 ( y ) :
126 # Func t i o n t o do a b a s e l i n e s u b t r a c t i o n o f an emis s ion − f r e e r e g i o n .
#Very impo r t a n t t o keep t h e g a u s s i a n f i t t i n g i n check
128 #Im s t a r t i n g t o t h i n k t h i s way of do ing t h i n g s i s dumb
RMS = 0 . 0
130 N = 0
f o r i i n r ange (130 , 200 ) : # Ba s e l i n e − f r e e r e g i o n de t e rm ined
from av e r a g i n g ove r most o f t h e complex
132 RMS += y [ i ] #ALMA da t a i s s p i t ou t i n h i g h f r e q u e n c y
f i r s t
N+=1
134 RMS/=N
#RMS = s q r t (RMS)
136 f o r i i n r ange ( 0 , l e n ( y ) ) :
y [ i ] = y [ i ]−RMS
138 r e t u r n RMS
140 de f MHz_to_Kms ( Frequency_MHz , CenterFrequency_MHz ) :
# P r e t t y s e l f e x p l a n a t o r y
142 r e t u r n ( Frequency_MHz / CenterFrequency_MHz ) ∗3 .0E+5
144 de f Kms_to_MHz (Kms , CenterFrequency_MHz ) :
#Also p r e t t y s e l f e x p l a n a t o r y
146 r e t u r n (Kms / 3 . 0 E+5)∗CenterFrequency_MHz
148 de f Make_Rota t ion_Diagram ( Frequency ,A, I n t e n s i t i e s , Nu) :
#Not i n use , bu t k ep t f o r c omp l e t e n e s s and p o s s i b l y e r r o r check i ng
125
150 f o r i i n r ange ( 0 , l e n ( Frequency ) ) :
Nu[ i ] = I n t e n s i t i e s [ i ]∗1 .94359E−14∗ ( ( F requency [ i ]∗ 1 . 0E+6)
∗∗2) /A[ i ]
152
de f Compute_RMS ( S t a r t , End , Array ) :
154 RMS = 0 . 0
Channe l s = 0
156 f o r i i n r ange ( l e n ( S t a r t ) ) :
f o r j i n r ange ( S t a r t [ i ] , End [ i ] ) :
158 RMS += Array [ j ]∗ Array [ j ]
160 Channe l s += abs ( S t a r t [ i ]−End [ i ] )
RMS/= Channe l s
162 RMS = np . s q r t (RMS)
r e t u r n RMS
164
de f Compute_RMS_Diff ( S t a r t , End , Array1 , Array2 ) :
166 RMS = 0 . 0
Channe l s = 0
168 # f o r i i n r ange ( l e n ( S t a r t ) ) :
f o r j i n r ange ( S t a r t , End ) :
170 RMS += ( Array1 [ j ]−Array2 [ j ] ) ∗∗2 .0
Channe l s = End− S t a r t
172 RMS/= Channe l s
RMS = np . s q r t (RMS)
174 r e t u r n RMS
176 de f Compute_RMS_Diff_Tuple ( S t a r t , End , Array1 , Array2 ) :
RMS = 0 . 0
178 Channe l s = 0
f o r i i n r ange ( l e n ( S t a r t ) ) :
180 f o r j i n r ange ( i n t ( S t a r t [ i ] ) , i n t ( End [ i ] ) ) :
RMS += ( Array1 [ j ]−Array2 [ j ] ) ∗∗2 .0
182 Channe l s = abs ( i n t ( End [ i ]− S t a r t [ i ] ) )
RMS/= Channe l s
184 RMS = np . s q r t (RMS)
r e t u r n RMS
186
de f L o a d _F i t s _ F i l e ( Fi tsName ) :
188 h d u l i s t = f i t s . open ( Fi tsName ) #As t ropy f i t s f i l e l o ad e r , way
f a s t e r t h an CASA, t h a t s t e am ing p i l e o f junk , we shou l d be
l o a d i n g t h e e n t i r e d a t a s e t i n t o RAM
126
d a t a = h d u l i s t [ 0 ] . d a t a [ 0 ] #Take on ly t h e S toke s I da t a ,
t h e r e i s n t a n y t h i n g e l s e anyway , bu t i t s i m p l i f i e s t h i n g s
190 heade r = h d u l i s t [ 0 ] . h e ade r
h d u l i s t . c l o s e ( ) # Close t h e d a t a
192 d a t a = np . swapaxes ( da t a , 0 , 2 ) # Swi tch t h e axes so i t s d a t a [RA
] [DEC] [ spec t rum ]
r e t u r n da t a , h e ade r
194
de f Ch e c k _F i t t a b l e ( Spectrum , Thresho ld , S t a r t , End ) :
196 f o r i i n r ange ( S t a r t , End ) :
i f ( Spect rum [ i ] > Th r e sho l d ) :
198 r e t u r n 1
r e t u r n 0
200
de f Get_Beam ( Data , XDim ,YDim , CenterX , CenterY , The ta ) :
202 y = np . z e r o s _ l i k e ( Data [ CenterX ] [ CenterY ] )
i f ( (XDim%2 == 0) o r (XDim == 0) ) : # S t u p i d checks , a l s o I ’m
no t d e a l i n g wi th even d imens i on s cau se t h a t makes d e f i n i n g a
c e n t e r p i x e l s i l l y
204 XDim += 1
i f ( (YDim%2 == 0) o r (YDim == 0) ) : # S t u p i d checks , a l s o I ’m
no t d e a l i n g wi th even d imens i on s cau se t h a t makes d e f i n i n g a
c e n t e r p i x e l s i l l y
206 YDim += 1
XOff se t = i n t (XDim / 2 ) #Doing t h i s e x p l i c i t l y so i t i s n t done
r e p e a t e d l y , and so i t s d e f i n i t e l y an i n t e g e r , dam you py thon
and your c o nv e n i e n t h a nd l i n g o f d a t a t y p e s f o r me
208 YOffse t = i n t (YDim / 2 )
210 f o r i i n r ange (XDim) :
f o r j i n r ange (YDim) :
212 y += Data [ i −XOff se t +CenterX ] [ j −YOff se t +CenterY ]
y /= (XDim∗YDim)
214 r e t u r n y
216 de f Load_Mol_Data ( F i l ename ) :
Moldata = p lb . l o a d t x t ( Fi lename , sk i p r ows =1)
218 Ca t a l og_F r eq = Moldata [ : , 0 ] # F r e q u e n c i e s
C a t a l o g _E r r o r = Moldata [ : , 1 ] #Cat e r r o r , we don t r e a l l y use
t h i s bu t i t was he r e so why no t
220 Ca t a l og_ JPLS t r = Moldata [ : , 2 ] #JPL l o g s t r
Ca ta log_S i jMu = Moldata [ : , 3 ] # S i j v a l u e s
127
222 Cata log_A = Moldata [ : , 4 ] # E i n s t e i n A c o e f f i c i e n t , no t
n e c e s s a r y
Ca t a l o g_Uppe rS t a t e = Moldata [ : , 5 ] #Upper s t a t e e n e r g i e s
224 Catalog_Mask = Moldata [ : , 6 ] #To p l o t o r no t t o p l o t , t h a t
i s t h e q u e s t i o n and a l s o what t h i s v a r i a b l e does
Ca t a l og_Degene r acy = Moldata [ : , 7 ] #Some CH2DCN l i n e s have two
l i n e s a t t h e same f r equency , so i t s a h e l l o f a l o t e a s i e r t o
j u s t f i t one l i n e and d i v i d e by t h i s number
226
Ca t a l ogLeng th = 0
228 f o r i i n r ange ( l e n ( Cata log_Mask ) ) :
i f ( Cata log_Mask [ i ] == 1) :
230 Ca t a l ogLeng th +=1
232 Ca t a l og = np . z e r o s ( ( 5 , Ca t a l ogLeng th ) ) # Ca t a l og [ Frequency ( 1 ) ,
Upper S t a t e Energy ( 2 ) , SijMu ^2 ( 3 ) , Degeneracy ( 4 ) , E i n s t e i n A( 5 ) ]
[ Line #=
234 Count = 0
f o r i i n r ange ( l e n ( Ca t a l og_F r eq ) ) :
236 i f ( Cata log_Mask [ i ] == 1) :
Ca t a l og [ 0 ] [ Count ] = Ca t a l og_F r eq [ i ]
238 Ca t a l og [ 1 ] [ Count ] = Ca t a l o g_Uppe rS t a t e [ i ]
Ca t a l og [ 2 ] [ Count ] = Ca ta log_S i jMu [ i ]
240 Ca t a l og [ 3 ] [ Count ] = Ca t a log_Degene r acy [ i ]
Ca t a l og [ 4 ] [ Count ] = 10 .0∗∗ Cata log_A [ i ]
242 Count += 1
244 r e t u r n Ca t a l og
246 de f Ge t_ Index ( Ta rge t , Array ) :
i f ( T a r g e t > Array [ 0 ] ) : # S t up i d checks , t h e s e may appea r a s s
backwards , bu t t h a t ’ s on ly because t h e ALMA da t a i s
248 r e t u r n −1
i f ( T a r g e t < Array [ l e n ( Array ) −1]) :
250 r e t u r n −1
i = 1
252 whi l e ( Array [ i ] > Ta r g e t ) :
i +=1
254 r e t u r n i n t ( i −1)
256 de f Op t i c a l _Dep t h (A,NT, Frequency , T , dV , gu ,Q, Eu ) :
128
#Re tu rn t h e o p t i c a l depth , u s i ng a s l i g h t l y mod i f i ed v e r s i o n o f
eq 6 of Goldsmi th and Langer
258 #Al l I d i d was a d j u s t i t t o t a k e E i n s t e i n A i n s t e a d o f B and
make i t use f r i e n d l i e r u n i t s
#A i s i n Hz , Nu i s i n cm^−2 , f r e qu en cy i s i n MHz, T i s i n K, and
dV i s i n km / s
260 r e t u r n ( exp (4 . 79924E−5∗( F requency ) / ( T ) ) −1.0) ∗ ( 1 0 . 0 / ( dV) ) ∗ (
Ca l cu l a t e_Nu (NT, gu ,Q, T , Eu ) ) ∗ (A) ∗ ( ( 2 . 99792458E+2) / ( F requency ) )
∗∗3 .0
262 de f Ca l cu l a t e_Nu (NT, gu ,Q, T , Eu ) :
# C a l c u l a t e s t h e p o p u l a t i o n i n a g iven uppe r s t a t e f o r a column
d e n s i t y and t emp e r a t u r e
264 #gu i s t h e uppe r s t a t e degene racy , which ough t t o be 2 J +1 f o r a
r o t a t i o n a l t r a n s i t i o n
r e t u r n (NT∗gu ) / (Q∗exp ( Eu / T ) )
266
de f LTE_In te r f e r rome te r_OD (A,NT, Frequency , T , dV , gu ,Q, Eu , S i j ) :
268 Tau = Op t i c a l _Dep t h (A,NT, Frequency , T , dV , gu ,Q, Eu )
C = Tau / ( 1 . 0 − exp (−Tau ) )
270 r e t u r n C∗ LTE_ I n t e n s i t y _ I n t e r f e r om e t e r (NT,CH2DCN_Q(T) ,T , Eu ,
Frequency , S i j , 0 . 5 , BeamSize )
272 de f OptFuncC ( x , ∗a ) :
#Main o p t im i z a t i o n f u n c t i o n f o r f i t t i n g s p e c t r a , i t r un s f a s t
enough f o r now , bu t t h e r e a r e f a s t e r ways
274 y = np . z e r o s _ l i k e ( x )
s igma = a [ 0 ]
276 x o f f s e t = a [ 1 ]
T = a [ 2 ]
278 NT1 = a [ 3 ] #Deuter ium
NT2 = a [ 4 ] #13C
280 Ve lRa t i o = Cata log_13C [ 0 ] [ 0 ] / Cata log_D [ 0 ] [ 0 ]
# Ve lRa t i o = 1 . 0
282 f o r i i n r ange ( 0 , l e n ( Cata log_D [ 0 ] ) ) :
y = y + ( 1 . 0 / s igma ∗2 .35482 ) ∗ LTE_ I n t e n s i t y _ I n t e r f e r om e t e r (NT1 ,
CH2DCN_Q(T) ,T , Cata log_D [ 1 ] [ i ] , Cata log_D [ 0 ] [ i ] , Cata log_D [ 2 ] [ i
] , 0 . 5 , BeamSize ) ∗exp ( −( x−Cata log_D [ 0 ] [ i ]− x o f f s e t ) ∗∗2 / ( 2∗ s igma
∗∗2) )
284 f o r i i n r ange ( 0 , l e n ( Cata log_13C [ 0 ] ) ) :
y = y + ( 1 . 0 / s igma ∗2 .35482 ) ∗ LTE_ I n t e n s i t y _ I n t e r f e r om e t e r (NT2 ,
C13H3CN_Q(T) ,T , Cata log_13C [ 1 ] [ i ] , Cata log_13C [ 0 ] [ i ] , Cata log_13C
[ 2 ] [ i ] , 0 . 5 , BeamSize ) ∗exp ( −( x−Cata log_13C [ 0 ] [ i ] −( x o f f s e t ∗
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Ve lRa t i o ) ) ∗∗2 / ( 2∗ ( s igma∗Ve lRa t i o ) ∗∗2) )
286 f o r i i n r ange ( 0 , l e n ( Cata log_D_918 [ 0 ] ) ) :
y = y + ( 1 . 0 / s igma ∗2 .35482 ) ∗ LTE_ I n t e n s i t y _ I n t e r f e r om e t e r (NT1 ,
CH2DCN_Q(T) ,T , Cata log_D_918 [ 1 ] [ i ] , Cata log_D_918 [ 0 ] [ i ] ,
Cata log_D_918 [ 2 ] [ i ] , 0 . 5 , BeamSize ) ∗exp ( −( x−Catalog_D_918 [ 0 ] [ i ]−
x o f f s e t ) ∗∗2 / ( 2∗ s igma ∗∗2) )
288 f o r i i n r ange ( 0 , l e n ( Cata log_D_919 [ 0 ] ) ) :
y = y + ( 1 . 0 / s igma ∗2 .35482 ) ∗ LTE_ I n t e n s i t y _ I n t e r f e r om e t e r (NT1 ,
CH2DCN_Q(T) ,T , Cata log_D_919 [ 1 ] [ i ] , Cata log_D_919 [ 0 ] [ i ] ,
Cata log_D_919 [ 2 ] [ i ] , 0 . 5 , BeamSize ) ∗exp ( −( x−Catalog_D_919 [ 0 ] [ i ]−
x o f f s e t ) ∗∗2 / ( 2∗ s igma ∗∗2) )
290 r e t u r n y
292 de f OptFuncC_Offse t ( x , ∗a ) :
#Main o p t im i z a t i o n f u n c t i o n f o r f i t t i n g s p e c t r a , i t r un s f a s t
enough f o r now , bu t t h e r e a r e f a s t e r ways
294 y = np . z e r o s _ l i k e ( x )
s igma = a [ 0 ]
296 x o f f s e t = a [ 1 ]
L i n e _O f f s e t = a [ 2 ]
298 T = a [ 3 ]
NT1 = a [ 4 ] #Deuter ium
300 NT2 = a [ 5 ] #13C
f o r i i n r ange ( 0 , l e n ( Cata log_D [ 0 ] ) ) :
302 #y = y + LTE_ In t e n s i t y (N1T ,CH2DCN_Q(T1 ) ,T1 , Ca t a l og [ 1 ] [ i ] ,
Ca t a l og [ 0 ] [ i ] , Ca t a l og [ 2 ] [ i ] ) ∗exp ( −( x−Ca t a l og [ 0 ] [ i ]− x o f f s e t )
∗∗2 / ( 2∗ s igma ∗∗2) )
y = y + LTE_ I n t e n s i t y _ I n t e r f e r om e t e r (NT1 ,CH2DCN_Q(T) ,T ,
Cata log_D [ 1 ] [ i ] , Cata log_D [ 0 ] [ i ] , Cata log_D [ 2 ] [ i ] , 0 . 5 , BeamSize ) ∗
exp ( −( x−Cata log_D [ 0 ] [ i ]− x o f f s e t −L i n e _O f f s e t ) ∗∗2 / ( 2∗ s igma ∗∗2) )
304 f o r i i n r ange ( 0 , l e n ( Cata log_13C [ 0 ] ) ) :
#y = y + LTE_ In t e n s i t y (N1T ,CH2DCN_Q(T1 ) ,T1 , Ca t a l og [ 1 ] [ i ] ,
Ca t a l og [ 0 ] [ i ] , Ca t a l og [ 2 ] [ i ] ) ∗exp ( −( x−Ca t a l og [ 0 ] [ i ]− x o f f s e t )
∗∗2 / ( 2∗ s igma ∗∗2) )
306 y = y + LTE_ I n t e n s i t y _ I n t e r f e r om e t e r (NT2 , C13H3CN_Q(T) ,T ,
Cata log_13C [ 1 ] [ i ] , Cata log_13C [ 0 ] [ i ] , Ca ta log_13C [ 2 ] [ i ] , 0 . 5 ,
BeamSize ) ∗exp ( −( x−Cata log_13C [ 0 ] [ i ]− x o f f s e t ) ∗∗2 / ( 2∗ s igma ∗∗2) )
r e t u r n y
308
de f OptFuncNTT ( x , ∗a ) :
310 #Main o p t im i z a t i o n f u n c t i o n f o r f i t t i n g s p e c t r a , i t r un s f a s t
enough f o r now , bu t t h e r e a r e f a s t e r ways
y = np . z e r o s _ l i k e ( x )
130
312 #T = a [ 0 ]
T = a [ 0 ]
314 NT1 = a [ 1 ] #Deuter ium
NT2 = a [ 2 ] #13C
316 Ve lRa t i o = Cata log_13C [ 0 ] [ 0 ] / Cata log_D [ 0 ] [ 0 ]
x o f f s e t = XOf f s e t _F ix
318 s igma = Sigma_Fix
f o r i i n r ange ( 0 , l e n ( Cata log_D [ 0 ] ) ) :
320 #y = y + LTE_ In t e n s i t y (N1T ,CH2DCN_Q(T1 ) ,T1 , Ca t a l og [ 1 ] [ i ] ,
Ca t a l og [ 0 ] [ i ] , Ca t a l og [ 2 ] [ i ] ) ∗exp ( −( x−Ca t a l og [ 0 ] [ i ]− x o f f s e t )
∗∗2 / ( 2∗ s igma ∗∗2) )
y = y + LTE_ I n t e n s i t y _ I n t e r f e r om e t e r (NT1 ,CH2DCN_Q(T) ,T ,
Cata log_D [ 1 ] [ i ] , Cata log_D [ 0 ] [ i ] , Cata log_D [ 2 ] [ i ] , 0 . 5 , BeamSize ) ∗
exp ( −( x−Cata log_D [ 0 ] [ i ]− x o f f s e t ) ∗∗2 / ( 2∗ s igma ∗∗2) )
322 f o r i i n r ange ( 0 , l e n ( Cata log_13C [ 0 ] ) ) :
#y = y + LTE_ In t e n s i t y (N1T ,CH2DCN_Q(T1 ) ,T1 , Ca t a l og [ 1 ] [ i ] ,
Ca t a l og [ 0 ] [ i ] , Ca t a l og [ 2 ] [ i ] ) ∗exp ( −( x−Ca t a l og [ 0 ] [ i ]− x o f f s e t )
∗∗2 / ( 2∗ s igma ∗∗2) )
324 y = y + LTE_ I n t e n s i t y _ I n t e r f e r om e t e r (NT2 , C13H3CN_Q(T) ,T ,
Cata log_13C [ 1 ] [ i ] , Cata log_13C [ 0 ] [ i ] , Ca ta log_13C [ 2 ] [ i ] , 0 . 5 ,
BeamSize ) ∗exp ( −( x−Cata log_13C [ 0 ] [ i ] −( x o f f s e t ∗Ve lRa t i o ) )
∗∗2 / ( 2∗ ( s igma∗Ve lRa t i o ) ∗∗2) )
f o r i i n r ange ( 0 , l e n ( Cata log_D_918 [ 0 ] ) ) :
326 #y = y + LTE_ In t e n s i t y (N1T ,CH2DCN_Q(T1 ) ,T1 , Ca t a l og [ 1 ] [ i ] ,
Ca t a l og [ 0 ] [ i ] , Ca t a l og [ 2 ] [ i ] ) ∗exp ( −( x−Ca t a l og [ 0 ] [ i ]− x o f f s e t )
∗∗2 / ( 2∗ s igma ∗∗2) )
y = y + LTE_ I n t e n s i t y _ I n t e r f e r om e t e r (NT1 ,CH2DCN_Q(T) ,T ,
Cata log_D_918 [ 1 ] [ i ] , Cata log_D_918 [ 0 ] [ i ] , Cata log_D_918 [ 2 ] [ i
] , 0 . 5 , BeamSize ) ∗exp ( −( x−Catalog_D_918 [ 0 ] [ i ]− x o f f s e t ) ∗∗2 / ( 2∗
s igma ∗∗2) )
328 f o r i i n r ange ( 0 , l e n ( Cata log_D_919 [ 0 ] ) ) :
#y = y + LTE_ In t e n s i t y (N1T ,CH2DCN_Q(T1 ) ,T1 , Ca t a l og [ 1 ] [ i ] ,
Ca t a l og [ 0 ] [ i ] , Ca t a l og [ 2 ] [ i ] ) ∗exp ( −( x−Ca t a l og [ 0 ] [ i ]− x o f f s e t )
∗∗2 / ( 2∗ s igma ∗∗2) )
330 y = y + LTE_ I n t e n s i t y _ I n t e r f e r om e t e r (NT1 ,CH2DCN_Q(T) ,T ,
Cata log_D_919 [ 1 ] [ i ] , Cata log_D_919 [ 0 ] [ i ] , Cata log_D_919 [ 2 ] [ i
] , 0 . 5 , BeamSize ) ∗exp ( −( x−Catalog_D_919 [ 0 ] [ i ]− x o f f s e t ) ∗∗2 / ( 2∗
s igma ∗∗2) )
r e t u r n y
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de f cu rve_ f i t _PBC ( f , xda ta , yda ta , p0=None , s igma=None ,
a b s o l u t e _ s i gma =Fa l s e , c h e c k _ f i n i t e =True , bounds =(−np . i n f , np .
i n f ) , method=None , j a c =None , ∗∗ kwargs ) :
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334 i f p0 i s None :
# d e t e rm i n e number o f p a r ame t e r s by i n s p e c t i n g t h e
f u n c t i o n
336 from s c i p y . _ l i b . _ u t i l impo r t g e t a r g s p e c _ n o _ s e l f a s
_ g e t a r g s p e c
a rgs , v a r a r g s , varkw , d e f a u l t s = _ g e t a r g s p e c ( f )
338 i f l e n ( a r g s ) < 2 :
r a i s e Va l u eE r r o r ( " Unable t o d e t e rm i n e number o f f i t
p a r ame t e r s . " )
340 n = l e n ( a r g s ) − 1
e l s e :
342 p0 = np . a t l e a s t _ 1 d ( p0 )
n = p0 . s i z e
344
lb , ub = p r epa r e_bound s ( bounds , n )
346 i f p0 i s None :
p0 = _ i n i t i a l i z e _ f e a s i b l e ( lb , ub )
348
bounded_problem = np . any ( ( l b > −np . i n f ) | ( ub < np . i n f ) )
350 i f method i s None :
i f bounded_problem :
352 method = ’ t r f ’
e l s e :
354 method = ’ lm ’
356 i f method == ’ lm ’ and bounded_problem :
r a i s e Va l u eE r r o r ( "Method ’ lm ’ on ly works f o r u n c o n s t r a i n e d
prob lems . "
358 "Use ’ t r f ’ o r ’ dogbox ’ i n s t e a d . " )
360 # NaNs can no t be hand l ed
i f c h e c k _ f i n i t e :
362 yda t a = np . a s a r r a y _ c h k f i n i t e ( yd a t a )
e l s e :
364 yda t a = np . a s a r r a y ( yd a t a )
366 i f i s i n s t a n c e ( xda ta , ( l i s t , t u p l e , np . n d a r r a y ) ) :
# ‘ xda ta ‘ i s p a s s ed s t r a i g h t t o t h e use r −d e f i n e d ‘ f ‘ , so
a l l ow
368 # non− a r r a y _ l i k e ‘ xda ta ‘ .
i f c h e c k _ f i n i t e :
370 xda t a = np . a s a r r a y _ c h k f i n i t e ( xd a t a )
e l s e :
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372 xda t a = np . a s a r r a y ( xd a t a )
374 # Dete rmine t ype o f s igma
i f s igma i s no t None :
376 s igma = np . a s a r r a y ( s igma )
378 # i f 1−d , s igma a r e e r r o r s , d e f i n e t r a n s f o rm = 1 / s igma
i f s igma . shape == ( yda t a . s i z e , ) :
380 t r a n s f o rm = 1 . 0 / s igma
# i f 2−d , s igma i s t h e c o v a r i a n c e ma t r i x ,
382 # d e f i n e t r a n s f o rm = L such t h a t L L^T = C
e l i f s igma . shape == ( yda t a . s i z e , y d a t a . s i z e ) :
384 t r y :
# s c i p y . l i n a l g . c ho l e s ky r e q u i r e s lower=True t o
r e t u r n L L^T = A
386 t r a n s f o rm = cho l e s ky ( sigma , lower=True )
e x c ep t L i nA lgE r r o r :
388 r a i s e Va l u eE r r o r ( " ‘ sigma ‘ must be p o s i t i v e
d e f i n i t e . " )
e l s e :
390 r a i s e Va l u eE r r o r ( " ‘ sigma ‘ has i n c o r r e c t shape . " )
e l s e :
392 t r a n s f o rm = None
394 f unc = _wrap_func ( f , xda ta , yda ta , t r a n s f o rm )
i f c a l l a b l e ( j a c ) :
396 j a c = _wrap_ jac ( j a c , xda ta , t r a n s f o rm )
e l i f j a c i s None and method != ’ lm ’ :
398 j a c = ’2− p o i n t ’
400 i f method == ’ lm ’ :
# Remove f u l l _ o u t p u t from kwargs , o t h e rw i s e we ’ r e p a s s i n g
i t i n tw i c e .
402 r e t u r n _ f u l l = kwargs . pop ( ’ f u l l _ o u t p u t ’ , F a l s e )
r e s = l e a s t s q ( func , p0 , Dfun= jac , f u l l _ o u t p u t =1 , ∗∗ kwargs )
404 popt , pcov , i n f o d i c t , er rmsg , i e r = r e s
c o s t = np . sum ( i n f o d i c t [ ’ f v e c ’ ] ∗∗ 2)
406 i f i e r no t i n [ 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 ] :
r a i s e Run t imeEr ro r ( " Opt imal p a r ame t e r s no t found : " +
er rmsg )
408 e l s e :
# Rename maxfev ( l e a s t s q ) t o max_nfev ( l e a s t _ s q u a r e s ) , i f
s p e c i f i e d .
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410 i f ’ max_nfev ’ no t i n kwargs :
kwargs [ ’ max_nfev ’ ] = kwargs . pop ( ’ maxfev ’ , None )
412
r e s = l e a s t _ s q u a r e s ( func , p0 , j a c = j ac , bounds=bounds ,
method=method )
414
i f no t r e s . s u c c e s s :
416 r a i s e Run t imeEr ro r ( " Opt imal p a r ame t e r s no t found : " +
r e s . message )
418 c o s t = 2 ∗ r e s . c o s t # r e s . c o s t i s h a l f sum of s q u a r e s !
pop t = r e s . x
420
# Do Moore−Pen ro se i n v e r s e d i s c a r d i n g z e r o s i n g u l a r v a l u e s
.
422 _ , s , VT = svd ( r e s . j a c , f u l l _ m a t r i c e s = F a l s e )
t h r e s h o l d = np . f i n f o ( f l o a t ) . eps ∗ max ( r e s . j a c . shape ) ∗ s
[ 0 ]
424 s = s [ s > t h r e s h o l d ]
VT = VT [ : s . s i z e ]
426 pcov = np . do t (VT . T / s ∗∗2 , VT)
r e t u r n _ f u l l = F a l s e
428
warn_cov = F a l s e
430 i f pcov i s None :
# i n d e t e rm i n a t e c o v a r i a n c e
432 pcov = z e r o s ( ( l e n ( pop t ) , l e n ( pop t ) ) , d t ype= f l o a t )
pcov . f i l l ( i n f )
434 warn_cov = True
e l i f no t a b s o l u t e _ s i gma :
436 i f y d a t a . s i z e > p0 . s i z e :
s_ sq = c o s t / ( y d a t a . s i z e − p0 . s i z e )
438 pcov = pcov ∗ s_sq
e l s e :
440 pcov . f i l l ( i n f )
warn_cov = True
442
i f warn_cov :
444 warn ings . warn ( ’ Cova r i ance o f t h e p a r ame t e r s cou ld no t be
e s t im a t e d ’ ,
c a t e g o r y =Opt imizeWarning )
446
i f r e t u r n _ f u l l :
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448 r e t u r n popt , pcov , i n f o d i c t , er rmsg , i e r
e l s e :
450 r e t u r n popt , pcov
452 de f p r epa r e_bound s ( bounds , n ) :
lb , ub = [ np . a s a r r a y ( b , d t ype= f l o a t ) f o r b i n bounds ]
454
i f l b . ndim == 0 :
456 l b = np . r e s i z e ( lb , n )
458 i f ub . ndim == 0 :
ub = np . r e s i z e ( ub , n )
460
r e t u r n lb , ub
462
de f _wrap_func ( func , xda ta , yda ta , t r a n s f o rm ) :
464 i f t r a n s f o rm i s None :
de f func_wrapped ( params ) :
466 r e t u r n func ( xda ta , ∗params ) − yda t a
e l i f t r a n s f o rm . ndim == 1 :
468 de f func_wrapped ( params ) :
r e t u r n t r a n s f o rm ∗ ( f unc ( xda ta , ∗params ) − yda t a )
470 e l s e :
# Chisq = ( y − yd ) ^T C^{−1} ( y−yd )
472 # t r a n s f o rm = L such t h a t C = L L^T
# C^{−1} = L^{−T} L^{−1}
474 # Chisq = ( y − yd ) ^T L^{−T} L^{−1} ( y−yd )
# Def ine ( y−yd ) ’ = L^{−1} ( y−yd )
476 # by s o l v i n g
# L ( y−yd ) ’ = ( y−yd )
478 # and minimize ( y−yd ) ’^T ( y−yd ) ’
de f func_wrapped ( params ) :
480 r e t u r n s o l v e _ t r i a n g u l a r ( t r a n s f o rm , func ( xda ta , ∗params
) − yda ta , l ower=True )
r e t u r n func_wrapped
482
de f Bu i l d_Bounda r i e s ( Width , O f f s e t , T ,NT, WidthLimi t , XOffsetLow ,
XOffse tHigh , TLow , THigh ,NTLow, NTHigh , NTCount ) :
484 Guess = [ ] # I n i t i a l g u e s s e s
Bounds = [ ] #Bounds f o r f i t
486 Bounds . append ( [ ] ) #Lower bounds aka b [ 0 ]
Bounds . append ( [ ] ) #Upper bounds aka b [ 1 ]
488
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Guess . append ( Width ) #Width i n i t i a l gue s s
490 Guess . append ( O f f s e t ) # x o f f s e t i n i t i a l gue s s ( i n MHz)
Guess . append (T ) #T
492 f o r i i n r ange ( NTCount ) :
Guess . append (NT) #NT[ i ]
494
Bounds [ 0 ] . append ( 0 . 0 ) #Width lower l i m i t
496 Bounds [ 1 ] . append ( Wid thLimi t ) #Width upper l im i t , t h i s i s my
b e s t gue s s a t an uppe r l i m i t based on f u c k i n g around wi th t h e
f i t s
Bounds [ 0 ] . append ( XOffsetLow ) # x o f f s e t lower l i m i t
498 Bounds [ 1 ] . append ( XOffse tHigh ) # x o f f s e t uppe r l im i t , t h i s i s my
b e s t gue s s a t an uppe r l i m i t based on f u c k i n g around wi th t h e
f i t s
Bounds [ 0 ] . append (TLow) #T lower l i m i t
500 Bounds [ 1 ] . append ( THigh ) #T upper l im i t , t h i s i s my b e s t gue s s
a t an upper l i m i t based on f u c k i n g around wi th t h e f i t s
f o r i i n r ange ( NTCount ) :
502 Bounds [ 0 ] . append (NTLow) #NT1 lower l i m i t
Bounds [ 1 ] . append ( NTHigh ) #NT1 upper l im i t , t h i s i s my b e s t
gue s s a t an uppe r l i m i t based on f u c k i n g around wi th t h e f i t s
504
r e t u r n Guess , Bounds
506
de f Bui ld_XAxis ( Header ) :
508 i f ( Header [ ’CTYPE3 ’ ] != ’FREQ ’ ) :
r e t u r n −1
510 S t a r tX = Header [ ’CRVAL3 ’ ]
XStep = Header [ ’CDELT3 ’ ]
512 X = np . z e r o s ( Header [ ’NAXIS3 ’ ] )
f o r i i n r ange ( Header [ ’NAXIS3 ’ ] ) :
514 X = S t a r tX+ i ∗XStep
r e t u r n X
516
##################################
518 ################## Code S t a r t s Here
SaveData = True #Save t h e da t a , THIS WILL OVERWRITE THE
CURRENT DATA UNLESS YOU CHANGE THE FILENAMES BELOW
520 Er ro rCheck = True #Check and mask p i x e l s w i th h igh e r r o r
S e c o n d a r y F i t t i n g = F a l s e # Per form seconda ry f i t t i n g o f t h e d a t a
522 P lo tE r r o rMaps = True # P l o t maps o f t h e e r r o r
P lo tSecondaryMaps = True # P l o t V e l o c i t y and wid th
524 Plo tP r imaryMaps = True # P l o t NT and T
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Sav eP l o t s = True #Save t h e p l o t s , t h i s j u s t s a v e s l i t e r a l l y
a n y t h i n g you have enab l e d f o r p l o t t i n g
526
S t a r tT ime = t ime . t ime ( ) #
528 VLSR = 6 . 5 # I n i t i a l gue s s a t VLSR,
bmaj = 0 .38 # S i z e o f t h e s y n t h e s i z e d beam a long t h e major
ax i s , u n i t s a r e a r c s e c
530 bmin = 0 .35 # S i z e o f t h e s y n t h e s i z e d beam a long t h e minor
ax i s , u n i t s a r e a r c s e c
BeamSize = bmaj∗bmin #Knocking t h i s c a l c u l a t i o n ou t e a r l y ,
d e b a t a b l y n e c e s s a r y
532 Ce l l S i z e = 0 .05 # s i z e o f a p i x e l i n a r c s e c
FileName = ’ALMA v2_7 ’ # P a r e n t f i l e name we ’ l l be u s i ng t o save
534 BeamPixX = 7 # P i x e l s t o use i n X
BeamPixY = 7 # P i x e l s t o use i n Y
536 BeamSize = ( BeamPixX∗BeamPixY ) ∗Ce l l S i z e ∗∗2 .0 # Supe r s ed i ng t h e
t r u e beam wi th t h e a c t u a l beam we use
F i t T h r e s h o l d = 0 .043 # 0 .052 # Th r e sho l d f o r i n i t i a l p i x e l
t e s t i n g , we f i t i f t h e amp l i t u d e o f a ch anne l w i t h i n r ange i s
above t h i s v a l u e
538
WidthGuess = 0 . 2
540 XOffse tGuess = −3.3
TGuess = 200 .0
542 NTGuess = 1 . 0E+15
WidthLimi t = 1 . 5 #Only t h e uppe r l i m i t i s s p e c i f i e d s i n c e by
d e f i n i t i o n t h e wid th can neve r be below 0
544 XOffsetLow = −5.3
XOffse tHigh = −1.3
546 TLow = 10 .0
THigh = 800 .0
548 NTLow = 1 . 0E+7 #Using t h e same l i m i t s f o r bo th columns ,
s i n c e i t r e a l l y s h o u l d n t ma t t e r
NTHigh = 1 . 0E+20
550 cc = 2 .99792458 e10
552 p r i n t ’ Loading F i t s f i l e ’
data_13C , header_13C = Lo a d _F i t s _ F i l e ( ’ . . / 1 3CH3CN/
Orion_KL_13CH3CN_8_7_Reclean_image . image . f i t s ’ )
554 data_D , header_D = Lo a d _F i t s _ F i l e ( ’ . . / Deute r ium /
Orion_KL_CH2DCN_9_8_image . image . f i t s ’ )
data_D_918 , header_D_918 = Lo a d _F i t s _ F i l e ( ’ . . / Deute r ium /
Orion_KL_CH2DCN_9_18_8_17_image . image . f i t s ’ )
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556 data_D_919 , header_D_919 = Lo a d _F i t s _ F i l e ( ’ . . / Deute r ium /
Orion_KL_CH2DCN_9_19_8_18_image . image . f i t s ’ )
558 x_D = p lb . l o a d t x t ( ’ . . / Deute r ium / DataCube_135_185_XAxis . t x t ’ ) #
Loading t h e X a x i s da t a , X DATA ARE NOT EVENTLY SPACED IN
FREQUENCY SPACE
x_D_918 = p lb . l o a d t x t ( ’ . . / Deute r ium /918 _XAxis . t x t ’ )
560 x_D_919 = p lb . l o a d t x t ( ’ . . / Deute r ium /919 _XAxis . t x t ’ )
x_13C = p lb . l o a d t x t ( ’ . . / 1 3CH3CN/13CH3CN_XAxis . t x t ’ )
562
p r i n t ’ Loading mo l e c u l a r l i n e d a t a ’
564 Cata log_D = Load_Mol_Data ( ’ . . / Deute r ium /CH2DCN Fu l l Cat Band 1 . t s v
’ )
Cata log_D_918 = Load_Mol_Data ( ’ . . / Deute r ium /CH2DCN_918 . t s v ’ )
566 Catalog_D_919 = Load_Mol_Data ( ’ . . / Deute r ium /CH2DCN_919 . t s v ’ )
Cata log_13C = Load_Mol_Data ( ’ . . / 1 3CH3CN/13CH3CN_NoHF . t s v ’ )
568
#######Map Pa r ame t e r s
570 S t a r tX = 450−256 # S t a r t i n g p i x e l i n X
StopX = 670−256 # S topp ing p i x e l i n X
572 S t a r tY = 360−256 # S t a r t i n g p i x e l i n Y
StopY = 620−256 # S topp ing p i x e l i n Y
574 SizeX = StopX−S t a r tX # To t a l p i x e l s i n X
SizeY = StopY−S t a r tY # To t a l p i x e l s i n Y, handy f o r t h e l oop s
t p come
576
####### F i t t i n g Pa r ame t e r s
578 c , d = Bu i l d_Bounda r i e s ( WidthGuess , XOffse tGuess , TGuess , NTGuess ,
WidthLimi t , XOffsetLow , XOffse tHigh , TLow , THigh ,NTLow, NTHigh , 2 )
c1 , d = Bu i l d_Bounda r i e s ( WidthLimit , XOffse tGuess , TGuess , NTGuess ,
WidthLimi t , XOffsetLow , XOffse tHigh , TLow , THigh ,NTLow, NTHigh , 2 )
580 c2 , d = Bu i l d_Bounda r i e s ( WidthGuess , XOffse tHigh , TGuess , NTGuess ,
WidthLimi t , XOffsetLow , XOffse tHigh , TLow , THigh ,NTLow, NTHigh , 2 )
c3 , d = Bu i l d_Bounda r i e s ( WidthGuess , XOffse tGuess , 7 5 . 0 , NTGuess ,
WidthLimi t , XOffsetLow , XOffse tHigh , TLow , THigh ,NTLow, NTHigh , 2 )
582 c4 , d = Bu i l d_Bounda r i e s ( WidthGuess , XOffse tGuess , TGuess , 1 . 0 E+14 ,
WidthLimi t , XOffsetLow , XOffse tHigh , TLow , THigh ,NTLow, NTHigh , 2 )
c5 , d = Bu i l d_Bounda r i e s ( WidthGuess , XOffse tGuess , TGuess , 1 . 0 E+16 ,
WidthLimi t , XOffsetLow , XOffse tHigh , TLow , THigh ,NTLow, NTHigh , 2 )
584 c6 , d = Bu i l d_Bounda r i e s ( WidthGuess , XOffsetLow , 7 5 . 0 , NTGuess ,
WidthLimi t , XOffsetLow , XOffse tHigh , TLow , THigh ,NTLow, NTHigh , 2 )
c7 , d = Bu i l d_Bounda r i e s ( WidthGuess , XOffse tHigh , 7 5 . 0 , NTGuess ,
WidthLimi t , XOffsetLow , XOffse tHigh , TLow , THigh ,NTLow, NTHigh , 2 )
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586 c8 , d = Bu i l d_Bounda r i e s ( WidthGuess , XOffse tGuess , 3 5 0 . 0 , NTGuess ,
WidthLimi t , XOffsetLow , XOffse tHigh , TLow , THigh ,NTLow, NTHigh , 2 )
c9 , d = Bu i l d_Bounda r i e s ( WidthGuess , XOffse tHigh , 7 5 . 0 , NTGuess ,
WidthLimi t , XOffsetLow , XOffse tHigh , TLow , THigh ,NTLow, NTHigh , 2 )
588 c10 , d = Bu i l d_Bounda r i e s ( WidthLimit , XOffsetLow , TGuess , NTGuess ,
WidthLimi t , XOffsetLow , XOffse tHigh , TLow , THigh ,NTLow, NTHigh , 2 )
#c11 , d = Bu i l d_Bounda r i e s ( WidthLimit , XOffse tHigh , TGuess , NTGuess ,
WidthLimi t , XOffsetLow , XOffse tHigh , TLow , THigh ,NTLow, NTHigh , 2 )
590 c11 = np . empty ( np . shape ( c1 ) )
c11 [ : ] = np . nan
592
a , b = Bu i l d_Bounda r i e s ( WidthGuess , XOffse tGuess , TGuess , NTGuess ,
WidthLimi t , XOffsetLow , XOffse tHigh , TLow , THigh ,NTLow, NTHigh , 1 )
594
#######Map Ar rays
596 ParameterMap = np . z e r o s ( ( SizeX , SizeY , l e n ( c ) ) )
E r r o r s = np . z e r o s ( ( SizeX , SizeY , l e n ( c ) ) ) #An a r r a y t o s t o r e a l l
t h e e r r o r s we w i l l g e n e r a t e f o r t h e f i t t i n g , u s i n g a f i x e d
l e n g t h d e c l a r a t i o n
598 RMSMap = np . z e r o s ( ( SizeX , SizeY ) ) #An image of t h e RMS of
t h e f i t
DtoH = np . z e r o s ( ( SizeX , SizeY ) ) #An image of t h e D/13C
r a t i o i n t h e c l oud
600 F r a c t i o n a l E r r o r = np . z e r o s ( ( SizeX , SizeY ) )
NTMap = np . z e r o s ( ( SizeX , SizeY ) )
602
Tempe ra tu r eAr r ay = np . z e r o s ( SizeX∗SizeY ) # L i n e a r a r r a y t o t r a c k
t h e t emp e r a t u r e
604 NTArray1 = np . z e r o s ( SizeX∗SizeY ) # L i n e a r a r r a y t o t r a c k t h e
column d e n s i t y
NTArray2 = np . z e r o s ( SizeX∗SizeY ) # L i n e a r a r r a y t o t r a c k t h e
column d e n s i t y
606 TEr ro rAr r ay = np . z e r o s ( SizeX∗SizeY ) # L i n e a r a r r a y t o t r a c k
t h e t emp e r a t u r e e r r o r
NTErrorArray = np . z e r o s ( SizeX∗SizeY ) # L i n e a r a r r a y t o t r a c k
t h e column d e n s i t y e r r o r
608 DtoHArray = np . z e r o s ( SizeX∗SizeY ) # L i n e a r a r r a y t o t r a c k t h e
D o t H r a t i o
O f f s e tA r r a y = np . z e r o s ( SizeX∗SizeY ) # L i n e a r a r r a y t o t r a c k
t h e D o t H r a t i o
610 NanArray = np . z e r o s ( l e n ( c ) )
AvgCov = np . z e r o s ( ( l e n ( c ) , l e n ( c ) ) )
612 DtoHArray2 = np . z e r o s ( ( 6 , ( SizeX∗SizeY ) ) )
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Pop t s = np . z e r o s ( SizeX∗SizeY )
614
f o r i i n r ange ( l e n ( c ) ) : NanArray [ i ] = np . nan
616
######## F i t t h e amp l i t u d e s e t c o f t h e map
618 De t e c t e d P i x e l s = 0 #A coun t o f p i x e l s where we dec i d ed t o
f i t
Subx_D = x_D [ 0 : 1 2 0 0 ] #Making a sm a l l e r a r r a y f o r f i t t i n g t o
speed t h i n g s up
620 Subx_D_918 = x_D_918 [ 4 00 : 6 00 ] #Making a sm a l l e r a r r a y f o r f i t t i n g
t o speed t h i n g s up
Subx_D_919 = x_D_919 [ 4 50 : 6 50 ] #Making a sm a l l e r a r r a y f o r f i t t i n g
t o speed t h i n g s up
622 Subx_13C = x_13C [1600 : 2400 ] #Making a sm a l l e r a r r a y f o r f i t t i n g
t o speed t h i n g s up
x = np . z e r o s ( l e n ( Subx_D )+ l e n ( Subx_13C )+ l e n ( Subx_D_918 ) + l e n (
Subx_D_919 ) )
624 Re s i d u a l = np . z e r o s _ l i k e ( x )
T o t a l F i t R e s i d u a l = np . z e r o s _ l i k e ( x )
626 x [ : l e n ( Subx_D ) ] = Subx_D
x [ l e n ( Subx_D ) : l e n ( Subx_D )+ l e n ( Subx_13C ) ] = Subx_13C
628 x [ l e n ( Subx_D )+ l e n ( Subx_13C ) : l e n ( Subx_D )+ l e n ( Subx_13C )+ l e n (
Subx_D_918 ) ] = Subx_D_918
x [ l e n ( Subx_D )+ l e n ( Subx_13C )+ l e n ( Subx_D_918 ) : ] = Subx_D_919
630
632 LineChanne l s = np . z e r o s ( ( 2 , l e n ( Cata log_D [ 0 ] ) + l e n ( Cata log_13C [ 0 ] ) +
l e n ( Cata log_D_918 [ 0 ] ) + l e n ( Cata log_D_919 [ 0 ] ) ) ) #A rough gue s s
a t t h e l i n e c h a nn e l s based on t h e c a t a l o g and LSR LineChanne l s
[Low / High ] [ Line # ]
f o r i i n r ange ( l e n ( Cata log_D [ 0 ] ) ) :
634 LineChanne l s [ 0 ] [ i ] = Get_ Index ( Cata log_D [ 0 ] [ i ] −3 .5 , x ) −10
L ineChanne l s [ 1 ] [ i ] = L ineChanne l s [ 0 ] [ i ]+20
636 f o r i i n r ange ( l e n ( Cata log_13C [ 0 ] ) ) :
L ineChanne l s [ 0 ] [ i + l e n ( Cata log_D [ 0 ] ) ] = Get_ Index ( Cata log_13C
[ 0 ] [ i ] −3 .5 , Subx_13C ) −10+ l e n ( Subx_D )
638 LineChanne l s [ 1 ] [ i + l e n ( Cata log_D [ 0 ] ) ] = L ineChanne l s [ 0 ] [ i + l e n (
Cata log_D [ 0 ] ) ]+20
f o r i i n r ange ( l e n ( Cata log_D_918 [ 0 ] ) ) :
640 LineChanne l s [ 0 ] [ i + l e n ( Cata log_D [ 0 ] ) + l e n ( Cata log_13C [ 0 ] ) ] =
Get_ Index ( Cata log_D_918 [ 0 ] [ i ] −3 .5 , Subx_D_918 ) −10+ l e n ( Subx_D )+
l e n ( Subx_13C )
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LineChanne l s [ 1 ] [ i + l e n ( Cata log_D [ 0 ] ) + l e n ( Cata log_13C [ 0 ] ) ] =
L ineChanne l s [ 0 ] [ i + l e n ( Cata log_D [ 0 ] ) + l e n ( Cata log_13C [ 0 ] ) ]+20
642 f o r i i n r ange ( l e n ( Cata log_D_919 [ 0 ] ) ) :
L ineChanne l s [ 0 ] [ i + l e n ( Cata log_D [ 0 ] ) + l e n ( Cata log_13C [ 0 ] ) + l e n (
Cata log_D_918 [ 0 ] ) ] = Get_ Index ( Cata log_D_919 [ 0 ] [ i ] −3 .5 ,
Subx_D_919 ) −10+ l e n ( Subx_D )+ l e n ( Subx_13C )+ l e n ( Subx_D_918 )
644 LineChanne l s [ 1 ] [ i + l e n ( Cata log_D [ 0 ] ) + l e n ( Cata log_13C [ 0 ] ) + l e n (
Cata log_D_918 [ 0 ] ) ] = L ineChanne l s [ 0 ] [ i + l e n ( Cata log_D [ 0 ] ) + l e n (
Cata log_13C [ 0 ] ) + l e n ( Cata log_D_918 [ 0 ] ) ]+20
646 Tempe r a t u r eL im i t sCoun t = 0
ColumnLimitsCount = 0
648 WidthLimi t sCoun t = 0
O f f s e t L im i t sCoun t = 0
650
NewResult = 0
652 NewWidths = 0
NewWidth = 0 . 0
654
Be t t e rWid t h = 0
656 Ref i tChanged = 0
Ampl i t udeL imi t = 0
658
p r i n t ’ S t a r t i n g i n i t i a l p r o c e s s i n g ’
660 f o r i i n r ange ( S t a r tX , StopX ) :
f o r j i n r ange ( S t a r tY , StopY ) :
662 p r i n t " P r o c e s s i n g p i x e l X: "+ s t r ( i ) +" Y: "+ s t r ( j )
Spectrum_D = Get_Beam ( data_D , BeamPixX , BeamPixY , i , j , 0 . 0 )
664 Spectrum_D_918 = Get_Beam ( data_D_918 , BeamPixX , BeamPixY , i +256 ,
j +256 , 0 . 0 )
i f ( C h e c k _F i t t a b l e ( Spectrum_D , F i t Th r e s h o l d , 6 80 , 7 00 ) o r
Ch e c k _F i t t a b l e ( Spectrum_D , F i t T h r e s h o l d , 8 60 , 8 80 ) o r
Ch e c k _F i t t a b l e ( Spectrum_D_918 , F i t T h r e s h o l d , 4 80 , 5 00 ) ) : #Check
t o s e e t h a t t h e r e s some amp l i t u d e i n a t l e a s t 1 o f 2 r e g i on s ,
t h i s s p e ed s up f i t s immensely , s i n c e most p i x e l s a r e garbage ,
f o r f u l l images on ly 5−10% of p i x e l s a r e u s e f u l
666 De t e c t e d P i x e l s += 1 #Track u s e f u l p i x e l s
Spectrum_13C = Get_Beam ( data_13C , BeamPixX , BeamPixY , i +256 , j
+256 , 0 . 0 )
668 Spectrum_D_919 = Get_Beam ( data_D_919 , BeamPixX , BeamPixY , i
+256 , j +256 , 0 . 0 )
y = np . z e r o s _ l i k e ( x )
670 SubSpectrum_D = Spectrum_D [ 0 : 1 2 0 0 ]
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SubSpectrum_D_918 = Spectrum_D_918 [ 4 00 : 6 0 0 ]
672 SubSpectrum_D_919 = Spectrum_D_919 [ 4 50 : 6 5 0 ]
SubSpectrum_13C = Spectrum_13C [1600 : 2400 ]
674
####### Curve F i t t i n g
676 RMS_D = Ba s e l i n e _Sub t r a c t _D ( SubSpectrum_D )
RMS_D_918 = Ba s e l i n e_Sub t r a c t _D_918 ( SubSpectrum_D_918 )
678 RMS_D_919 = Ba s e l i n e_Sub t r a c t _D_919 ( SubSpectrum_D_919 )
RMS_13C = Ba s e l i n e _Sub t r a c t _ 13C ( SubSpectrum_13C ) #
S u b t r a c t a n y t h i n g missed by UVContsub i n t h e p r o c e s s i n g , t h i s
i s o f t e n s u b s t a n t i a l , and s i n c e t h e f i t t i n g f u n c t i o n do e s n t
i n c l u d e a DC o f f s e t , i t s u b s t a n t i a l l y improves t h e f i t
680
y [ : l e n ( Subx_D ) ] = SubSpectrum_D
682 y [ l e n ( Subx_D ) : l e n ( Subx_D )+ l e n ( Subx_13C ) ] = SubSpectrum_13C
y [ l e n ( Subx_D )+ l e n ( Subx_13C ) : l e n ( Subx_D )+ l e n ( Subx_13C )+ l e n (
SubSpectrum_D_918 ) ] = SubSpectrum_D_918
684 y [ l e n ( Subx_D )+ l e n ( Subx_13C )+ l e n ( SubSpectrum_D_918 ) : l e n ( x ) ] =
SubSpectrum_D_919
686 popt , pcov = c u r v e _ f i t ( OptFuncC , x , y , p0=c , bounds=d ) # pop t [
Width , Xo f f s e t , T , NT1 ,NT2]
688 Pop t s [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
i f ( S e c o n d a r y F i t t i n g ) :
690 popt1 , pcov = cu rve_ f i t _PBC ( OptFuncC , x , y , p0=c1 , bounds=d )
popt2 , pcov = cu rve_ f i t _PBC ( OptFuncC , x , y , p0=c2 , bounds=d )
692 popt3 , pcov = cu rve_ f i t _PBC ( OptFuncC , x , y , p0=c3 , bounds=d )
popt4 , pcov = cu rve_ f i t _PBC ( OptFuncC , x , y , p0=c4 , bounds=d )
694 popt5 , pcov = cu rve_ f i t _PBC ( OptFuncC , x , y , p0=c5 , bounds=d )
popt6 , pcov = cu rve_ f i t _PBC ( OptFuncC , x , y , p0=c6 , bounds=d )
696 popt7 , pcov = cu rve_ f i t _PBC ( OptFuncC , x , y , p0=c7 , bounds=d )
popt8 , pcov = cu rve_ f i t _PBC ( OptFuncC , x , y , p0=c8 , bounds=d )
698 popt9 , pcov = cu rve_ f i t _PBC ( OptFuncC , x , y , p0=c9 , bounds=d )
popt10 , pcov = cu rve_ f i t _PBC ( OptFuncC , x , y , p0=c10 , bounds=d )
700 i f ( np . i s f i n i t e ( c11 [ 0 ] ) ) : popt11 , pcov = cu rve_ f i t _PBC (
OptFuncC , x , y , p0=c11 , bounds=d )
702 Res i du a l 0 = y−OptFuncC ( x , ∗ pop t )
Re s i d u a l 1 = y−OptFuncC ( x , ∗ pop t1 )
704 Res i du a l 2 = y−OptFuncC ( x , ∗ pop t2 )
Re s i d u a l 3 = y−OptFuncC ( x , ∗ pop t3 )
706 Res i du a l 4 = y−OptFuncC ( x , ∗ pop t4 )
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Res i du a l 5 = y−OptFuncC ( x , ∗ pop t5 )
708 Res i du a l 6 = y−OptFuncC ( x , ∗ pop t6 )
Re s i d u a l 7 = y−OptFuncC ( x , ∗ pop t7 )
710 Res i du a l 8 = y−OptFuncC ( x , ∗ pop t8 )
Re s i d u a l 9 = y−OptFuncC ( x , ∗ pop t9 )
712 Res i dua l 10 = y−OptFuncC ( x , ∗ pop t10 )
i f ( np . i s f i n i t e ( c11 [ 0 ] ) ) : Re s i dua l 11 = y−OptFuncC ( x , ∗
pop t11 )
714
RMS0 = Compute_RMS_Diff_Tuple ( L ineChanne l s [ 0 ] ,
L ineChanne l s [ 1 ] , Res idua l0 , y )
716 RMS1 = Compute_RMS_Diff_Tuple ( L ineChanne l s [ 0 ] ,
L ineChanne l s [ 1 ] , Res idua l1 , y )
RMS2 = Compute_RMS_Diff_Tuple ( L ineChanne l s [ 0 ] ,
L ineChanne l s [ 1 ] , Res idua l2 , y )
718 RMS3 = Compute_RMS_Diff_Tuple ( L ineChanne l s [ 0 ] ,
L ineChanne l s [ 1 ] , Res idua l3 , y )
RMS4 = Compute_RMS_Diff_Tuple ( L ineChanne l s [ 0 ] ,
L ineChanne l s [ 1 ] , Res idua l4 , y )
720 RMS5 = Compute_RMS_Diff_Tuple ( L ineChanne l s [ 0 ] ,
L ineChanne l s [ 1 ] , Res idua l5 , y )
RMS6 = Compute_RMS_Diff_Tuple ( L ineChanne l s [ 0 ] ,
L ineChanne l s [ 1 ] , Res idua l6 , y )
722 RMS7 = Compute_RMS_Diff_Tuple ( L ineChanne l s [ 0 ] ,
L ineChanne l s [ 1 ] , Res idua l7 , y )
RMS8 = Compute_RMS_Diff_Tuple ( L ineChanne l s [ 0 ] ,
L ineChanne l s [ 1 ] , Res idua l8 , y )
724 RMS9 = Compute_RMS_Diff_Tuple ( L ineChanne l s [ 0 ] ,
L ineChanne l s [ 1 ] , Res idua l9 , y )
RMS10 = Compute_RMS_Diff_Tuple ( L ineChanne l s [ 0 ] ,
L ineChanne l s [ 1 ] , Res idua l10 , y )
726 i f ( np . i s f i n i t e ( c11 [ 0 ] ) ) :RMS11 = Compute_RMS_Diff_Tuple (
L ineChanne l s [ 0 ] , L ineChanne l s [ 1 ] , Res idua l11 , y )
728 RMSs = [RMS0,RMS1,RMS2,RMS3,RMS4,RMS5,RMS6,RMS7,RMS8,RMS9,
RMS10]
i f ( np . i s f i n i t e ( c11 [ 0 ] ) ) : RMSs . append (RMS11)
730 pop t s = [ popt , popt1 , popt2 , popt3 , popt4 , popt5 , popt6 , popt7 ,
popt8 , popt9 , pop t10 ]
i f ( np . i s f i n i t e ( c11 [ 0 ] ) ) : p op t s . append ( pop t11 )
732 Opt = np . argmin (RMSs)
i f ( Opt != 0) :
734 Ref i tChanged +=1
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p r i n t ’ R e f i t t i n g worked : ’
736 p r i n t ’ O r i g i n a l p a r ame t e r s : RMS was : ’+ s t r (RMS0)
p r i n t ’%e ’ % pop t [ 0 ]+ ’%g ’ % pop t [ 1 ]+ ’%g ’ % pop t
[ 2 ]+ ’%e ’ % pop t [ 3 ]+ ’%e ’ % pop t [ 4 ]
738 p r i n t ’ B e t t e r f i t was : improvement was : ’+ s t r ( abs (RMS0−
RMSs[ Opt ] ) /RMS0)+ s t r ( ’ u s i n g f i t : ’ ) + s t r ( Opt )
# p r i n t ’%e ’ % pop t s [ Opt ] [0]+ ’%g ’ % pop t s [ Opt ] [1]+ ’%
g ’ % pop t s [ Opt ] [2]+ ’% e ’ % pop t s [ Opt ] [3]+ ’% e ’ % pop t s [ Opt
] [ 4 ]
740
pop t = pop t s [ Opt ]
742 i f ( 3 . 0∗ np . amax ( OptFuncC ( x , ∗ pop t ) ) < RMS_D) :
pop t = NanArray
744 Ampl i t udeL imi t +=1
Pop t s [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = Opt
746
XOff s e t _F ix = pop t [ 1 ]
748 Sigma_Fix = pop t [ 0 ]
TFix = pop t [ 2 ]
750 NTOpt , NTCov = c u r v e _ f i t ( OptFuncNTT , x , y , p0=a , bounds=b )
NTErr = np . s q r t ( np . d i a g (NTCov ) )
752
AvgCov += pcov
754 ParameterMap [ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] = pop t
E r r o r s [ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] = np . s q r t ( np . d i a g ( pcov ) ) # Conve r t
t o p r op e r e r r o r s and s t o r e them
756 p r i n t ’%e ’ % pop t [ 0 ]+ ’%g ’ % pop t [ 1 ]+ ’%g ’ % pop t [ 2 ]+ ’
%e ’ % pop t [ 3 ]+ ’%e ’ % pop t [ 4 ] #Keeping t h i s p r i n t c a l l i n
c au se i t l o ok s coo l
758 Re s i d u a l = y−OptFuncC ( x , ∗ pop t ) # F i r s t compute t h e
r e s i d u a l , t h i s i s done s e p a r a t e l y t o make i t ea sy t o compute
t h i s p i x e l ’ s rms
T o t a l F i t R e s i d u a l += Re s i d u a l #Add t h i s t o t h e map
−ave r aged r e s i d u a l
760
# i f ( R e s i d u a l [ 2089 ] < −0.015) :
762 # p l t . p l o t ( y , ’ r − ’ )
# p l t . p l o t ( OptFuncC ( x ,∗ pop t ) , ’ b− ’ )
764 # p l t . p l o t ( Re s i dua l , ’ g− ’ )
# p l t . show ( )
766
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RMSMap[ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] = Compute_RMS_Diff_Tuple (
L ineChanne l s [ 0 ] , L ineChanne l s [ 1 ] , Re s i dua l , y )
768 DtoH [ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] = pop t [ 3 ] / pop t [ 4 ]
Tempe ra tu r eAr r ay [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = ParameterMap
[ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] [ 2 ]
770 NTArray1 [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = ParameterMap [ i −
S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] [ 3 ]
NTArray2 [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = ParameterMap [ i −
S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] [ 4 ]
772 TEr ro rAr r ay [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = E r r o r s [ i −S t a r tX ] [
j −S t a r tY ] [ 2 ]
NTErrorArray [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . s q r t ( ( E r r o r s [
i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] [ 3 ] / pop t [ 3 ] ) ∗∗2 .0 + ( E r r o r s [ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −
S t a r tY ] [ 4 ] / pop t [ 4 ] ) ∗∗2 . 0 ) ∗DtoH [ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] # E r r o r s [ i −
S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] [ 3 ]
774 DtoHArray [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = DtoH [ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −
S t a r tY ]
NTMap[ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] = pop t [ 3 ]+ pop t [ 4 ]
776
i f ( ( i −S t a r tX > 25) and ( i −S t a r tX < 52) and ( j −S t a r tY > 141)
and ( j −S t a r tY < 185) ) :
778 DtoHArray2 [ 0 ] [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = DtoH [ i −S t a r tX
] [ j −S t a r tY ]
DtoHArray2 [ 1 ] [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
780 DtoHArray2 [ 2 ] [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
DtoHArray2 [ 3 ] [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
782 DtoHArray2 [ 4 ] [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
DtoHArray2 [ 5 ] [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
784 e l i f ( ( i −S t a r tX > 30) and ( i −S t a r tX < 73) and ( j −S t a r tY >
103) and ( j −S t a r tY < 135) ) :
DtoHArray2 [ 0 ] [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
786 DtoHArray2 [ 1 ] [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = DtoH [ i −S t a r tX
] [ j −S t a r tY ]
DtoHArray2 [ 2 ] [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
788 DtoHArray2 [ 3 ] [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
DtoHArray2 [ 4 ] [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
790 DtoHArray2 [ 5 ] [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
e l i f ( ( i −S t a r tX > 64) and ( i −S t a r tX < 95) and ( j −S t a r tY >
52) and ( j −S t a r tY < 103) ) :
792 DtoHArray2 [ 0 ] [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
DtoHArray2 [ 1 ] [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
794 DtoHArray2 [ 2 ] [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = DtoH [ i −S t a r tX
] [ j −S t a r tY ]
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DtoHArray2 [ 3 ] [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
796 DtoHArray2 [ 4 ] [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
DtoHArray2 [ 5 ] [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
798 e l i f ( ( i −S t a r tX > 120) and ( i −S t a r tX < 142) and ( j −S t a r tY >
134) and ( j −S t a r tY < 162) ) :
DtoHArray2 [ 0 ] [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
800 DtoHArray2 [ 1 ] [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
DtoHArray2 [ 2 ] [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
802 DtoHArray2 [ 3 ] [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = DtoH [ i −S t a r tX
] [ j −S t a r tY ]
DtoHArray2 [ 4 ] [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
804 DtoHArray2 [ 5 ] [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
e l i f ( ( i −S t a r tX > 164) and ( i −S t a r tX < 192) and ( j −S t a r tY >
25) and ( j −S t a r tY < 55) ) :
806 DtoHArray2 [ 0 ] [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
DtoHArray2 [ 1 ] [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
808 DtoHArray2 [ 2 ] [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
DtoHArray2 [ 3 ] [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
810 DtoHArray2 [ 4 ] [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = DtoH [ i −S t a r tX
] [ j −S t a r tY ]
DtoHArray2 [ 5 ] [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
812 e l i f ( ( i −S t a r tX > 154) and ( i −S t a r tX < 185) and ( j −S t a r tY >
215) and ( j −S t a r tY < 242) ) :
DtoHArray2 [ 0 ] [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
814 DtoHArray2 [ 1 ] [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
DtoHArray2 [ 2 ] [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
816 DtoHArray2 [ 3 ] [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
DtoHArray2 [ 4 ] [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
818 DtoHArray2 [ 5 ] [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = DtoH [ i −S t a r tX
] [ j −S t a r tY ]
e l s e :
820 DtoHArray2 [ 0 ] [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
DtoHArray2 [ 1 ] [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
822 DtoHArray2 [ 2 ] [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
DtoHArray2 [ 3 ] [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
824 DtoHArray2 [ 4 ] [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
DtoHArray2 [ 5 ] [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
826
828 F r a c t i o n a l E r r o r [ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] = RMSMap[ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −
S t a r tY ] / ( ParameterMap [ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] [ 3 ] + ParameterMap [ i −
S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] [ 4 ] )
146
830 i f ( abs ( pop t [0] −WidthLimi t ) < 0 . 0 0 1 ) :
Wid thLimi t sCoun t += 1
832 popt1 , pcov = c u r v e _ f i t ( OptFuncC , x , y , p0 =[WidthGuess ,
XOffsetLow , 2 4 0 . 0 , NTGuess , NTGuess ] , bounds=d )
popt2 , pcov = c u r v e _ f i t ( OptFuncC , x , y , p0 =[WidthGuess ,
XOffse tHigh , 2 4 0 . 0 , NTGuess , NTGuess ] , bounds=d )
834 p r i n t ’New f i t : ’+ s t r ( pop t1 )
p r i n t ’New f i t : ’+ s t r ( pop t2 )
836 i f ( ( abs ( pop t1 [0] −WidthLimi t ) > 0 . 0 0 1 ) o r ( abs ( pop t2 [0] −
WidthLimi t ) > 0 . 0 0 1 ) ) :
Be t t e rWid t h +=1
838 ParameterMap [ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] = NanArray
E r r o r s [ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] = NanArray
840 RMSMap[ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] = np . nan
DtoH [ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] = np . nan
842 Tempe ra tu r eAr r ay [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
NTArray1 [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
844 NTArray2 [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
TEr ro rAr r ay [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
846 NTErrorArray [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
DtoHArray [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
848 F r a c t i o n a l E r r o r [ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] = np . nan
NTMap[ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] = np . nan
850 i f ( ( abs ( pop t [1] −XOffsetLow ) < 0 . 0 0 1 ) o r ( abs ( pop t [1] −
XOffse tHigh ) < 0 . 0 0 1 ) ) :
O f f s e t L im i t sCoun t += 1
852 ParameterMap [ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] = NanArray
E r r o r s [ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] = NanArray
854 RMSMap[ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] = np . nan
DtoH [ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] = np . nan
856 Tempe ra tu r eAr r ay [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
NTArray1 [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
858 NTArray2 [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
TEr ro rAr r ay [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
860 NTErrorArray [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
DtoHArray [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
862 F r a c t i o n a l E r r o r [ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] = np . nan
NTMap[ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] = np . nan
864 i f ( ( abs ( pop t [2] −TLow) < 0 . 0 01 ) o r ( abs ( pop t [2] −THigh ) <
0 . 0 01 ) ) :
Tempe r a t u r eL im i t sCoun t += 1
866 ParameterMap [ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] = NanArray
E r r o r s [ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] = NanArray
147
868 RMSMap[ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] = np . nan
DtoH [ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] = np . nan
870 Tempe ra tu r eAr r ay [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
NTArray1 [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
872 NTArray2 [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
TEr ro rAr r ay [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
874 NTErrorArray [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
DtoHArray [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
876 F r a c t i o n a l E r r o r [ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] = np . nan
NTMap[ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] = np . nan
878 i f ( ( abs ( pop t [3] −NTLow)< 0 . 0 01 ) o r ( abs ( pop t [3] −NTHigh ) <
0 . 0 01 ) o r ( abs ( pop t [4] −NTLow)< 0 . 0 01 ) o r ( abs ( pop t [4] −NTHigh ) <
0 . 0 01 ) ) :
ColumnLimitsCount += 1
880 ParameterMap [ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] = NanArray
E r r o r s [ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] = NanArray
882 RMSMap[ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] = np . nan
DtoH [ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] = np . nan
884 Tempe ra tu r eAr r ay [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
NTArray1 [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
886 NTArray2 [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
TEr ro rAr r ay [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
888 NTErrorArray [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
DtoHArray [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
890 F r a c t i o n a l E r r o r [ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] = np . nan
NTMap[ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] = np . nan
892
c11 = pop t
894
# p l t . a x i s ( [ 1 56200 , 156310 , −0 . 01 , 0 . 0 5 ] )
896 # p l t . p l o t ( SubSpectrum , ’ r +− ’)
# p l t . p l o t ( OptFunc2 ( Subx , ∗a ) , ’b− ’ )
898 # p l t . p l o t ( OptFunc2 ( Subx , ∗ pop t ) , ’g− ’ )
# ax = p l t . gca ( )
900 # ax . g e t _ x a x i s ( ) . g e t _ma j o r _ f o rm a t t e r ( ) . s e t _ u s eO f f s e t ( F a l s e )
# p l t . show ( )
902
904 e l s e : # Se t t h e p i x e l v a l u e t o nan i f we don t use i t ,
s t r a n g e l y t h i s s i m p l i f i e s t h i n g s l a t e r
ParameterMap [ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] = NanArray
906 E r r o r s [ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] = NanArray
RMSMap[ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] = np . nan
148
908 DtoH [ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] = np . nan
Tempe ra tu r eAr r ay [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
910 NTArray1 [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
NTArray2 [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
912 TEr ro rAr r ay [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
NTErrorArray [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
914 DtoHArray [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
F r a c t i o n a l E r r o r [ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] = np . nan
916 NTMap[ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] = np . nan
DtoHArray2 [ 0 ] [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
918 DtoHArray2 [ 1 ] [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
DtoHArray2 [ 2 ] [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
920 DtoHArray2 [ 3 ] [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
DtoHArray2 [ 4 ] [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
922 DtoHArray2 [ 5 ] [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
c11 [ : ] = np . nan
924 Pop t s [ ( j −S t a r tY ) +( i −S t a r tX ) ∗SizeY ] = np . nan
926 p r i n t ’ R e f i t t i n g gave a new v e l o c i t y ’+ s t r ( NewResult ) + ’ t ime s ’
p r i n t ’ R e f i t t i n g gave a new wid th ’+ s t r ( NewWidths ) + ’ t imes , on
ave r ag e t h e new wid th was ’+ s t r ( NewWidth )
928
p r i n t ’ I found ’+ s t r ( Wid thLimi t sCoun t ) + ’ p i x e l s a t t h e wid th l i m i t
’
930 p r i n t ’ I found ’+ s t r ( O f f s e t L im i t sCoun t ) + ’ p i x e l s a t t h e v e l o c i t y
l i m i t ’
p r i n t ’ I found ’+ s t r ( Tempe r a t u r eL im i t sCoun t ) + ’ p i x e l s a t t h e
t emp e r a t u r e l i m i t ’
932 p r i n t ’ I found ’+ s t r ( ColumnLimitsCount ) + ’ p i x e l s a t t h e column
l i m i t ’
934 p r i n t s t r ( Ampl i t udeL imi t ) + ’ amp l i t u d e l i m i t s h i t ’
936 p r i n t ’ B e t t e r wid th : ’+ s t r ( Be t t e rWid t h )
p r i n t ’ R e f i t worked ’+ s t r ( Re f i tChanged ) + ’ t ime s ’
938
T o t a l F i t R e s i d u a l /= D e t e c t e d P i x e l s
940
#######Check t h e d a t a f o r obv iou s e r r o r s
942 i f ( E r ro rCheck ) :
p r i n t ’Map f i t t i n g i s comple te , r unn i ng qa on maps ’
944 Wid thE r r o r s = 0
V e l o c i t y E r r o r s = 0
149
946 ColumnErrors = 0
Tempe r a t u r eE r r o r s = 0
948 f o r i i n r ange ( S t a r tX , StopX ) :
f o r j i n r ange ( S ta r tY , StopY ) :
950 i f ( np . i s f i n i t e ( ParameterMap [ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] [ 1 ] ) ) : #
Width
i f ( 3 . 0∗ E r r o r s [ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] [ 0 ] > ParameterMap [ i −
S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] [ 0 ] ) : # R e j e c t p i x e l i f i t s e r r o r i s t oo g r e a t
952 ParameterMap [ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] = NanArray
E r r o r s [ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] = NanArray
954 RMSMap[ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] = np . nan
DtoH [ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] = np . nan
956 Wid thE r r o r s += 1
b r eak
958 i f ( 3 . 0∗ E r r o r s [ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] [ 1 ] > abs ( ParameterMap [ i
−S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] [ 1 ] ) ) :
ParameterMap [ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] = NanArray
960 E r r o r s [ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] = NanArray
RMSMap[ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] = np . nan
962 DtoH [ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] = np . nan
V e l o c i t y E r r o r s += 1
964 b r eak
i f ( 3 . 0∗ E r r o r s [ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] [ 2 ] > ParameterMap [ i −
S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] [ 2 ] ) :
966 ParameterMap [ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] = NanArray
E r r o r s [ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] = NanArray
968 RMSMap[ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] = np . nan
DtoH [ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] = np . nan
970 Tempe r a t u r eE r r o r s += 1
b r eak
972 i f ( ( 3 . 0 ∗ E r r o r s [ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] [ 3 ] > ParameterMap [ i −
S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] [ 3 ] ) o r ( 3 . 0∗ E r r o r s [ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] [ 3 ] >
ParameterMap [ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] [ 4 ] ) o r ( ParameterMap [ i −S t a r tX
] [ j −S t a r tY ] [ 3 ] < 1 . 0E+11) o r ( ParameterMap [ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY
] [ 4 ] < 1 . 0E+11) ) :
ParameterMap [ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] = NanArray
974 E r r o r s [ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] = NanArray
RMSMap[ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] = np . nan
976 DtoH [ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] = np . nan
ColumnErrors += 1
978 b r eak
150
980 p r i n t ’ I found ’+ s t r ( Wid t hE r r o r s ) + ’ p i x e l s w i th an u n a c c e p t a b l e
wid th e r r o r ’
p r i n t ’ I found ’+ s t r ( V e l o c i t y E r r o r s ) + ’ p i x e l s w i th an
u n a c c e p t a b l e v e l o c i t y e r r o r ’
982 p r i n t ’ I found ’+ s t r ( ColumnErrors ) + ’ p i x e l s w i th an u n a c c e p t a b l e
column e r r o r ’
p r i n t ’ I found ’+ s t r ( T empe r a t u r eE r r o r s ) + ’ p i x e l s w i th an
u n a c c e p t a b l e t emp e r a t u r e e r r o r ’
984 p r i n t s t r ( Wid t hE r r o r s + V e l o c i t y E r r o r s +ColumnErrors+
Tempe r a t u r eE r r o r s ) + ’ t o t a l p i x e l s r e j e c t e d ’
986 p r i n t ’ Cova r i ance Mat r i x : ’
p r i n t ’ \ t Width \ t \ t V e l o c i t y \ t \ t T \ t \ t NT1 \ t \ t NT2 ’
988 p r i n t ’Width : \ t %e ’% AvgCov [ 0 ] [ 0 ] + ’ \ t %e ’ % AvgCov [ 0 ] [ 1 ] + ’ \ t %e
’ % AvgCov [ 0 ] [ 2 ] + ’ \ t %e ’ % AvgCov [ 0 ] [ 3 ] + ’ \ t %e ’ % AvgCov [ 0 ] [ 4 ]
p r i n t ’ Vel : \ t %e ’ % AvgCov [ 1 ] [ 0 ] + ’ \ t %e ’ % AvgCov [ 1 ] [ 1 ] + ’ \ t %e ’
% AvgCov [ 1 ] [ 2 ] + ’ \ t %e ’ % AvgCov [ 1 ] [ 3 ] + ’ \ t %e ’ % AvgCov [ 1 ] [ 4 ]
990 p r i n t ’T : \ t %e ’ % AvgCov [ 2 ] [ 0 ] + ’ \ t %e ’ % AvgCov [ 2 ] [ 1 ] + ’ \ t %e ’
% AvgCov [ 2 ] [ 2 ] + ’ \ t %e ’ % AvgCov [ 2 ] [ 3 ] + ’ \ t %e ’ % AvgCov [ 2 ] [ 4 ]
p r i n t ’NT1 : \ t %e ’ % AvgCov [ 3 ] [ 0 ] + ’ \ t %e ’ % AvgCov [ 3 ] [ 1 ] + ’ \ t %e ’
% AvgCov [ 3 ] [ 2 ] + ’ \ t %e ’ % AvgCov [ 3 ] [ 3 ] + ’ \ t %e ’ % AvgCov [ 3 ] [ 4 ]
992 p r i n t ’NT2 : \ t %e ’ % AvgCov [ 4 ] [ 0 ] + ’ \ t %e ’ % AvgCov [ 4 ] [ 1 ] + ’ \ t %e ’
% AvgCov [ 4 ] [ 2 ] + ’ \ t %e ’ % AvgCov [ 4 ] [ 3 ] + ’ \ t %e ’ % AvgCov [ 4 ] [ 4 ]
994 f o r i i n r ange ( S t a r tX , StopX ) :
f o r j i n r ange ( S ta r tY , StopY ) :
996 i f ( np . i s f i n i t e ( ParameterMap [ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] [ 1 ] ) ) : #
Width
ParameterMap [ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] [ 0 ] = MHz_to_Kms (
ParameterMap [ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] [ 0 ] , header_D [ ’RESTFRQ ’ ]∗ 1 . 0E
−6)
998 ParameterMap [ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] [ 1 ] = −1.0∗MHz_to_Kms (
ParameterMap [ i −S t a r tX ] [ j −S t a r tY ] [ 1 ] , header_D [ ’RESTFRQ ’ ]∗ 1 . 0E
−6)
# pop t [ Width , Xo f f s e t , T , NT1 ,NT2]
1000
1002 ###### P l o t t h e r e s u l t s
RMSMap = np . swapaxes (RMSMap, 0 , 1 )
1004 E r r o r s = np . swapaxes ( E r r o r s , 0 , 2 )
ParameterMap = np . swapaxes ( ParameterMap , 0 , 2 )
1006 DtoH = np . swapaxes (DtoH , 0 , 1 )
F r a c t i o n a l E r r o r = np . swapaxes ( F r a c t i o n a l E r r o r , 0 , 1 )
151
1008 NTMap = np . swapaxes (NTMap , 0 , 1 )
1010 #Mask a l l t h e non−d e t e c t e d p i x e l s , t h i s s hou l d g r e a t l y s im p l i f y
t h e maps v i s u a l l y
ParameterMap = np .ma . masked_where ( np . i s n a n ( ParameterMap ) ,
ParameterMap )
1012 DtoH = np .ma . masked_where ( np . i s n a n ( DtoH ) , DtoH )
RMSMap = np .ma . masked_where ( np . i s n a n (RMSMap) , RMSMap)
1014 E r r o r s = np .ma . masked_where ( np . i s n a n ( E r r o r s ) , E r r o r s )
F r a c t i o n a l E r r o r = np .ma . masked_where ( np . i s n a n ( F r a c t i o n a l E r r o r ) ,
F r a c t i o n a l E r r o r )
1016 NTMap = np .ma . masked_where ( np . i s n a n (NTMap) , NTMap)
1018 Ful lT ime = t ime . t ime ( )
p r i n t ’Mapping comple t e ’
1020 p r i n t " I found "+ s t r ( D e t e c t e d P i x e l s ) +" p i x e l s w i th t h e l i n e ( "+ s t r
( f l o a t ( D e t e c t e d P i x e l s ∗100 . 0 ) / ( SizeX∗SizeY ) ) +" %)"
p r i n t ’ A l l p r o c e s s i n g comple te , f u l l e x e c u t i o n t ime : ’+ s t r ( Ful lTime
−S t a r tT ime ) + ’ s ( ’+ s t r ( ( Ful lTime −S t a r tT ime ) / 6 0 . 0 ) + ’min ) ’
1022
1024
i f ( P l o tE r r o rMaps ) :
1026 ymax = np . argmax ( T o t a l F i t R e s i d u a l )
ymin = np . argmin ( T o t a l F i t R e s i d u a l )
1028 p l t . t i t l e ( ’ALMA F i t t i n g v2 . 7 − Average Re s i d u a l a c r o s s a l l f i t s ’
)
p l t . p l o t ( ( 1 200 , 1200 ) , ( T o t a l F i t R e s i d u a l [ ymin ] , T o t a l F i t R e s i d u a l [
ymax ] ) , ’k−− ’ )
1030 p l t . p l o t ( ( 2 000 , 2000 ) , ( T o t a l F i t R e s i d u a l [ ymin ] , T o t a l F i t R e s i d u a l [
ymax ] ) , ’k−− ’ )
p l t . p l o t ( ( 2 200 , 2200 ) , ( T o t a l F i t R e s i d u a l [ ymin ] , T o t a l F i t R e s i d u a l [
ymax ] ) , ’k−− ’ )
1032 ax = p l t . gca ( )
ax . g e t _ x a x i s ( ) . g e t _ma j o r _ f o rm a t t e r ( ) . s e t _ u s eO f f s e t ( F a l s e )
1034 f o r i i n r ange ( l e n ( L ineChanne l s [ 0 ] ) ) :
ax . add_pa t ch ( p a t c h e s . Re c t a ng l e ( ( L ineChanne l s [ 0 ] [ i ] ,
T o t a l F i t R e s i d u a l [ ymin ] ) , L ineChanne l s [ 1 ] [ i ]− LineChanne l s [ 0 ] [ i ] ,
T o t a l F i t R e s i d u a l [ ymax]− T o t a l F i t R e s i d u a l [ ymin ] , a l p h a =0 . 1 ) )
1036
p l t . p l o t ( T o t a l F i t R e s i d u a l , ’b− ’ )
1038 p l t . p l o t ( OptFuncC ( x , ∗ [ 0 . 5 , − 3 . 3 , 2 0 0 . 0 , 1 . 0E+15 ,1 .0E+15 ] ) , ’g− ’ )
i f ( S a v eP l o t s ) : p l t . s a v e f i g ( ’ Comb ined_F i t _Res idua l . png ’ )
152
1040 p l t . show ( )
#
1042 # p l t . t i t l e ( ’ F i t t e d column d e n s i t y vs t emp e r a t u r e ’ )
# ax = p l t . gca ( )
1044 # ax . e r r o r b a r ( Tempera tu reAr ray , NTArray , x e r r =TEr ro rAr ray , y e r r =
NTErrorArray , fmt = ’o ’ )
# p l t . show ( )
1046 #
p l t . t i t l e ( ’ALMA F i t t i n g v2 . 7 − CH2DCN Ve l o c i t y E r r o r ’ )
1048 p l t . pco lo rmesh ( E r r o r s [ 1 ] , cmap= ’ ra inbow ’ )
cb a r = p l t . c o l o r b a r ( )
1050 cba r . s e t _ l a b e l ( ’km / s ’ )
p l t . show ( )
1052
p l t . t i t l e ( ’ALMA F i t t i n g v2 . 7 − CH2DCN Width E r r o r ’ )
1054 p l t . pco lo rmesh ( E r r o r s [ 0 ] , cmap= ’ ra inbow ’ )
cb a r = p l t . c o l o r b a r ( )
1056 cba r . s e t _ l a b e l ( ’km / s ’ )
p l t . show ( )
1058
p l t . t i t l e ( ’ALMA F i t t i n g v2 . 7 − CH2DCN Tempera tu r e E r r o r ’ )
1060 p l t . pco lo rmesh ( E r r o r s [ 3 ] , cmap= ’ ra inbow ’ )
cb a r = p l t . c o l o r b a r ( )
1062 cba r . s e t _ l a b e l ( ’K’ )
p l t . show ( )
1064
p l t . t i t l e ( ’ALMA F i t t i n g v2 . 7 − CH2DCN Column E r r o r ’ )
1066 p l t . pco lo rmesh ( E r r o r s [ 2 ] , cmap= ’ ra inbow ’ )
cb a r = p l t . c o l o r b a r ( )
1068 cba r . s e t _ l a b e l ( ’cm^−2 ’ )
p l t . show ( )
1070
p l t . p l o t ( Tempera tu reAr ray , NTArray1 , ’ bo ’ )
1072 p l t . p l o t ( Tempera tu reAr ray , NTArray2 , ’ bo ’ )
p l t . show ( )
1074
p r i n t Pop t s
1076 p r i n t np . shape ( Pop t s )
p l t . h i s t ( Popts , 1 1 , r ange = [ 0 , 1 1 ] )
1078 p l t . show ( )
1080 i f ( P lo tSecondaryMaps ) :
p l t . t i t l e ( ’ALMA F i t t i n g v2 . 7 − Combined Width F i e l d ’ )
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1082 p l t . pco lo rmesh ( ParameterMap [ 0 ] , cmap= ’ ra inbow ’ )
cb a r = p l t . c o l o r b a r ( )
1084 cba r . s e t _ l a b e l ( ’MHz’ )
i f ( S a v eP l o t s ) : p l t . s a v e f i g ( ’ Combined_Width_Map . png ’ )
1086 p l t . show ( )
1088 p l t . t i t l e ( ’ALMA F i t t i n g v2 . 7 − Combined Ve l o c i t y F i e l d ’ )
p l t . pco lo rmesh ( ParameterMap [ 1 ] , cmap= ’ ra inbow ’ )
1090 cba r = p l t . c o l o r b a r ( )
c b a r . s e t _ l a b e l ( ’MHz’ )
1092 i f ( S a v eP l o t s ) : p l t . s a v e f i g ( ’ Combined_Veloci ty_Map . png ’ )
p l t . show ( )
1094
p l t . t i t l e ( ’ALMA F i t t i n g v2 . 7 − Combined RMS F i e l d ’ )
1096 p l t . pco lo rmesh ( F r a c t i o n a l E r r o r , cmap= ’ ra inbow ’ )
cb a r = p l t . c o l o r b a r ( )
1098 cba r . s e t _ l a b e l ( ’ Jy / Beam km/ s ’ )
i f ( S a v eP l o t s ) : p l t . s a v e f i g ( ’Combined_RMS_Map . png ’ )
1100 p l t . show ( )
1102 p l t . t i t l e ( ’ALMA F i t t i n g v2 . 7 − To t a l Column ’ )
p l t . pco lo rmesh (NTMap , cmap= ’ ra inbow ’ )
1104 cba r = p l t . c o l o r b a r ( )
c b a r . s e t _ l a b e l ( ’cm^−2 ’ )
1106 i f ( S a v eP l o t s ) : p l t . s a v e f i g ( ’ Total_Column_Map . png ’ )
p l t . show ( )
1108
i f ( P lo tP r imaryMaps ) :
1110 p l t . t i t l e ( ’ALMA F i t t i n g v2 . 7 − Combined Tempera tu r e ’ )
p l t . pco lo rmesh ( ParameterMap [ 2 ] , cmap= ’ ra inbow ’ )
1112 cba r = p l t . c o l o r b a r ( )
c b a r . s e t _ l a b e l ( ’K’ )
1114 i f ( S a v eP l o t s ) : p l t . s a v e f i g ( ’ Combined_Temperature_Map . png ’ )
p l t . show ( )
1116
p l t . t i t l e ( ’ALMA F i t t i n g v2 . 7 − D to H Ra t i o ’ )
1118 p l t . pco lo rmesh (DtoH , cmap= ’ ra inbow ’ )
cb a r = p l t . c o l o r b a r ( )
1120 ax = p l t . gca ( )
ax . add_pa t ch ( p a t c h e s . Re c t a ng l e ( ( 2 5 , 1 4 1 ) ,53−25 ,185−141 , a l p h a =0 . 1 ,
f a c e c o l o r = ’ r ed ’ ) )
1122 ax . add_pa t ch ( p a t c h e s . Re c t a ng l e ( ( 3 0 , 1 0 3 ) ,73−30 ,135−103 , a l p h a =0 . 1 ,
f a c e c o l o r = ’ b l u e ’ ) )
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ax . add_pa t ch ( p a t c h e s . Re c t a ng l e ( ( 6 4 , 5 2 ) ,95−64 ,103−52 , a l p h a =0 . 1 ,
f a c e c o l o r = ’ g r een ’ ) )
1124 ax . add_pa t ch ( p a t c h e s . Re c t a ng l e ( ( 1 2 0 , 1 3 4 ) ,142−120 ,162−134 , a l p h a
=0 . 1 , f a c e c o l o r = ’ ye l l ow ’ ) )
ax . add_pa t ch ( p a t c h e s . Re c t a ng l e ( ( 1 6 4 , 2 5 ) ,192−164 ,55−25 , a l p h a =0 . 1 ,
f a c e c o l o r = ’ cyan ’ ) )
1126 ax . add_pa t ch ( p a t c h e s . Re c t a ng l e ( ( 1 5 4 , 2 1 5 ) ,185−154 ,242−215 , a l p h a
=0 . 1 , f a c e c o l o r = ’ b l a c k ’ ) )
i f ( S a v eP l o t s ) : p l t . s a v e f i g ( ’DtoH . png ’ )
1128 p l t . show ( )
1130 p l t . t i t l e ( ’ALMA F i t t i n g v2 . 7 − D to H Ra t i o vs Tempera tu r e ’ )
# p l t . p l o t ( Tempera tu reAr ray , DtoHArray , ’ bo − ’ )
1132 ax = p l t . gca ( )
# ax . e r r o r b a r ( Tempera tu reAr ray , DtoHArray , x e r r =TEr ro rAr ray , y e r r =
NTErrorArray , fmt = ’o ’ )
1134 #ax . e r r o r b a r ( Tempera tu reAr ray , DtoHArray2 [ 0 ] , x e r r =TEr ro rAr ray ,
y e r r =NTErrorArray , fmt = ’o ’ )
# ax . e r r o r b a r ( Tempera tu reAr ray , DtoHArray2 [ 0 ] , x e r r =TEr ro rAr ray ,
y e r r =NTErrorArray , fmt = ’o ’ )
1136 ax . e r r o r b a r ( Tempera tu reAr ray , DtoHArray2 [ 0 ] , x e r r =TEr ro rAr ray , y e r r
=NTErrorArray , fmt= ’ ro ’ )
# p l t . p l o t ( Tempera tu reAr ray , DtoHArray2 [ 0 ] , ’ ro ’ )
1138 ax . e r r o r b a r ( Tempera tu reAr ray , DtoHArray2 [ 1 ] , x e r r =TEr ro rAr ray , y e r r
=NTErrorArray , fmt= ’ bo ’ )
# p l t . p l o t ( Tempera tu reAr ray , DtoHArray2 [ 1 ] , ’ bo ’ )
1140 p l t . p l o t ( Tempera tu reAr ray , DtoHArray2 [ 2 ] , ’ go ’ )
p l t . p l o t ( Tempera tu reAr ray , DtoHArray2 [ 3 ] , ’ yo ’ )
1142 p l t . p l o t ( Tempera tu reAr ray , DtoHArray2 [ 4 ] , ’ co ’ )
p l t . p l o t ( Tempera tu reAr ray , DtoHArray2 [ 5 ] , ’ ko ’ )
1144
i f ( S a v eP l o t s ) : p l t . s a v e f i g ( ’ DtoHLin . png ’ )
1146 p l t . show ( )
1148 i f ( SaveData ) :
p r i n t ’ Sav ing Data ’
1150 h d u l i s t = f i t s . open ( ’ . . / 1 3CH3CN/ c a l i b r a t e d _ f i n a l _ c o n t _ im a g e .
image . f i t s ’ )
h e ade r = h d u l i s t [ 0 ] . h e ade r
1152 h d u l i s t . c l o s e ( )
FakeMap = np . z e r o s ( ( 1 , 1 , 1 024 , 1 024 ) )
1154 f o r i i n r ange (1024 ) :
f o r j i n r ange (1024 ) :
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1156 i f ( ( i >= S t a r tY +256) and ( i < StopY+256) and ( j >= S t a r tX
+256) and ( j < StopX+256) ) :
FakeMap [ 0 ] [ 0 ] [ i ] [ j ] = DtoH [ i −Sta r tY −256] [ j −Sta r tX −256]
1158 e l s e :
FakeMap [ 0 ] [ 0 ] [ i ] [ j ] = np . nan
1160 i f ( os . p a t h . i s f i l e ( ’DtoH . f i t s ’ ) ) : os . remove ( ’DtoH . f i t s ’ )
hdu = f i t s . PrimaryHDU ( FakeMap )
1162 hdu . h e ade r = heade r
hdu . w r i t e t o ( ’DtoH . f i t s ’ )
1164
f o r i i n r ange (1024 ) :
1166 f o r j i n r ange (1024 ) :
i f ( ( i >= S t a r tY +256) and ( i < StopY+256) and ( j >= S t a r tX
+256) and ( j < StopX+256) ) :
1168 FakeMap [ 0 ] [ 0 ] [ i ] [ j ] = NTMap[ i −Sta r tY −256] [ j −Sta r tX −256]
e l s e :
1170 FakeMap [ 0 ] [ 0 ] [ i ] [ j ] = np . nan
i f ( os . p a t h . i s f i l e ( ’ Tota lColumn . f i t s ’ ) ) : os . remove ( ’ Tota lColumn .
f i t s ’ )
1172 hdu = f i t s . PrimaryHDU ( FakeMap )
hdu . h e ade r = heade r
1174 hdu . w r i t e t o ( ’ Tota lColumn . f i t s ’ )
1176 f o r i i n r ange (1024 ) :
f o r j i n r ange (1024 ) :
1178 i f ( ( i >= S t a r tY +256) and ( i < StopY+256) and ( j >= S t a r tX
+256) and ( j < StopX+256) ) :
FakeMap [ 0 ] [ 0 ] [ i ] [ j ] = ParameterMap [ 2 ] [ i −Sta r tY −256] [ j −
Sta r tX −256]
1180 e l s e :
FakeMap [ 0 ] [ 0 ] [ i ] [ j ] = np . nan
1182 i f ( os . p a t h . i s f i l e ( ’ Tempera tu r e . f i t s ’ ) ) : os . remove ( ’ Tempera tu r e .
f i t s ’ )
hdu = f i t s . PrimaryHDU ( FakeMap )
1184 hdu . h e ade r = heade r
hdu . w r i t e t o ( ’ Tempera tu r e . f i t s ’ )
1186
f o r i i n r ange (1024 ) :
1188 f o r j i n r ange (1024 ) :
i f ( ( i >= S t a r tY +256) and ( i < StopY+256) and ( j >= S t a r tX
+256) and ( j < StopX+256) ) :
1190 FakeMap [ 0 ] [ 0 ] [ i ] [ j ] = ParameterMap [ 1 ] [ i −Sta r tY −256] [ j −
Sta r tX −256]
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e l s e :
1192 FakeMap [ 0 ] [ 0 ] [ i ] [ j ] = np . nan
i f ( os . p a t h . i s f i l e ( ’ V e l o c i t y . f i t s ’ ) ) : os . remove ( ’ V e l o c i t y . f i t s ’ )
1194 hdu = f i t s . PrimaryHDU ( FakeMap )
hdu . h e ade r = heade r
1196 hdu . w r i t e t o ( ’ V e l o c i t y . f i t s ’ )
1198 f o r i i n r ange (1024 ) :
f o r j i n r ange (1024 ) :
1200 i f ( ( i >= S t a r tY +256) and ( i < StopY+256) and ( j >= S t a r tX
+256) and ( j < StopX+256) ) :
FakeMap [ 0 ] [ 0 ] [ i ] [ j ] = ParameterMap [ 0 ] [ i −Sta r tY −256] [ j −
Sta r tX −256]
1202 e l s e :
FakeMap [ 0 ] [ 0 ] [ i ] [ j ] = np . nan
1204 i f ( os . p a t h . i s f i l e ( ’Width . f i t s ’ ) ) : os . remove ( ’Width . f i t s ’ )
hdu = f i t s . PrimaryHDU ( FakeMap )
1206 hdu . h e ade r = heade r
hdu . w r i t e t o ( ’Width . f i t s ’ )
1208
FullName = FileName+ ’ _TemperatureMap . t x t ’
1210 fh = open ( FullName , ’w’ )
f i l e _ s t r = ’ ’
1212 f o r j i n r ange ( SizeX ) :
f o r k i n r ange ( SizeY ) :
1214 i f ( np . i s f i n i t e ( ParameterMap [ 2 ] [ k ] [ j ] ) ) :
f i l e _ s t r += s t r ( ParameterMap [ 2 ] [ k ] [ j ] ) + ’ \ t ’
1216 e l s e :
f i l e _ s t r += s t r ( −1 .0 ) + ’ \ t ’
1218 f i l e _ s t r += ’ \ n ’
1220 fh . w r i t e ( f i l e _ s t r )
fh . c l o s e ( )
1222
FullName = FileName+ ’_Column13CMap . t x t ’
1224 fh = open ( FullName , ’w’ )
f i l e _ s t r = ’ ’
1226 f o r j i n r ange ( SizeX ) :
f o r k i n r ange ( SizeY ) :
1228 i f ( np . i s f i n i t e ( ParameterMap [ 4 ] [ k ] [ j ] ) ) :
f i l e _ s t r += s t r ( ParameterMap [ 4 ] [ k ] [ j ] ) + ’ \ t ’
1230 e l s e :
f i l e _ s t r += s t r ( −1 .0 ) + ’ \ t ’
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1232 f i l e _ s t r += ’ \ n ’
1234 fh . w r i t e ( f i l e _ s t r )
fh . c l o s e ( )
1236
FullName = FileName+ ’ _F i tR eg i o n s . t x t ’
1238 fh = open ( FullName , ’w’ )
f i l e _ s t r = ’ ’
1240 f o r j i n r ange ( l e n ( Tempe ra tu r eAr r ay ) ) :
f i l e _ s t r += s t r ( Tempe ra tu r eAr r ay [ j ] ) + ’ \ t ’+ s t r ( DtoHArray2 [ 0 ] [ j
] ) + ’ \ t ’+ s t r ( DtoHArray2 [ 1 ] [ j ] ) + ’ \ t ’+ s t r ( DtoHArray2 [ 2 ] [ j ] ) + ’ \ t ’+
s t r ( DtoHArray2 [ 3 ] [ j ] ) + ’ \ t ’+ s t r ( DtoHArray2 [ 4 ] [ j ] ) + ’ \ t ’+ s t r (
DtoHArray2 [ 5 ] [ j ] ) + ’ \ n ’
1242 fh . w r i t e ( f i l e _ s t r )
fh . c l o s e ( )
1244
1246 ############### Te s t Code
Code/ALMA_Fitting_v2_7.py
A.5 Pressure Controller Code
impo r t s e r i a l
2 impo r t t ime
u s bpo r t 1 = ’COM4’
4 s e r 2 = s e r i a l . S e r i a l ( u sbpo r t 1 , 9600 , t imeou t =1 , s t o p b i t s =1)
u s bpo r t 2 = ’COM3’
6 s e r 1 = s e r i a l . S e r i a l ( u sbpo r t 2 , 9600 , t imeou t =1)
de f move ( se rvo , a ng l e ) :
8 ’ ’ ’Moves t h e s p e c i f i e d s e r vo t o t h e s u p p l i e d ang l e .
Arguments :
10 s e r vo
t h e s e r vo number t o command , an i n t e g e r from 1−4
12 ang l e
t h e d e s i r e d s e r vo ang le , an i n t e g e r from 0 t o 180
14 ( e . g . ) >>> s e r vo . move ( 2 , 90)
. . . # "move s e r vo #2 t o 90 d eg r e e s " ’ ’ ’
16 i f (0 <= ang l e <= 180) :
s e r 1 . w r i t e ( ch r ( 255 ) )
18 s e r 1 . w r i t e ( ch r ( s e r vo ) )
s e r 1 . w r i t e ( ch r ( a ng l e ) )
20 e l s e :
p r i n t " Servo ang l e must be an i n t e g e r be tween 0 and
158
22 1 8 0 . \ n "
s e r 2 . w r i t e ( " p " ) # t h i s r e t r i e v e s t h e p r e s s u r e from t h e p r e s s u r e
gauge
24 x = f l o a t ( s e r 2 . r e a d l i n e ( ) [ 0 : 5 ] ) # t h i s s e l e c t s gauge 1
p r e s s u r e = x
26 l a s t _ p = p r e s s u r e
y = 90
28 move ( 1 , y )
t ime . s l e e p ( 2 )
30 c o u n t e r = 0
marker = " "
32 100
wh i l e 1 :
34 c o u n t e r +=1
i f c o u n t e r ==180:
36 fh = open ( " p r e s s u r e _ d a t a . t x t " , " a " )
d a t a = s t r ( x ) +" \ n "
38 fh . w r i t e ( d a t a )
fh . c l o s e
40 c o u n t e r =0
s e r 2 . w r i t e ( " p " )
42 x = f l o a t ( s e r 2 . r e a d l i n e ( ) [ 0 : 5 ] ) # t h i s s e l e c t s gauge 1
p r i n t x
44 i f x> l a s t _ p :
marker = " up "
46 i f x< l a s t _ p :
marker = "down"
48 i f abs ( p r e s s u r e −x ) <0 .1 :
marker = " s t a b l e "
50 i f x <( p r e s s u r e −0 .1 ) and marker != " up " :
y+=1
52 i f y >155:
y=155
54 move ( 1 , y )
t ime . s l e e p ( . 3 )
56 i f x >( p r e s s u r e +0 . 1 ) and marker != "down" :
y+=−1
58 i f y <20:
y=20
60 move ( 1 , y )
t ime . s l e e p ( . 3 )
62 t ime . s l e e p ( . 3 )
l a s t _ p = x
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Code/pressure_control.py
1 /∗
∗ −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
3 ∗ Mu l t i p l e S e r i a l S e r v oC o n t r o l
∗ −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
5 ∗
∗ Uses t h e Arduino S e r i a l l i b r a r y
7 ∗ ( h t t p : / / a r d u i n o . cc / en / Re f e r enc e / S e r i a l )
∗ and t h e Arduino Servo l i b r a r y
9 ∗ ( h t t p : / / a r d u i n o . cc / en / Re f e r enc e / Servo )
∗ t o c o n t r o l m u l t i p l e s e r v o s from a PC us i ng a USB c a b l e .
11 ∗
∗ Dependenc ie s :
13 ∗ Arduino 0017 or h i g h e r
∗ ( h t t p : / /www. a r d u i n o . cc / en / Main / So f twa r e )
15 ∗ Python s e r vo . py module
∗ ( h t t p : / / p r i n c i p i a l a b s . com / a rdu ino −python −4− ax i s −se rvo −
c o n t r o l / )
17 ∗
∗ Crea t e d : 23 December 2009
19 ∗ Author : B r i an D. Wendt
∗ ( h t t p : / / p r i n c i p i a l a b s . com / )
21 ∗ Ver s i on : 1 . 1
∗ L i c en s e : GPLv3
23 ∗ ( h t t p : / /www. f s f . o rg / l i c e n s i n g / )
∗
25 ∗ /
27 / / Impor t t h e Arduino Servo l i b r a r y
# i n c l u d e <Servo . h>
29
/ / C r e a t e a Servo o b j e c t f o r each s e r vo
31 Servo s e r vo1 ;
Servo s e r vo2 ;
33 Servo s e r vo3 ;
Servo s e r vo4 ;
35 / / TO ADD SERVOS:
/ / Servo s e r vo5 ;
37 / / e t c . . .
39 / / Common s e r vo s e t u p v a l u e s
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i n t minPu l se = 600 ; / / minimum se r vo p o s i t i o n , us ( m i c ro s econds )
41 i n t maxPulse = 2400 ; / / maximum se r vo p o s i t i o n , us
43 / / User i n p u t f o r s e r vo and p o s i t i o n
i n t u s e r I n p u t [ 3 ] ; / / raw i n p u t from s e r i a l b u f f e r , 3 b y t e s
45 i n t s t a r t b y t e ; / / s t a r t by te , b eg in r e a d i n g i n p u t
i n t s e r vo ; / / which s e r vo t o p u l s e ?
47 i n t pos ; / / s e r vo ang l e 0−180
i n t i ; / / i t e r a t o r
49
/ / LED on Pin 13 f o r d i g i t a l on / o f f demo
51 i n t l e d P i n = 13 ;
i n t p i n S t a t e = LOW;
53
vo id s e t u p ( )
55 {
/ / A t t a ch each Servo o b j e c t t o a d i g i t a l p i n
57 s e r vo1 . a t t a c h ( 2 , minPulse , maxPulse ) ;
s e r vo2 . a t t a c h ( 3 , minPulse , maxPulse ) ;
59 s e r vo3 . a t t a c h ( 4 , minPulse , maxPulse ) ;
s e r vo4 . a t t a c h ( 5 , minPulse , maxPulse ) ;
61 / / TO ADD SERVOS:
/ / s e r vo5 . a t t a c h (YOUR_PIN , minPulse , maxPulse ) ;
63 / / e t c . . .
65 / / LED on Pin 13 f o r d i g i t a l on / o f f demo
pinMode ( l edP in , OUTPUT) ;
67
/ / Open t h e s e r i a l c onnec t i on , 9600 baud
69 S e r i a l . b eg in ( 9600 ) ;
}
71
vo id loop ( )
73 {
/ / Wait f o r s e r i a l i n p u t ( min 3 by t e s i n b u f f e r )
75 i f ( S e r i a l . a v a i l a b l e ( ) > 2 ) {
/ / Read t h e f i r s t by t e
77 s t a r t b y t e = S e r i a l . r e ad ( ) ;
/ / I f i t ’ s r e a l l y t h e s t a r t b y t e ( 255 ) . . .
79 i f ( s t a r t b y t e == 255) {
/ / . . . t h en g e t t h e nex t two by t e s
81 f o r ( i =0 ; i <2 ; i ++) {
u s e r I n p u t [ i ] = S e r i a l . r e ad ( ) ;
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83 }
/ / F i r s t by t e = s e r vo t o move?
85 s e r vo = u s e r I n p u t [ 0 ] ;
/ / Second by t e = which p o s i t i o n ?
87 pos = u s e r I n p u t [ 1 ] ;
/ / P a cke t e r r o r check i ng and r e c ov e r y
89 i f ( pos == 255) { s e r vo = 255 ; }
91 / / Ass ign new p o s i t i o n t o a p p r o p r i a t e s e r vo
sw i t c h ( s e r vo ) {
93 c a s e 1 :
s e r vo1 . w r i t e ( pos ) ; / / move s e r vo1 t o ’ pos ’
95 b r eak ;
c a s e 2 :
97 s e r vo2 . w r i t e ( pos ) ;
b r e ak ;
99 c a s e 3 :
s e r vo3 . w r i t e ( pos ) ;
101 b r eak ;
c a s e 4 :
103 s e r vo4 . w r i t e ( pos ) ;
b r e ak ;
105
/ / TO ADD SERVOS:
107 / / c a s e 5 :
/ / s e r vo5 . w r i t e ( pos ) ;
109 / / b r e ak ;
/ / e t c . . .
111
/ / LED on Pin 13 f o r d i g i t a l on / o f f demo
113 c a s e 99 :
i f ( pos == 180) {
115 i f ( p i n S t a t e == LOW) { p i n S t a t e = HIGH ; }
e l s e { p i n S t a t e = LOW; }
117 }
i f ( pos == 0) {
119 p i n S t a t e = LOW;
}
121 d i g i t a lW r i t e ( l edP in , p i n S t a t e ) ;
b r e ak ;
123 }
}
125 }
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}
Code/servo_control.c
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A p p e n d i x B
MACHINING TOPAS
TOPAS, while having excellent optical and THz transmission (whenmade properly),
has some of the worst physical properties for machining. It is somehow both brittle
and gummy, intolerant of many solvents (water however is fine), and not amenable
to heating. Because of its excellent transmission however, it is often required for
building THz vacuum systems. This requires machining this awful substance. Con-
ventional machining (usually lathing) can be more accurately described as rapidly
melting and pushing the polymer out of the way. This is exacerbated by the inability
to use oil. Initial attempts to make TOPAS windows were moderately successful...at
first. Over timer these windows would develop small cracks at the edges. Small
cracks would become bigger cracks and we would lose vacuum. The suspicion,
based attempts at making windows, faster and messier than the Caltech machin-
ists, is that the faster/warmer TOPAS is cut, the larger/faster the fractures develop,
since you are rapidly heating/cooling the material and it doesn’t properly reanneal.
Our solution was to cut the TOPAS much slower under water cooling. This yields
much higher quality results. The recipe is as follows: Machine slowly under ice
water cooling applied with an acid brush. 0.05" removed per turn. 250 RPM
(pressure turn). Feed 0.0024"/rev.
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